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Nixon faces
first civil
rights test
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Nixon administration is facing
its first congressional test on
civil rights over a voting rights
bill branded "a sham and a subterfuge" by a leading Demor
cratic opponent.
Rep. Emanuel Celler , D-N.Y.,
who helped write the law the
President wants replaced by his
bill, told the House Wednesday
the administration proposal is
designed to appease Nixon
Southern supporters.

WELCOME FOR MOON VOYAGER ...Apollo 12 Command Module Pilot Richard F. Gordon Jr., and his wife,
Barbara , embr ace at the door of their home" near the
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex., Wednesday after
Gordon and the other Apollo 12 crew ende"d their quarantine
period and returned to their homes. (AP Photofax)

Prosecutors
seek single
LA, trial
LOS ANGELES (AP ) - Prosecutors say they will seek a
single trial for the bearded leader and five members of a nomadic clan charged with murder and conspiracy in the killings of actress Sharon Tate and
six others.
They add that they expect the
defendants to seek separate
trials, and to try to sever the
case of the slayings of Miss
Tate and four others from those
of a wealthy market owner,
Leno LaBianca, and his wife,
who were killed the next day.

terview Wednesday after three
young women d e f e n d a n t s
waived arraignment on the
charges and a judge issued an
order sharply limiting pretrial
statements to the press by principals in the case.
The central figure in the
investigation ,
Charles
M.Manson 35, "God" and "Satan " to the hippie-style clan,
was to be arraigned today.
"We will attempt to try them
together," Bugliosi said of the
six defendants , "and we will try
to have them tried at the same
time for the Tate and LaBianca
Depnty Dlst. Attys. Aaron killings. We f e e 1 a common
Stovitz and Vincent Bugliosi thread runs through both cases.
made their comments in an in- 'The defense will probably
move to sever each defendant
from the others and sever the
Tate case from the LaBianca
case. We are going to resist
that. "
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But House Republican Leader
Geralf R. Ford, -who was expected to bring Nixon's bill up
late today, said it would be
"wrong and shameful" to extend the present law as most
Democrats and some Republicans want.
Celler is supporting a bill that
would continue for 5 more years
the 1965 Voting Rights Act,
which gives the federal government authority over election
procedures in Southern states.
The act expires next August.
Nixon h as asked Congress Instead for a law affecting all 50
states. The government's power
to deal with discriminatory
state voting laws, however,
would be reduced under the adr
ministration bill.
A deep division in Republican
ranks caused by Nixon's proposal was brought into sharp focus
in Wednesday 's debate.
Ford strongly supported the
Nixon bill. But Rep. William M.
McCulloch, chief House GOP
spokesman on civil rights , attacked with equal vigor.
Celler said when Atty. Gen.
John N. Mitchell presented the
administration bill to the Judiciary Committee, he was asked
what states outside the south
discriminated against Negro
voters.
"He could not tell us of a single complaint he had received,"
said Celler. "What the administration is proposing now is to
build a dam in Idaho to control
a flood in Mississippi."

Negotiations resume
in Duluth bus strike
DULUTH, Minn. (AP ) -Negotiations resumed Wednesday
in an attempt to resolve the 10day did bus strike in this northern Minnesota city.
Representatives of striking
drivers and mechanics met with
officials of the Duluth-Superior
Transit Co. and the Duluth
Transit Authority.

Tax reform bill reaches vote

WASHINGTON (AP) - After
nearly two weeks of heated debate, the Senate reached the final voting stage today on a farreaching tax reform bill laden
with new Social Security benefits and income tax slashes unacceptable to President Nixon .
Nixon summoned the Democratic and Republican floor
managers of the bill, Sens. Russell B. Long, D-La., and John J.
Williams, R-Del., to the White
House this morning for a lastminute conference to . spell out

his objections to the bill.
The Senate cleared the way
for the expected final passage
Wednesday night, disposing of
the last of scores of amendments and barring further floor
additions.
Passage sends the measure to
conference with the House almost immediately, where leaders say there is little doubt
many of the Senate amendments will be stripped away.
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ari.,

chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee who will
be chairman of the conference
committee, predicted a compromise bill will be worked out by
the end of next week! .
As first approved in the Senate Finance Committee, the
measure would have granted $9
billion in tax relief while bringing in $6.7 billion in new revenue.
But floor amendments ballooned the relief figure to more

than $li million while trimming
the new revenue figure to $6
million .
Nixon said he would veto the
measure if it contained the increase in the income tax exemption from $600 to $800 and the 15
per cent across-the-board boost
in Social Secu.ity benefits.
Democratic leaders privately
discounted the veto threat . They
said the key Senate amendments will be changed in conference to make them acceptable
to the President.

Senators worked more than 13
hours Wednesday to get the bill
into position for passage.
The Senate adopted amendments easing restrictions on
real estate businesses, small oil
producers and tacked on a trade
rider that would authorize the
President to impose quotas
when an import threatened a
domestic product.
The measure contains the biggest social security increase in
history and the second largest
income tax cut in history.

In federal crime probe

Mitchell pred icts
massive indictments

ATTY. GEN. MITCHELL

NEWARK N.J. (AP) - With
U.S. . Atty. Gen.; John Mitcbell
predicting
"massive indictments of public officials" in a
federal crime probe, Mayor
Hugh J. Addonizio was un der
court pressure today to answer
a federal prosecutor's questions

Jorihson visits
White House

WASHINGTON M - Lyndon B. Johnson's visit to
the White House today
marked his first time in the
executive mansion since he
gave up possession to Richard M. Nixon nearly a year
ago. President Nixon invited
Johnson to breakfast when
he learned the former chief
executive and his wife Lady
Bird would be in Washington for a pre^wedding party
for a former LBJ secretary,
Marie Fehmer; :
The meeting was also the
first time the two men have
seen each other since the
Johnsons visited the Nixons '
summer White House at San
Clernente, Calif. , last August. . ;
Johnson's only other trip
to Washington since leaving
office was for the funeral
of former President Dwight
D, Eisenhower.
Another purpose for the

WAIVE ARRAIGNMENT . . . Three
young women members of a hippie-style
clan ltfave court in Los Angeles alte r waiving
arraignment on murder charges. Susan Atkins (left ) , 21 , and Linda Kasabian (second
from right ) , 20, were indicted by a Grand
Jury for the slayings of actress Sharon Tate

Johnson 's trip east from
their Texas ranch was a
conference in New York
later today with the firm
publishing the former president's memoirs.
At the Wednesday night
party honoring Miss Fehmer, who will marry Georgetown University Prof. Andrew J. Chiarodo Saturday,
Johnson posed for pictures
but declined to talk about
current political matters.
Instead, he discussed his
book and the Lyndon B.
Johnson Library at the
University of Texas.
¦

thieu: must stand on
side of the free wo rld

SAIGON (AP) - President
Nguyen Van Thieu made one of
his strongest attacks against advocates of a neutralist government tonight, declaring: "If we
want liberty, democracy and
prosperity, then we must stand
on the side of the free world."

nnd six others. Leslie Louise Van Houten
(right ) , lfl , is accused along with the1 others
of murdering a Los Angeles couple the night
following the Tate slayings. She had been
previously identified as Leslie Sankston. Woman deputy is second from left. (AP Photofax )

before a grand jury.
In a speech in Boca Raton ,
Fla., Wednesday, Mitchell declared that the Cosa Nostra had
gained control of a "large
group" of internal . revenue
agents in a state later identified
by an aide as New Jersey.

Del Mauro , chief magistrate of
Newark Municipal Court , and
Joseph Biancone, head of electrical contracting concern which
has done business with the city .
The court reserved decision
on whether the two would have
ASST. ATTY. GEN. WILSON
to answer.

Mitchell said that indictments
forthcoming within 10 days
would crush "the largest gambling syndicate ever broken up
in this country." He did not say
where or by what investigative
body the indictments would be
issued.
The Newark grand jur y investigation , which began as an Essex County operation , was taken
over by federal authorities
Wednesday a few hours before
Mitchell addressed the Investment Bankers Association ol
America in the Florida resort SAIGON (AP) - Battlefield
city.
casualties increased consideraOn Tuesday, Addonizio had
pleaded the protection of the bly on all sides in South VietFifth Amendment, a guarantee nam last week, the allied comagainst self-incrimination, in re- mands reported today, but the
fusing to answer, 24 questions.
toll of 100 Americans killed in
Appearing Wednesday before action was well below the weekJudge Robert Shaw of U.S. Dis- ly average of 187 for the year.
trict Court for a ruling on
whether he had a constitutional The U.S: Command also anright to refuse answers , Addoni- nounced the release of two U.S.
zio said he knew Anthony "Tony helicopter crewmen after five
Boy" Boiardo , a reputed Cosa weeks in enemy captivity . The
Nostra figure.
men, WO Michael T. Peterson
A question about his acquaintanceship with Boiardo was one of Redmond , Wash., and Sgt.
of those the mayor had declined Vernon C. Shepard of Akron ,
Ohio were reported in generally
to answer previously.
Judge Shaw reserved decision good condition. Both are 21.
on whether the mayor could still
refuse to answer the other ques- The total of U.S. combat dead
tions, but said: "I'm inclined , last week was 43 per cent above
particularly where a major pub- the total for the week before ,
lic official is involved , to order but the total of 592 Americans
disclosure of affairs involving wounded was the lowest in that
public office ." The mayor 's law- category in seven weeks.
yer said Addonizi o would an- The Sai gon government reported 411 of its troops killed
swer if necessary to avoid con- last
week and 1,005 wounded ,
tempt of court proceedings .
compared with 373 killed and
The Essex County grand jury 953 wounded the week before.
had questioned 2118 witnesses The allied commands claimed n
over a period of 19 months. Its
investigation began after a commission which looked into
causes of racia l rioting m 1967
reported "a pervasive feeling of
corruption " in Newark .
The count panel' s only indictment was against Police Director Dominick .Spina, on a
charge of failure to enforce
gambling laws. He was acquitted in a subsequent trial,
Federal indictments were returned recently against two
New Jersey Internal Revenue
agents on bribery charges .
The Evening News of Newark
reported that "an informer with
vast inside inform ation about
Newark government" provided
the material which led to the
federal takeover of the investigation .
In Trenton , the slate capital ,
New Jersey Atty . Gen, Arthur
J. Sills said he was explori ng
the possibility of invoking a
state law which provides for reNA.MKI ) FDA CHIEF . . .
moval from office of public offiDr.
Charles (*. Edwards
cials who balk nt testifyi ng en
named
Wednesday lo take
matters related lo their office .
Hut Rills said no action could bo over the Food and Drug Administration Feb. 1, i.s pictaken against Addonizio until
Judge Shaw made his ruling .
tured during a news conferTwo oilier witnesses invoke d
ence in the Health , Educathe Fifth Amendment during aption aiirl Welfare building.
pearances before the grand jury
(AP Photofax )
Wednesday. They wore James

Battlefield
casualties
rise sharply

total of 2,469 "Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese killed, 205
more than a revised toll df 2,264
in the previous week.
South Vietnamese headquarters attributed the rise in casualties to increased enemy activity .
The weekly reports raised to
39,742 the number of U.S. troops
officially reported killed in action in Vietnam since Jan, 1,
1961. Another 260,420 have been
reported wounded. The allies
claim 580,001 North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong killed in that period.
Peterson and Shepard wero
among six Americans shot down
in three helicopters along the
Cambodian border Nov. 2.
Two other crewmen are still
missing, a fifth was found dead
near the wreckage , and the
sixth was rescued wounded.
An Army spokesman said Peterson and Shepard both had
multiple fragmentation wounds
and
were suffering from
"moderate malnutrition. " Peterson lost two left toes, the
spokesman added .
The spokesman said the two
men reported tbey were "released by the enemy. " It was
not immediately clear whether
they had been held by the Viet
Cong or by North Vietnamese
army regulars, but a U.S. Command spokesman said: "No
Viet Cong are known to be in
that area ."
The spokesman said th« Viet
Confi freed the two men , they
did not escape.
There was no prior announcement by the Viet Cong radio nnd
no immediate indication of tho
reason for the clemency.
The two walked into a South
Vietnamese outpost just after
noon Wednesday near the Due
Lap Special Forces camp, on
the Cambodian border 135 miles
northeast of Saigon. They were
taken first lo an Army hospital
at Pleiku and than transferred
to a hospital at I^ng Rinh , 15
miles northeast of Saigon.
The Army said they would ba
flow n to the United Sates Saturday.
Also in the war :

The Da Nnng Air Rase camn
under enemy rocket attack early today for tho first time in
three months , but the shelling
missed visiting U.S. Sen. Barry
Cioldwater by about a mile .

Administration team: near organize d crime breakthroug h
\\y WILLIAM I1ARTON
WASHINGT ON (AP ) - The
Nixon administra tion 's "law
nnd order " team says it i.s nea r
n breakthr ough in its campaign
against organized racketeers,
Its first major dent into the
syndicates is expected next
week in a round of indictmcnLs
by federal grand juries in four
Northeastern cities .
Justice Depart mont officials
describe tho effort against organized crime as the iwfct .successful of .several of its mill-

crime programs .
And Asst. Atty. Gen. Will R.
Wilson , chief of the department's criminal division , said ,
in an mtcrvlew , the most "definite results in the form of indictments" are still to come—probabl y next spring.
"There 's been a determined
effort ," Wilson said , "to come
to grips with tho heart of the
rackets problem in our big cities. "
The progress of this year 's nntirackctaeriiig campaign cannot

be measured in terms of nrrest
and indictment statistics , he insisted , since many o( those result from investigations begun
under former Atty . Gen. Ramsey Clark .
other
President
Nixon 's
crime-fighting
plans aren 't
showing the .same prom ise. His
proposal to deal with crime in
Washington , D.C., is bogged
down in Congress, and supporters say there 's no chance of
passage until the new session
next year.

Nn appropriations for nntirrime programs have obtained
final congressional action , leaving the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the
agency established to administer the MMiB Safe Streets Act , uncertain about how much momn y
it will be able to channel to the
states next year.
Taking note of the pending organized crime enses , Atty. Gen ,
John N. Mitchell said Wednesday indictments expected in one
city within 10 days will "break

up the largest gamblin g syndicate in history. "
He- ^id not specify the place ,
but he said federal investigators
have found "a large group " of
Internal Revenue Service employes in one state "to be controlled by the Mafin. " Other officials said ho referred to New
Jersey.
The organized crime program
nnd more vigorous nntinarcotlcs
drive are the main reasons cited by government prosecutors
for budding optimism about law
enforcement prospects in the

liiVlls.

Even FBI Dirrrlor J. Edgar
Hoover , normally ;i prophet of
rising crime rates , i.s now spying the problem may be. contained within the next few
years ,
Mitchell said "t he cutoff of
the narcotics .supply into the
United States " is one of the ; major slops needed to restore safeiy lo streets of the nation 's
lnrge cit ies .
Among bis programs lo combat Illegal drug trafficking have
been much publicized moves to

intercrpl marijuana and narcotics al the Mexican bord er. I In
also launched new cooperative
programs with France and Turkey to halt internation al heroin
smuggling.
Mos t narcotics enforcemen t is
under ine Bureau of Narc otics
nnd Dangerous Drugs , but Wilson 's criminal division investigators have cracked sOme major narcotics rings this year as
part of the move against racketeers.
RACKF.TKF.llS
(Continued on Page USA, col. 1)

Problems in securities industry-buf they are being tackled

By JOHN CUNNIFF
NEW YORK (AP) -The customers and employes are unhappy and- are complaining . by
the thousands. The employers
are unhappy too because many
of them are losing money.
Employes or professionals are
. stealing millions of dollars in
goods, and others are . counterfeiting and passing the ersatz
product.
The bookkeeping is snarled
and orders cannot be matched
with customers. Some of the
older lirms are having financing
problems and some of the indus-

try's insurers are threatening to
pull out!
Jn order to escape chaos the
industry must redesign its operational technology. While doing
this, industr y officials must contend with the Justice Department, which is disturbed about
the ways the services are
priced.
Yes, problems abound in the
securities industry and perhaps
the most hopeful thing that can
be said of them is that , finally,
they are all being tackled , with
results ranging from one end to

the other of whatever scale is
used to measure them.
It took years for the securities
industry to become ensnarled in
the tangle of barbed wire that
seems to snag and frustrate every move. It won't take as long
to be cut free, but it will still
take years.
Perhaps the most shocking
problem is that of theft. It was
almost totally unexpected by an
industry that not so long ago
would casually send defenseless
messengers through the streets
with bundles of negotiable

Finch prescribes
upgrading, overhaul

WASHINGTON (AP) _ Secretary Robert H. Finch of the Department of Health , Education
and Welfare has prescribed a
treatment of ouster, upgrading
and Overhaul for his ailing Food
and Drug Administration.
For openers , the agency beset from all sides from critics
will have a new chief: . Dr.
Charles C. Edwards, a one-time
Iowa surgeon turrre/l American
Medical Association official and
management expert.
Dr. Herbert L. Ley Jr., the
present FDA commissioner , and
two of his top '. associates, Winton B. Rankin and J. Kenneth
Kirk got the gate Wednesday.
Finch also restored the FDA's
former autonomy within HEW,
freeing it from subordination to
the umbrella Consumer Protection and ¦Environmental Health
Service.
Furthermore, the 4,200-mai
Food and Drug Agency will be
streamlined along what is described as "product" lines. The
present six bureaus will be reduced to three: one for foods ,
pesticides and product safety :
a second for drugs ; and a third
for veterinary medicine.
Structural changes aside, Edwards undoubtedly holds the
key to the FDA's future suc-

cess.

While declining to talk specifically about cures for the agency's ills; the 46-year-old , dapper
grey-haired Nebraska native offered this general statement of
policy in an interview:
"Success of the FDA will
. mean a hard-nosed manager
bringing in Other hard-nosed
managers as well as the best
possible scientific talent,
"The game has to be played
rough.. I firmly believe In making a decision ; sticking with it
and not wishy-washying around.
"And I don't intend to be a
patsy for the pharmaceutical industry. Voluntary compliance is
fine up to a point, but I intend to
4. Winona Daily News
*« Winona, Minnesota
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carry the big club at all times,"
he said.
Edwards took pains to erase
the impression left at a news
conference that he would be soft
on the pharmaceutical industry.
He said then: "I feel we have to
move more in the direction of
working with industry."
His emphasis on "hardnosed'' management fits with a
common complaint of HEW topsiders that Ley was indecisive
on such sensitive issues as the
safety of the artificial sweetener
cyclamates,

.
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Rock singer acquitted
of drug possession
TORONTO m — . j imi-Hendrtx, the American rock singer ,
has been acquitted of charges of
possessing heroin and hashish.
The charges against the singer, 27, were brought when he
went through customs May 3 at
Toronto International Airport.
"It is the best Christmas
present Canada has ever given
me,'' Hendrix declared after the
jury brought in its verdict of innocent Wednesday.
¦.

One-naif cup of cottage cheese
has about the same amount of
protein as three ounces of
cooked meat , fish or poultry, or
three medium eggs.
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straightened out , and it . will
take years to do so, the insurers
might begin to feel a little more
confident in issuing security
bonds. Right now they are very
unhappy.
The 1960s were a hectic decade for the securities Industry.
Many men were made wealthy
in the trended expansion of selling and buying. But they utterly
ignored certain nonmoney aspects of their businesses. They
forgot that a big business operation demands more than telephones , salesmen , clerks arid
messengers.

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) -Willie
"The Actor" Sutton , once a notorious bank robber and prison
escape artist, has been denied a
parole from Attica State Prison.
Sutton, who once broke tfut .of
Sing Sing, is 68. He has spent 17
years at Attica.
The state parole board's refusal Wednesday to let him out
means he will be confined at
least until August 1971, the earliest date he can again apply for
his freedom.

with purchase of

2
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to modem conditions. The New
York Stock Exchange favors
permitting brokers to sell
shares to the public now in order to cap the sources of funds
that are needed.
The pricing issue is being
studied thoroughly by the Big
Board and the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Brokers
have been avoiding the small investor, claiming they lose money handling his transactions.
Sometime next year the commissions for handling small orders probably will be raised.
When all these problems are

Sutton denied
parole from
New York prison
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earlier.
To prdperly match certificates with their buyers and sellers requires plenty of help and
considerable automation. So
does the handling of the multimillion-dollar orders of the big
institutions such as mutual and
pension funds..
Naturally , this means larger
investments. The old method of
raising capital was to invite a
partner and his personal bank
account into the firm. But , when ,
the partner left so did the cash.
Brokerage houses now find
the partnershi p method unsuited
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should nave been foreseen with
more clarity .
One of the most pressing
needs is fot capital. Only
through an infusion of funds can
the securities industry buy the
machinery and systems to extricate itself from bookkeeping
and other paperwork problems.
By 'he end of October , member firms of the New York Stock
Exchange had failed to deliver
$1.8 billion of securities, down
from $4.5 billion earlier this
year but , ominously, higher by
$400 million than one month
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stocks.
It is the problem , also about
which the securities men concede to know the least. The total
of thefts and losses this year in
New York's Wall Street area is
estimated at $45 million, but it
could be much higher.
Employes of securities firms
now are being fingerprinted ,
which should help to eliminate a
type of dishonest employe who,
it is suspected , wandered from
one job to another in the industry looking for Something to lift .
Most of the other problems
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Nominations to
chamber board
are listed

A list of five nominees for
three-year terms as directors
has been sent to members of
the Winona Area Chamber of
Commerce.
Members will -vote to fill the*
five board positions by means
of mailed ballots. Results will
be tallied at the end of Decernber and new directors will take
office" Jan. 1. In most cases
nomination is tantamount to
election.
Nominated by a special chamber committee were:
Gerald Cieminski ,. secretarytreasurer of Nelson Tire Service Inc .; Dr. Robert DuFresne ,
Winon a State College president;
Robert F. Lembkey, assistant
general manager , Lake Center
Industries; Leo Murphy Jr.,
partner in the law firm of
Streater, Murphy, Brosnahan
and Langford; and Frank E.
Utecht, sales manager, Northern States Power Co. Hiawatha
Division.
Five directors are being elected this year for the first time
as part of a process by which
elective board membership is
being expanded to 15. Hereafter five directors will be elected each year.

Above normal
readings seen
for weekend

A weekend of above normal
temperatures, the chance of
an occasional snow flurry but
no important precipitation was
in prospect today for the Winona area. .
There was a trace" of smbw
in the air this morning and a
few light flurries were expected during the remainder of the
day with skies remaining partly cloudy through Friday.
Before* the effects of the: predicted wanning trend are felt
temperatures may again drop
near zero tonight. ,
Wednesday 's high was a chillier than normal 25, this morning's low was 8 and the noon
reading was 20.
A low of between 4 and 14
is forecast for . tonight and a
high in the 20s Friday.
Northwesterly winds will become light and variable by tonight.

Arcadia men
plead guilty
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) David P. Slaby, 25, Arcadia ,
pleaded guilty on two counts
before Trempealeau County
Court Judge A. L. Twesme,
Tuesday morning. He was fined
$157 for reckless use of firearms and $57 for disorderly conduct.
Patrick Boland, 19, and his
brother , William Jr., 18, pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct
and forfeited $57 each.
All three were arrested for
participating in a shooting incident on Main Street here Nov.

Bir dshot fired at Water dispute
Police check Lewiston students taken under

4 accidentsno injuries

MAKES CONTRIBUTION . . . A rt Anderson , right, president of the Winona Exchange Club, presents a $500 check to Robert
Berry, St. Mary 's College student and president of the Action Group. Others, from left,

tributing Countries , both held
at Bangkok, Thailand , and the
ASPAC Conference at Kawana,
Japan.
His speech here is sponsored
by the TrirCollege Young
Americans for Fre'edom Chapter, as a part of the Alternative Weekend, being held nationwide, the theme of which is
"Tell.It To Hanoi "

Police investigated four accidents Wednesday. There were
no injuries.
A three cat accident occurred
at West Broadway and Main
Street at 7:43 p.m . A 1964 station wagon owned by Albert G.
Le Beau , 27, Merrill, Wis., and
a 1962 model sedan driven by
Bernard S. Stolpa Jr., 27, 856
E. 2nd St., were stopped facing
east at a traffic signal when
the Le Beau car was struck in
the rear by a 1963 model station wagon driven by John R.
Galewski, 70, 113 Chatfieid St.
The impact pushed the Le Beau
vehicle into the Stolpa car.
Damage was $100 to the front of
the station wagon, $300 to the
rear and front of the Le Beau
car and $200 to the rear cf the
Stolpa car.
At 3:20 p.m . a 1963 model sedan driven by Thomas F, Putzier, 18, 605 W. Sanborn St.,
eastbound on West Broadway,
collided with a 1965 model sedan driven by David L . Fritz,
21, Adrian , Minn., southbound
on Lafayette Street. After impact the Fritz car continued
across the intersection and
struck a i960 model station wagon driven by James Dalton, 18,
Hamburg, N.Y., which was
stopped facing north on Lafayette Street south of the intersection.
Damage was $100 to the front
of the Putzier car, $50 to the
front of the Dalton vehicle and
$150 to the right side cf the

ACCORDING to Jim Elkjer ,
Minnesota YAF chairman, the
purpose* of the program . - is. tore-emphasize t h e
inherent
morality of U.S. continued presence in Vietnam , as well as to
point out that Hanoi is unwilling to negotiate a peaceful settlement.
"The theme of the program
is 'tell it to Hanoi ' since we
believe that those who desire
a real and lasting peace must
call upon Hanoi to reciprocate"
on the actions already taken
by the United States in our attempt to bring about an end to
the war," Elkjer said.
YAF is the largest bi-partisan
conservative youth group in the
nation having over 54,000 members and 513 chapters. John Frydenlund, a student at Winona
State College is president of
the Tri-College Chapter.
A press conference has been
arranged for 9:30 a.m. in the
Alumni Lounge, and there will
be a question and answer period following Minn 's speech in
the student union.

A 1962 model two door sedan
driven by Thomas V. Morley,
19, Oceanside, N.Y., and a 1964
model station wagon driven by
Harold W. Severson, 48, Trempealeau. Wis., collided at West
5th and Stone streets at 4:34
p.m. Police said the Morley car
was . -westbound on 5th Street
and the Severson car southbound on Stone Street . Damage
was $325 to the front of the Morley car and $200 to the front of
the Severson vehicle.
A 1969 model two door sedan
driven by Glenn T. Riska 24 ,
Altura , was, according to police, eastbound on West Broadway when it struck the rear of
a 1959 model two door sedan
driven by Judd R. Henthorne ,
53, Red Top Trailer Court , at
1:05 p.m. about 100 feet west
of Winona Street.
A 1969 model two door sedan
driven by James.A. Rice, 37,
1752 Edgewood Ed., also eastbound, then struck the Riska
car in the rear. Damage was
$100 to the Henthorn e car, $400
to the Riske car and $75 to the
Rice vehicle.

Brother Richard Roller, of St. Mary's, advisor to the group; Lou Sayre , secretary of
the Exchange Club, and Fran Akers, College
of Saint Teresa , vice president of the Action
Group. (Daily News photo)

Exchange Club YAF speaker is
will support Cambodia native
'Action Group'

The Exchange Club of Winona
Wednesday at the Park Plaza ,
voted to give its .financial support to the Action Group.
The group currently consists
of 30 students from St. Mary's
College and the College of Saint
Teresa who devote their Saturdays working with underprivileged children in Winona ranging
in age from five years through
14. . ' . •¦ . . . . '
In the past, the Exchange
Club has given financial aid
to many projects throughout Winona. This is the first time that
;he club has offered virtually
complete support to a single
project.
According to Art Anderson,
president : "These young men
and women from the colleges
do not reside in Winona , but
still they are giving up their
own free time to assist in a
most critical area and , from the
reports we have received , they
are doing a splendid job. The
Exchange Club of Winona feels
that the least we can do is give
them some financial help in
carrying out their program." '
In explaining the program ,
Robert Berry, Chicago, president of Action Group, said the
students work with from 75 to
100 children every Saturday
with- activities varying depending on each age'group. A Christmas party for 150 children is
scheduled Saturday.
Following presentation of an
initial check for $500 to Action
Group, Lou Sayre, secretary of
the Exchange Club, said : "Although the club is now taking on
a major project , this does not
mean that we will not continue
our assistance to some of the
other very worthwhile projects
we have helped in the past."
The Exchange Club derives
its revenue from the annual
Travel Series programs shown
to residents of this area at the
Winona Junior High School during the fall and winter months.

Le Quang MLnh , secretary of
the South Vietnamese Embassy,
who will speak at Winona State
College at 10 a.m. Friday, is
a native of Cambodia. He was
born at Phnompenh July 11,
1937.
He is a graduate of the University of Saigon, the Foreign
Service Institute, Saigon, and
the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam Infantry School, Thuduc.

HE SERVED as editor of the
Vietnam Press Agency, Saigon,
from 1961-63, was press officer
of the Office of the Prime
Minister there from 1983-65;
served as foreign service officer with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Saigon, from 196566, and in May of 1966 assumed his position as secretary
of the Embassy of Vietnam,
Washington, D.C.
In 1969, Minh attended the
SEATO conference and the Conference of Vietnam Troops Con-

Warehouse Market
is burg larized
The Warehouse Market, 1733
Service Dr., was burglarized
some time Wednesday night,
said Police Chief James McCabe. About $40 worth oi
change and airmail stamps,
valued at $20, were stolen.
Leroy H. Holub, manager, discovered the break-in about 8:15
a.m. today. Entry was made ,
he said, by prying open a lock
on a door near the loading dock.
CHRISTMAS CANTATA
MABEL, Minn. (Special) A Christmas cantata , "The
Wonder of Christmas," will be
presented Sunday at 8 p.m. at
the Hesper Friends Church.
The Hesper Community Choir
will perform under the direction of Marvin Cooper. Soloists
are Curtis Flak, Lisa Torvik,
Mrs . Dale Floyd and Mrs. Ed
Wells. Miss Cynthia Flak is
organist , and Mrs. Marvin
Cooper, pianist. Lawrence Tjossem will narrate .

by the board to the report of
Public Examiner Robert Whitaker, who lound a number of irregularities in operations ' at the
college for the years 1966-68.
The board adopted half a dozen
courses of action and a pair of
resolutions to improve operation
of the state college system at
all six institutions.
The $194,354 grant in question
for fiscal Iflfi!) covered "an institute for in-service training of
educational planners for state
education agencies" at the college, Whitaker 's report had said.
It added that Nickerson and former vice president of the college, Merlin G . Duncan , had incorporated last year as the Research and Development. Foundation of Mankato State College,
Inc. Its purpose was W assist
the college.
Funds from the federal grant
were placed with the foundation.
The grant budget provided for
indirect costs of ? 14 ,786, the public examiner 's report pointed
out , and this was not subject to
U.S. government audit. Of that ,
$10,000 was transferred to the
foundation pool , and $8,000 in
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turn was applied to buy the
plane.
By way of mitigation , the
board reported that the training
institute for which the grant
was dedicated involved travel in
the 50 states , District of Columbia and tour outlying territories
of the United States.
"The foundation airplane has
been used in preference to commercial travel to provide the
most economical transportation
for staff , consultants and participants , and maximize the progra m , " the board explained.
The board' s report , outlined
by JVJitau , called for several corrective steps in operations at
Mankato State and the rest of
the college system.
These points were:
1. All funds for federally-supported programs in the college
system shall be administered
within state law , and in consultation with prope r state officials,
2. Operations of the Mankato
State College Bookstore , which
were faulted by the public examiner , shall be studied by a
newly-formed committee at students , faculty and administration.

.

The German Measles clinic
held throughout Winona County Dec. 3-5 was deemed a success by Miss Susan Steiner ,
R.N ., public health nurse.
A total of 4,958 children received vaccinations , roughly
about 45 percent in the* one to
five age group, and 65 percent

3. The MSC president shall
"continue his efforts of the past
two years to improve the business operations of the college."
4. Directors of the research
and development foundation at
MSC shall provide the board
with an audited financial statement on the federal grant.
5. The hoard shall ask the attorney general to brief the board
on whether contractual arrangements may be made with
private foundations, and what
the conditions are if so.
fi. Tiro chancellor shall create
a task force to probe "any practices which may hamper the effective operation of federal
grant programs. " That group is
to recdmmend any appropriate
remedial steps.
In an introduction to the 14pngc report , the board said that
"Minnesota slate colleges have
experienced a decade of growth
which has strained operating
procedures. " It added : "It
should also be noted that there
i.s no evidence of impropriety or
personal gain on the part of any
of the officials of Mankato Slate
College. "

ALSO IN THE group who
had just left the school bus ,
but reportedly not hurt , were
Carol Nahrgang, daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. Paul Nahrgang,
and Allen Matzke, son of Mr.
and . Mrs. Bernard Matzke.
The students were crossing
CSAH 25 enroute to Lewiston's
bowling alleys, where the parents of some of them were to

pick them up. The car with
the two men was traveling
south and the students were
crossing the street before proceeding north and then west
toward the alleys.
When the car was about 150
feet . past them it stopped and
one shot was fired at the
youths. Since none seemed to
be seriously injured , they continued to the bowling alley.
The car went around a corner and came by them again
and stopped. The occupants reportedly said something to the
students, wh o then proceeded
toward their destination at a
faster pace.

ED V O L K M A N , Lewiston
policeman , spotted the car.
Carol Bollman had taken down
the license number and reported to her father who was waiting for her at the alleys. He
called police. Volkman stopped
the men and confiscated a .22
caliber pistol about 10:45 p.m.
The weapon had three empty
cartridges and three loaded
cartridges in the chambers , the
sheriff said.
A sheriff's deputy and Volkman questioned the students at
the high school Wednesday
afternoon and were to do so
again today. Students didn 't
know their assailants.
Authorities also questioned the
suspects, but at noon today had
made no arrests and Sheriff
Fort would not release the
names.

Miriisterium asks
no rifle salutes

Services of a burial detail to
render military honors at funerals will continue to be offered
to families of such veterans, it
was agreed Wednesday night by
members of Neville-Lien Post
No. 1287, Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
The announcement came in
response to a letter sent to Winona funeral directors by the
Winona Area Ministerium suggesting that the three-volley
rifle salute at graveside be discontinued. Copies of the letter
were sent to VFW and American
Legion posts here, both of which
supply such military details on
request of veterans' families,

MINISTERIUM t p o kesmen
said1 today the association does
not oppose participation by flag
details and buglers. They said
that the rifle volleys frequently
have an upsetting effect on
mourners and are considered
objectionable by many members
of the association . The letter
invited veterans groups to ask
for further information if desired , but , said the ministerium , no such requests have
been received.
VFW members said the military rites are conducted only if
families request them and that
the post will continue to extend
the service because members
of the children from six to 11 consider it an appropriate final
honor for deceased veterans.
years old.
Members heard a talk on
In Winona schools : St. Mary 's, membership and aid to veter225; St. Matthews , 124; Madison , ans by Elden Schlesser, Waba334; Phelps, 204; Cathedral , 197;
Central , 258; St. Martin 's, 89; Severa l injured
St. Stanislaus, 231; WashingtonKosciusko, 341; Jefferson, 457; as car hits bus
Lincoln , 229; Sr. High night
clinics, 514.
near Mondovi
In outlying schools: Minnesota City, 197; Stockton , 53; Rol- MONDOVI , Wis . (Special) lingstone , 157; Ridgeway, 226; A Mondovi School District bus
Pickwick , 31; Dakota , 184; Al- driven by Lcvcrn F. Brantncr ,
tura , 111; Lewiston, 304 ; St. 37, Mondovi Rt. 4., tipped onto
its right side when a car , drivCharles , 492.
Groups cooperating in the pro- en by George Earnhard t , 56, of
gram were the Winona County Mondovi Rt. 3, collided with it
Association for Retarded Chil- Tuesday at 4:25 p.m. on the
dren , co-sponsors , who worked Eau Claire-Dunn-Pepin County
on publicity and pro vided vol- line road and a Drammenunteer workers; the youth group Brunswick town road .
of the Association of Retarded Barnhardt was cited for failChildren , who distributed post- ing to yield right-of-way,
Brantncr and six students,
ers throughout the county and
worked at the night clinics; 8 to 16 years , were brought to
Mrs. Jaycees, who provided vol- Buffalo Memorial Hospital here.
unteer workers , a n d Winona The driver and four of the chilPublic Schools who printed the dren were treated for minor
injuries. Barnhardt was taken
forms.
"The school system should be to Sacred Heart Hospital for
congratulated for encouraging treatment of lacerations on his
the children to participate , and head , leg and face,
The eastbound bus had left
for sending out and collecting
other children off and was
some"
registration forms nnd payapproaching the intersection
ments ," said Miss Sleiner.
The Winonn Public School when Rnrnh ardt approached
Nurse worked closely with the from the north on the townline
nursing service, in coordinating road. His car skidded (10 feet
and working throughout the pro- t hrough tho "yield" sign and
gram. School P.T.A. members struck the side of the hus, Damnlso took time to work in the age of $;i,000 was Estimated to
the new bus and .$300 damage
clinics.
to Bnrnhardt ' s inr>2 station wagon.
ARCADIA COUNTRY CLUB
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special ) - NKLSON PAT1KNT
NELSON, Wis. (Special) —
The annual meeting of t he members of Arcadia Country Club , Mrs . Edn Amdahl , rural NelInc. , will be held at the club- son , is n patient at St. Elizabeth
Hosp ital , Wabasha.
house, Monday at 8 p.m.

4,958 receive
measles vaccine

State colleges told to follow
letter of law on federal funds

ST. PAUL (AP ) - The State
College Board wants its colleges
to follow the letter of the law
when dealing with federal funds.
At a meeting Wednesday, the
board admitted a $104,354 grant
was mishandled when it was
channeled throu gh a private
foundation nt Mankato State
College.
The board adopted recommendations prepared by its chancellor , ' Dr. Theodore G. Witau ,
who said "There i.s no evidence
of impropriety or personal gain
on the part of any of the officials of Mankato State College. "
He added , "There has been no
attempt W cover up or to avoid
embarrassing questions.
The chancellor said there was
nn altompt "to stretch these
federal grant dollars to a maximum , ' by milling tluem through
the foundation.
Mnnknto State College President—also presid ent of the foundation-James F. Nickerson , admitted thorn had been irregularities , but defended the money
had been well spent , Including
the $»,000 down payment on nn
nlrplnne.
Point-by-point reply was made

Fritz car.

LEWISTON, Minn. (SpeciaDTwo young men , reportedly
from St. Charles, will be
charged following further investigation into the firing of
birdshot at some seven students, 13 and 14 years old ,
as they were leaving Lewiston High School about 10:15
p.m. Tuesday. They were returning . from a basketball
game at Peterson.
Investigation by the Winona
County sheriff's department is
continuing today. According to
Sheriff George Fort, those suffering stings from the shot fired
from a passing car were Steve
Pierce, hit in the back of the
leg, and his brother, Greg, hit
in the left thigh , sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Pierce; David
Gehiing, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Gehring, hit in the right
forefinger; Dan Mueller, son
of the Paul Muellers , and Jim
Olson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James O l s o n , and Carol
BolLman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs . Robert Bollman, struck in
the back of the head.

sha , 1st District junior vice commander.
A COMMUNICATION f r o m
the national VFW commander ,
Raymond A. Gallagher , noted
that 1969 is the organization 's
70th year and that the past decade has been , one of the most
turbulent in the nation's history .
The nation is still involved in
the longest war in its history in
the interest of defending the
right of another people to determine their own destiny freely,
the letter stated.
The commander 's letter urged
members to remember the nation 's servicemen in Vietnam
at Christmas and to support
their sacrifices for the objective
of peace.
Holiday activities planned by
the post include giving rides to
senior citizens for a look at city
Christmas decorations, a party
for orphans at the Lamberton
Home for Children and a Dec.
20 children's party . A post and
auxiliary party is planned at the
club on Christmas morning.
A plaque with the names of
all life members will be mounted at the VFW club rooms . ,

advisement

Judge Glenn E. Kelley Wednesday afternoon took under
advisement the case of Mr. and
Mrs. John B. Baumann, 4550
9th St., Goodview , against the
village of Goodview ,- a dispute
arising.from the shutting off of
water to the Baumann home
for two weeks last May . The
Baumanns seek $5,000 exemplary damages and $41.50 water
meter deposit.
Dennis A . Challeen represented the village and Richard
H. Darby was attorney for the
plaintiff.
Charles Smith , 3855 6th St.,
Goodview, a member of the
Goodview Village Council, testified Wednesday afternoon
that the water was turned off
because the Baumanns violated
the village ordidnance by not
paying a water meter deposit.
Baumann earlier testified that
he offered to pay the $41.50 if
the council would give him a receipt stating that the money
was deposit on the meter and
not for purchase of it. Smith
said yesterday that Baumann
did not offer to pay a deposit
and that if he had , the council would have accep ted it.
The Baumanns contend that
they paid the village for meter
installation when they first
moved to Goodview and that
when they moved, to another
home in the village they were
wrongfully assessed an additional $41.50 for the meter in
the new house.
Other witnesses were: Rex
Johnson , 4175 9th St., Goodview ; Lester Berg, 4025 4th
St., Goodview ; Herbert Kleyla ,
West Service Drive; Gerald T.
Feils, 4080 9th St., Goodview;
Duane Peterson , 418 Hiawatha
Blvd.; Ralph T.. Hengel, 789
W. 5th St.; Elmer Obitz , 740
41st St., Goodview ; Clarence;
Russell, 1570 W. King St. ; Melvin Iverson, Goodview ; Den- ,
nis Challeen , Ronald Wenzel , .
850 46th ; Mrs. Baumann , and
Richard H. Darby , 414 Dacota
St. . ' -

Caledonia teachers
speak at math meet
CALEDONIA , Minn. - Three
representatives of the Caledonia Public Schools spoke on. the
individualized concept of mathematics at the meeting of the
Southeastern Council of Teach- .
ers of Mathematics held at
Rochester Dec. 3.
Gerald Olson , junior higb
school principal , and Mrs. Helen Graf and Howard Medin ,
mathematics instructors, represented Caledonia at the area
conference
which
includes
school systems north to Red
Wing, west to Farib ault and to
the Iowa and Wisconsin borders .
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Tidings
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Hi, and hi-ho—the holidays are
here again! Time to be icady to
greet the season's visitor!, with
something to nibble on , and
something to sip. Deer fits the
occasion — it 's a happy sign of
hospitality and moderation! Everybody enjoys it. Today, two
out o£ three American homes
serve malt beverages.
Baked Applet
nnd Honeyod Be-e-r
In many parts of Cumberland ,
Hngland , holiday merrymakers
continue the ancient practice of
roaslin .g apples before the fire ,
until they drop off into a howl
of hot mulled ale. In the olden
days , folks mulled ale by immcrsing a red-hot poker into a
mug containing ale, honey and
nutmeg. Today, yon simply heat
beer — do not boil it — in ft
saucepan , and pour it over
nutmeg-dusted honey. (One tenspoon honey per person.) Why
not make a big, stenming bowl

of -it , and float hot, baked appies in it?
-• J J
Cheddor-Baar
Company Spread
Combine 16 lb. grate d mild
cheddar cheese, Vi dove garlic
(crushed), 1 Tbsp. Worcestershire Sauce , V> tsp. dry nutslard , '/> cup beer, and a dash of
cayenne pepper. MI K till very
smooth , and store in refri geralor j„ croc k or jar with tightly- ;
scaled top — at least a day,
preferably a week or more. Remove from refrigerator half an
hour before¦ serving,
Toaitmg The Ocea»Ion
When the foaming glasses nre
raised , why not add to the atr
of festivity with a toast? Here
are two of my favorites : "May
the most you wish for be the
least you get!" Or, ""May every
today bo happier than yesterday!" — and that 's my toast to
you.

mvtommmHtowmitwtoVtommmi
THE BREWERS OF MINNESOTA
Wish Yoti and Yours
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Protest was just
music to the
ears of senator

By Ed Dodd

M Mapp vvwL<£OA£ Wight

Agnew, Lindsay in
fearless forecast

¦

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Have some of our Fearless Forecasts,
Katharine Hepburn will m ike the audience sit up,1 gasp
and laugh; on opening night of 'Coco" Dec. 18, when she snaps
out a certain 4-letter word , an Anglo-Saxon expletive which is
gaining popularity with enterta iners lately. Her script had it
in French but she translated it to English which wasn't hard.
Katie" will be at the peak of her physical prowess opening
night. "Fragile she is not!" declared a close friend.
Jerry Herman and Mike StewThe gag line, "Agnew is so art started writing a musical
big he's dropping Nixon." will
on "Some Like It Hot"
be heard over and over . . .- "-.. based
Plus the serious suggestion: ..- . , Shirley Booth's coming in
Agne*w is Man of the Year . . . to discuss starring in "Lilies
You'll hear more and more of the Field ," now titled "Some
that Secretary of State Rogers Kind of Man," opposite Al
eventually: heads for the Su- Freeman Jr. . . Romy Schneipreme Court and that Nelson
Rockefeller steps in there leav- der -will, appear with Bob Hope
ing the Guvship open to John when his round-the-world-to
Lindsay.
Vietnam show (and TV tape
If Lindsay becomes Guv , wilt for Chrysler) goes to Vienna
Snow banks become state-wide? and Naples. Bob caught her on
WHEN LIZ Taylor and Rich- the Dean Martin TV show.
ard Burton arrive here in a The Motion Picture Indusweek en route to Beverly Hills , try's going to admit it's under
Honolulu and Puerto Vallarta, pressure to "revise" its movie
Liz will show off her new Car- rating system—and take other
tier diamond in public frequent- steps to find the cause of the
ly. Without advertisemen t or hell of a mess it's in.
desire for publicity. "She does- Secret meetings, loud speechn't need an occasion. She wears es. Investigations, committees.
it wherever she goes," says one Major producers blast fly-byof her close firends. She has night cheapie companies who
not commented on the: story want to get their pictures rated
that she has a. fake diamond X. Majors don't want to .be
that resembles the Cartier jew- X-ed. One famous producer
el so closely that people will says, "The public's sick of sex
never know which is the gen- pictures. They won't be around
much more,"
uine.
The Burtons while loafing In THERE could be titantic deMexico for weeks will continue velopments as the film business
turning down movie offers: tries to
its ailments. Jack
•'They are eager to hew to their Valenti, find
their leader , remains
one-year sabbatical."
popular with nearly all.;
You'll hear about Arlene Dahl Cassius Clay's "Buck White,"
marrying Skip Schauman at which folded on B'way within a
Marble Collegiate Church .
week, may go into the Apollo
He's boss of the Western TV In- Theater in Harlem after his
'
dustries . . . . . Laura Johnson, Jan. 3 fight with Billy Joiner
the playgirl, was at Trader , . . "Man of La Mancha " will
Vic's with King Peter, once of be filmed in '71 by United ArYugoslavia, and they both ate tists: Mitch Leigh producing,
the camelias in the soup.
Albert Marr directing, no cast
The Billy Rose Theater , a chosen yet.
Jinx house for several years, TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A
will be saved from demolition producer grumbled that he
by the success of Tammy didn't save any money on nuGrimes in "Private Lives " . . . die shows: "What I save on
costumes, I spend on flu
shots."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: A
Broadwayite says his wife always wanted to live in a more
expensive apartment: "And
now she's getting her wish—
7:15.9:10 —JJ.0O- ?T.25
the landlord raised the rent. -'
No One Under 16 Admitted
EARL'S PEARLS: Taffy TutUnlei* With an Adult
tle suspects that her uncle,
who recently retired , won't be
NOW S H O W I N G
missed much: "His boss gave
him a testimonial party during
a coffee break ."
- ClaiKBloofli\ Robert Mitchum , just back
^Steig«
I from filming "Ryan's DaughJadyCeeson
ter" in Ireland , was asked how
"3into2woritgoT]j long he'd spent on the picture.
\
He said, "I can tell you exact«WMIt*fOMS.l1li KTl« ^&J§
\ [S]
ly—25 cases." . . . .That' s earl,
^tWrnW^mi^mli^i^ brother.
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Voice of the Outdoors
Game in winter
There is no question that winter is hard on wildlife in areas
such as Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin.
M u c h of the protection and
sources of food that supported
wildlife during past winters
has been , reduced.
There no longer is roadside cover to give the birds
and animals shelter. Fence
rows are gone and there are
few brush piles in the
woods and there are fewer
straw stacks standing in
fields.
Food during the early part of
the winter is usually sufficient
to support the wildlife . of the
area. However, more game
would survive from year to
year if more food were available.
However , heavy pheasant .
losses are not caused by
the lack of . food , but rather by the lack of proper
shelter. The deep snow and
a shortage of food hurts the
deer population. Starvation
is almost always given as
the cause of winter kill of
deer.
A bulletin from the University of Wiscons in calls attention
to the fact that it is the public
rather than n a t . ur-e that has
made the winters tougher on
wildlife.
Drowning report
Minnesota is experiencing
its worst year of recreational drownings since 1949 —
and the year isn't over yet,
conservation officials noted
grimly. Robert Rygg, assistant commissioner of con-

servation, said 147 persons
have drowned so far this
year in our lakes, streams
and ponds "and it is virtually certain that more will
drown before the end of
the year."

gles counted here last week
probably was due to the
number of dead shad in the
river. The death of the shad
has not been blamed, as
far as we know, on pollution.

"Unfortunately, people will
continue to take chances and
break through the ice while
skating or while crossing frozen streams or lakes during
hunting and trapping trips," he
said. "Others may die while
taking their snowmobiles across
unsafe ice."

Don't forget that Dick Dorer ,
Minnesota's grand old man of
conservation is the speaker tonight at the Izaak Walton
League meeting at 8 o'clock
at the Prairie Island cabin.

It has been 20 years since
more people drowned in
Minnesota. That was in 1949
when 153 deaths were recorded. "Certainly there
are many more people using our lakes and rivers
each year ," said Rygg, "but
that doesn't mean that we
can accept the lower percentage figure of drownings
and consider it progress.
Somewhere, sometimes the
water safety ruies must be
taught and accepted if
these needless deaths are to
"be reduced!"
Here and there
Winon a is being represented
this week at the 31st Midwest
Fish and Wildlife Conference of
professional game men , in St.
Paul by Dr. W. E. Green of the
upper river refuge, and Nick
Gulden , state game men statoned here. A large part of the
program deals with papers prepared by researchers in the
past . year. However, attention
will also be devoted to radioactive problems.
The large number of ea-
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Deep snow closed t h e
Camp Ripley bowhunting
season Sunday. Roads were
all blocked and it was impossible for both deer and
hunters to move about.
The total deer kill in Wisconsin was 97,469, according to
summary of all reports received at Madison . Last year 's kill
totaled 120,000.
Jackson County ranked
third in the total number of
deer killed with 3,593. Waupaca County was first with
4,501. Buffalo County had a
total of 2,8S8, compared
with 2,915 a year a g o.
Trempealeau County 's total
was down 400 to 1,088.

Television review

NBC provides p review of
ABCs 'Johnny Cash Show'
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — NBC,
probably quite unwittingly , provided air time Wednesday night
for a preview of "The Johnny
Cash Show" which next mdnth
will have its midseason premiere in the same time .spot on
rival ABC.
The popular country and western singer was the star of a
"Music Hall" show and a tune"ful hour it was, with songs ranging from the 1870 "It Ain't Gonna Rain No More" to the I960
"Is That All There Is?" It was a
forcefu l demonstration how far
country ana western has traveled in the past three years: Cash
worked with guest star Peggy
Lee, about as city and eastern
style singer as there is artfund ,
and it came off as smooth as
silk.
The theme of the hour did not
fit the stars and their style as
comfortably as the music. Most
of the songs were introduced by
Cash reading exerpts from Carl
Sandburg, and it was all just a
little too majestic and high
flown. Cash seemed more at
ease when, guitar over shoulder, he was singing his own
songs.
"Music Hall" has been quietly
around for several seasons,

steadily picking up larger audiences. Now it has moved into
the top third of the Nielsen list,
an ascent that seems tied up
with a format of making each
weekly show a sort of special
for comics like Alan King and
singers like Cash and Eddie Arnold.
The series that follows, "Then
Came Bronson ," has td be one
of NBC's major disappointments of the season, The series,
shot entirely on location, is offbeat and distinctive. But somehow it just doesn't seem to be
cutting it in the ratings and its
future after this season is uncertain.
Wednesday night' s episode
had the peripatetic hero, Bron-
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BURGER

5 ounces of choice ground
beef , large slice of cheese,
crisp lettuce, sliced tomato
and special dressing on a
large toasted bun.
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HE TOLD HIS audience the
purchase w c » u l d demonstrate
that the law is easily overlooked
and often ignored .
Police said Baird left Ashland
before he could be arrested ,
and that they had expected to
have the warrent served Tuesday night when Baird appeared
at Ripon College to deliver an
address.
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POLICE SAID Baird had
left the state before the warrant could be served, and that
it is being kept on file.
Baird is accused of violating
Wisconsin law by displaying
contraceptives to his Northland
College audience. He told the
gathering he -wanted to test the
statute which,, for 30 years, has
described birth control items as
"indecent articles."
Legislation -was i n t r o duced
this year to modify the statutes ,
including allowing , doctors and
welfare agencies to distribute
birth control devices to unwed
women. The change was never
adopted.
During Baird 's speech , two
young women identified as coeds
were sent to a drug store , to
purchase what he described as
contraceptives.

PJTJjT " CHICKEN
j « CARRY-OUT M

Special!
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ASHLAND, Wis. VFi — Police in this northern Wisconsin
college community say they are
relaxing their efforts to arrest
a New York man accused of
displaying birth control devices
during a campus speech last
week .
Dist. Atty. William Chase issued a warrant after Thursday 's
speech at Northland College ,
naming Wifliam R. Baird of
Valley Steam, NX , director of
the Parents Aid Society of New
York.

The rest of the story centered
on the other man 's problems-^
finding money to repay Bronson
and making his peace with his
alienated family in Phoe"nix .
Michael Parks as Bronson has
an interesting reserve and laconic manner. Robert Hooks
aquitted himself well as the angry young Negro—a character
which threatens to become a
television stereotype .

NEW YORK (AP ) _ Calling
his decision "final and not sub- :
ject to change," former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur J.
Goldberg says he will not be a
Candidate for governor or U.S.
senator in the .1970 New York
elections.
Goldberg, who faced a \prl?
mary fight if he sought theDemocratic party . nomination
for either post , announced his
decision in a brief statement
Tuesday evening.

MADISON, Wis. UP) - The
corridors of the state Capitol
apparently do strange things
with sound.
About 10o protesters stood in
the rotunda Wednesday, chant,
ing "We want Warren , We want
Warren ," in an effort to obtain
a meeting with Atty. Gen. Robert Warren.
The demonstrators fled to
avoid a confrontation with police. Moments later, Sen. Ernest Keppler , R-Sheboygan , arrived on the scene.
singing Christmas carols ," Kep"I thought somebody was pler said .

Police relax
efforts fo
arrest speaker

son , finding another solitary
motorocyclist stranded with engine trouble outside Phoenix. In
spite df rebuffs from the cyclist,
a young and very hostile Negro,
he helped get the machine to a
garage and helped pay the
excessive charge for repairs.
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Here and There
The first fishing contest
announcement reached our
desk today. The Mondovi
Conservation Club will hold
its annual contest on Mirror Lake, Mondovi , from 1
to 3:30 p.m ,, Jan. 25.
Friday marks the last day ol
the goose hunting season in
Minnesota and Wisconsin, This
year probabl y, was one of the
best in recent years. At least
we have heard more tales of
success than is normal.

Goldberg says he
will not fun for
New York governor
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Serving with the Armed( Forces

Area Marine awarded AAeritorious Mast

MINNESOTA CITY , Minn Cpl. Dennis P. Fenton , son of
Mr. and Mrs . Maurice Fenton,
Minnesota C i t y , has been
awarded a Meritorious Mast
from the U.S.. Marine Corps.
The Mast read , in part: "On
joining Motor Transport Maintenance Co., Jan . 1969, Fenton
was assigned duties as a mechanic and as parts room man
in the Rebuild Platoon. Throughput this period of time he has
carried out all of his duties in
an exemplary manner , and has
consistently demonstrated a degree of professional knowledge
far beyond that expected of him.
"His devotion to duty, his
ability to attain proven results,
and his adherence to high standarris have been the subject of
favorable comments from all
who have come in contact with
him . His performance of duty
has been in keeping with the
highest tradition of the USMC."
Cpl. Fenton had been stationed on Okinawa since January, 1969. In November , he
was transferred to Vietnam at
his own request.
His address is: Hq. Maintenance Bn., 3rd Force Service
Reg; , Fleet Marine Force, FPO
San Francisco, Calif . 96602. .

a member of- the 11th Infantry
Co. While serving in Vietnam ,
he was — awarded th* Bronze
Star Medal.
His new address is: C Btry.
3/11 Arty., Ft. Riley, Kan. 66442.

ard L. McDonel, son of Mrs.
Ann McDonel, Black Ri-ver
Falls, is on duty at Cam Ranh
Bay AB. Vietnam!
Sgt. McDonel, a first sergeant ,
is assigned to . the 14th Aerial
Port Squadron , a unit of the
Pacific Air Forces, headquarters for air operations . in Southeast Asia , the Far East and
Pacific area.
The sergeant attended Black
River Falls¦ High School.
• .:¦

•

.

BLAIR , Wis. ( Special) - Sgt.
David Raw'son, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Rawson, rural
Blair, received his discharge
from the Army and arrived
Fruetcl
Gunderson
home on Nov. 11 from a 14Airman RONALD S. GUN- month tour of duty of Korea.
¦' ¦
- ¦
DERSON , son of Mr. and Mrs.
.•: ¦ •:. .
Goodwin S. Gunderson of 516 CALEDONIA , Minn. — Spec.
Center St., has completed basic 4 John B. Schroeder , son of
training at Lackland AFB, Tex . Mr. and Mrs. Irvin N. SchroeHe is remaining at Lackland for der , Caledonia , was met in Hatraining as a security police- waii recently by his wife, Gloman. Airman Gunderson is a ria , where they spent his R & R
,1969 graduate of Cotter High period together.
School.
He is stationed with the 1st
" •' ¦ ¦¦ ¦ .
Air Cavalry Division in VietARCADIA , Wis. (Special) — nam.
' -. '. Sgt. Gary I. Hanson , Arcadia , Two Caledonia men recently
Has a new address. It is: CMRI enlisted in the U;S. Navy, acBox 9396, APO San Francisco, cording to CPO Larry White , La
Calif . 96201:
Crosse Navy recruiter.
Receiving their basic training
"Several special p r o grams BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. at Great Lakes ( 111.) Naval
are now available for men who — U.S. Air Force T. Sgt. Rich- Training Center are Thomas L.
enter the Army this month —
and want to be home for the
Christmas holidays,'' according
to ah announcement today by
Army Recruiting Sergeant Len
Carriea.
He explained that individuals
who enlist between now and
Dec! 19 will leave for basic
training, and then be allowed
to come home for the holidays.
These men will then remain
home until Jan. 5.
Similarly, men enlisting from
Dec. 20-31 will be enlisted in
Minneapolis , and will then fee
able : to return home. These individuals will not leave for
basic training until Jan. 5.
"Under the provisions of another progr am, qualified applicants
can enlist in the Army's Delayed Program — and postpone
their actual entry onto active
duty until January or even
February.
Area men who are interested
in: additional information on
th ese special programs for the
Christmas season are invited
to contact Sergeant Carriea at
the Winona National Guard
Armory every Wednesday between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00
•
p.m.
: . ' *'
Pvt. Shirley Mae Beck, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Florian
B eck of 721 E. Third St., is
stationed at Ft. Mc Clellan, Ala.
Her address is: Co. B-4 WAC
Tin. Bat., US WACC, Ft. McClellan, Ala., 36201.

Stoltz, son of Mr. and Mrs . Leo
Stoltz, and Karl A. Klankowski, son of Mr, .and Mrs. Herman Klankowski .
..

¦

'¦
,•:

COCHRANE , Wis. - Army
Pvt. Mark S. Scholl, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray. Scholl, Cochrane , completed with honors
eight weeks of advanced infantry training, Oct. 10 at Ft. Lewis, Wash .
He received specialized instruction in small unit tactics
and in firing such weapons as
the M-16 rifle, the M-60 machine gun and the 3.5-inch rocket
launcher.
The 1968 Cochrane-Fountain
City High School graduate attended Winona State College, before entering the Army in June
1969.

United Kingdom-United States
Army Troop Exchange Training
Exercise, started Oct. 15 and
ended Nov. 15.
During training the U.S.
troops received instruction in
British weapons, tactics,. and
other military subjects.
Spec. 4 Prissel is a tank
crewman in Company. B, 1st
Battalion of the 1st Armored
Division's 13th Armor at Ft.
Hood.

DAKOTA , Minn. ^ Pvt. HerB. Howard
Otto
man Gady, son of Mr. and Mrs.
is
stationErvin Gady, Dakota ,
OSSEO, Wis. — Sgt. Charles
ed in Stuttgart , Germany. His K. Otto, son of Mr. and Mrs.
address is: HHB 1st Bn 68 Arty, Virgil Otto, Osseo, is a memAPO New York. N.Y., O9025, ber of a U.S. Air Force unit that
has been awarded " the PresiMONDOVI , Wis. — Spec. 4 dential Unit Citation.
Marti n A. Prissel , 21,' son of
Sergeant Otto is a communiLeo J. Prissel, Mondovi , was cations equipment repairman
one of 160 soldiers of the 1st with the 1st Mobile CommunicaArmored Division at Ft. Hood , tions . Group, headquartered at
Tex., who underwent infantry Clark AB, Philippines.
training in England.
The group was cited for misThe 30-day exercise, called sion performance in providing

rapid communications and air
traffic control service throughout the Pacific. Included in its
more than 80 million square
mile geographic sphere of responsibility are the hostile areas
of Southeast Asia and Korea.
The sergeant is a 1966 graduate of Osseo High School.
PRESTON , Minn. — U.S.A.F.
S. Sgt. Darrell W. Hanson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E.
Hanson , Preston; has arrived
for duty at Ent AFB, Colo. .
Sergeant Hanson is a plumber assigned to the 4604th Support Squadron. He previously
served at Charleston AFB, S.C.,
and has completed a tour of
duty in Vietnam.
The sergeant is a 1960 graduate of Preston High School.
His wife is the former . Romona
M. Atteridge.

RECEIVES MEDAL . . . Marine Cpl. Dennis P. Fenton
(right) , Minnesota City, receives the1 Meritorious Mast from
Lt. Col. Fein, USMC.

CHRISTMAS TREES

• •¦/

RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
— Ens. Larry A. 'Wilson , son
of Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Wilson,
Rushford , graduated Nov. 21
from U.S. Navy Navigation
School at Pensacola. Fla .
He has now been assigned to
a 10-week advanced training
school at the Naval Air Station
at Corpus Christi , Tex.

PLAIN a FLOCKED

LARGE SELECTION TO
CHOOSE FROM

Westgate Gardens
Stone Hedge
Phone 452-7114
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John T. Dulck , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edmund Dulek, 760 E.
Wabasha , is serving aboard the
USS Roark . His address is: 2nd
Div. USS Roark , DE 1053, FPO
San Francisco, Calif., 96601.
. *
Marine Cpl. William L. Green ,
son of Mrs. Betty Green of
1670 Kraemer Drive, is serving
with the First Marine Aircraft
Wing in Vietnam.
The Wing is the air arm of
the Third Marine Amphibious
Force in the I Corps Tactical
Zone of Vietnam . It operates
several hundred aircraft including fighter , attack , reconnaissancc ," hcncopter and transport aircraft.

+

Pfc. Dale L. Haase , son. of
IWrs. Alice Haase of 214 Liberty
St., is stationed at the Army
IWissile Command at Camp
Pace, Korea. His address is:
22(i Sig. Co. 4th USAMICOM,
APO San Francisco , Calif .,
<ir.20R.
Army Pvt. MICHAEL D.
B1ESKA is assigned to Company
A, 12th Battalion , 5th Brigade ,
in the United Slntes Army Training Center , Armor , Ft , Knox ,

liv.

Following the completion of
"hasic training, Pvt. Meska , who
is the son of Mr. and Mrs . David
¦Meska of 451 W. Mflrk St., will
receive at. least an additional
eight weeks of either advanced
instruction or on-the-job training to qualify him in a specialized military skill .

•
M a r i n e Cnpt. KVAN K.

WOOinvORTIl , son of Mr. and
Mrs. L. R. Woorlworth of 402
\V. Wabasha SI., was promoted
to his present, rank while serving with Marine Light. Helicopter
Squadron 267 nt the Marine
Corps Air Station , El Toro,
Calif. Selected by n board of
senior officers, 5iis promotion
was hnsed on time in service
nnd rank and perfor mnncc of
duties.

•

Spec. 4 DOUGLAS .1. FR.IJHTKL , son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Fruetel , 612 Cnrimona St., has
been assigned to nn nrta llery
unit nl Ft. Riley, Knn.

He recently returned Iiorne
from V iotnnm, where he was
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RECLINE WITHOUT
LEG REST
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back and seat without niisiiitf
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RECLINE WITH

RECLINING TO FULL

Move U-Z-Boy's Com fori
Selecior hack to raise the
built-in leg rest , . , then
recline in comfort .

Recline lo ,
-iny relaxing
posit ion of your choice . . .
all tho way to full bed enmfort .
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we are able to bring you outstanding savings on this fabulous recllnerrocker.

We have 250 LA-Z-BOYs in stock and if you haven't yot expori-

enced the great comfort of LA-Z-BOY" then you 're missing out.

longer — stop at Kell y's tomorrow and seloct the roclinor-rockor that does
almost everything. You've got lean-back comfort for reading, TV viewing
or j ,j,j plain relaxing.

This attached pillow back traditional LA-Z-BOY

has a lovel y nylon face mafelasse covering in olive, gold or bronze
w j„ i, arm ca pS ant| headrests.

Or select from palm leaf , oxblood or

acorn in naugahy do.

THERE IS ONLY ONE LA-Z-BOY . . . GIVE DAD THE BEST THIS CHRISTMAS . . . A LA-Z-BOY
Open 3 Nites for Convenient
•
u w A .-Fri.
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A pollster warns
of polling hazards
Today's Harris Survey on the facing ; page is
recommended reading. In the context of attitudes
toward President Nixon and the Vietnam War, it
makes the point that generalizations are all too
easy on the basis of a public opinion survey. "Too
often a single measurement resembles a wet finger
held to the wind," Mr. Harris comments. And then
those playing the game of pollsmanship, for one
reason or another, exaggerate or misinterpret the
results.
On a complex issue such as Vietnam, assuming
that the sample itself is adequate, a variety of
specific questions needs to be asked to ascertain
even approximate attitudes. Corroboration is required for definition .
For example, in a somewhat similar area, the
House of Representatives recently passed by a vote
of 333 to 55 a resolution supporting Mr. Nixon's efforts to negotiate a "just peace" in Vietnam. The
vote didn 't merit much consideration , particularly
from those intent on a hurried withdrawal of the
American military presence from Vietnam. The
Washington Post, using an 88-word sentence to point
to the fact that the resolution consists of one interminable, 167-wofd sentence, declared "it lacks
precision and . it has no point. "
Now trie Christian Science Monitor has surveyed the members of both houses of . Congress
about the President's handling of the war. It shows
that among the members (275 responding, 40 of
these being senators) there is a wide margin of
support. Asied, "Would you say you, generally, support the President's position on handling the war,
as detailed in his Nov. 3 speech," those answering
"yes" outnumbered the "noes" by more than 4 to 1,
The Monitor questionnaire also elicited these
findings: ¦
: • Members of Congress, with only a handful ,
taking a differing position , said they would be
against "a stepup of our military effort in Vietnam. "
• At the same time there was a similar,
near-unanirnous negative answer to the question:
"Would you favor immediate and total withdrawal
of troops."
Now to make certain that conclusions from this
survey — for which the Monitor itself makes no
scientific claims — are not exaggerated , read today 's Harris Survey. — A.B.

Please take me home
Students for Environmental Defense delivered
26,000 discarded cans to a St. Paul can manufacturer the other day to dramatize that the product
is littering pur environment and it should be "recycled," that is returned for reuse.
A laudable, supportable goal.
But how do you persuade a carload of underage beer drinkers to bring the cans home instead
of throwing them out the window when they've
sucked out the last drop? — A.B.

It takes two to
renounce warfare

Now that President Nixon has gladdened men's
hearts with the announcement that the United
States has renounced the use of biological weapons
in warfare and that the existing stocks very likely
will be destroyed , the Russians can gladden hearts
of Americans by doing the same.
It is all very noble to take such unilateral
action but it is hardly in the national interest to
strip ourselves of defense weapons, whether it be
arrows, atomic bombs or germs, unless the potential enemy concurs.
The President's announcement is said to have
given the Soviet-American arms talks in Helsinki
a big boost , and thus it is possible to hope that
our renouncement of germ warfare can become
part of a larger agreement on de-escalation of superpower defenses.
Should such a concord be reached , the threat
of germ warfare will remain, No agreement will
wipe out the technology; the President noted research in this field would be confined wholly to
"defensiv e measures such as immunization and
safety measures." The conversion from defensive
measures to offensive measures, that is war , would
be readily accomplished by this nation or another.
Neither would an agreement remove the necessity for surveillance of the signers. This matter of
inspection , you will recall , has been a point of issue
f or nearly a score ol years between Russia and
the United States concerning the atomic and hydrogen bomb.
The President also announced that the United
States would not bo the first to use "incapacitating
chemicals ," which extends the long-establishe d policy of not using what are described as lethal chemical weapons first . The definition of "incapacitating
chemicals " is not easy. Matthew Mcsclson , professor of biology at Harvard University, notes , for
example , that U .S. forces have used CS gas in
Vietnam. It is not a lethal #is, ''tit he says that
when it is pumped into underground hid ing places
to flush out the occupants , who are the n shot,
the effect is lethal. What about tear gas? Would
it be used in riot control hut not. in war? Indeed a multitu de of questions mise.
Thus , although men 's hearts are easily gladdened , there is need too to look Into encli other 's, In
Helsinki or wherever. — A.B.
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Brutalized by Vietnam? hard ly

SAIGON—Gen. Creighton Abrams,
who has a major war to think about ,
talks only reluctantly about the massacre of My Lai.
Those who suppose that this is because Gen. Abrams is anxious to disengage from a subject which is
acutely embarrassing to him forget
that a) Gen. Abrams was not in
charge of the Vietnam theater at the
time that headquarters, after a per-

functory investigation , denied the rumor of a massacre at My Lai, b) and
that even now the general is incompletely informed on the subject since
the entire dossier Was lifted from
Saigon and flown to Washington, and
c) do not know Gen. Abrams, who
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The lost leader
COPENHAGEN — Since taking
office, President Nixon has consistently sought to diminish the world
image of an overly dynamic United
States/ advocating what is called a
low profi le position.
After 11 months this endeavor has
succeeded beyond , anyone's dream.
As far as Western Europe is concerned the American profile is so
low that it has virtually disappeared
over the horizon.
THIS REGION has relied on U.S.
leadership for a generation and has
happily accepted a series of strong
secretaries of state like Marshall,
Acheson and Dulles. Even Dean
Rusk was a well-known figure but
very few foreigners have even heard
of Secretary Rogers.
On the whole the quality of our diplomats is certainly strained and although the President is a respected
if not a charismatic figure, Vice
President Agnew comes through to
Europe as a kind of many-splendored
Cohen and Schine: His posturings and
canned texts may be thought useful
in balancing the lopsided American
scene, but seem both ridiculous and
frightening at this distance.
U.S. public opinion polls, dutifully
reported here, make plain that Nixon
is establishing for himself a reassuringly strong position in a divided
country. Nevertheless, his means of
achieving this have not echoed happily abroad.
On Nov. 28, The Times of London
wrote in a lead editorial: "The impression emerges of a President
whose major policies are going
wrong and whose choice of men for
high public office is uncertain. His
first year has not brough t unity. "
This is a fairly typical view in
the NATO area which depends on
us at least as heavily as we should
depend on it; nor does this view
derive merely from the tragic Vietnam confusion where many . of our
allies, indeed , are inclined to give
Nixon more of a break than vociferous American opinion.
IT IS NOT so much that the voice
of the turtledove echoes increasingly
in the continent as it is that the series of horrors exposed — the Green
Beret murder , the Hill 192 rape killing, and , above all , the ghastly Pinkville massacre — have led to a frightened impression that today 's United
States is a classic example of the
gods making mad someone whom
they would destroy.
Since Europeans are keenly aware
of the link binding them to the object
ol such destruction , they are more
than intellectually scared. They have
alread y experienced with trepidation
a Manichean America which , in the
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simplistic days ot Dulles, believed
that everyone with us was good and
everyone against us evil.
The ultimate logic of such a credo
could easily lead to a nuclear Paradise Lost, but in a sense it is less
bewildering than today's neo-Manicheanisrn which seems to regard
those who support Nixon's policy as
wicked and , as for those who oppose him, the more they oppose the
better.
This is a desperately unhealthy
situation and can bring nothing but
harm to . both the "United States and
its allies. Only stern re-establishment of American self-respect and
restoration of active and moral initiative commensurate with our superpower position can regain for the
U.S.A. the acceptance required of a
democratic leader.
OBVIOUSLY , the immediate requirement is applica tion to the
dreadful . Pink ville case of justice
based upon that philosophy of war
criminality and retribution developed during the Nuremberg trials by
the chief American prosecutor, Justice Jackson. This philosophy must
be incorporated into the legal interpretation of U.S. military justice.
The United States took pains to
formulate a new kind of doctrine
applicable to those who transgress
all moral limits. Precisely that doctrine must be applied now and
whenever necessary to our own citizens.
Cleansing the American name is a
primordial need having precedence
over al! else to make the low U.S.
profile again visible in Europe. It is
not impossible to achieve such
cleansing since a huge legacy of admiration , gratitude and friendship for
the United States continues here.

Tetreats from diffiqulty about as
much as a moth retreats from the
• "¦'¦
flame.
There is the further. difficulty of
the military-legal situation. Even so,
he agreed to listen. What follows is a
composite.of opinions which are not
necessarily his, but which were expressed in his presence without
arousing his vehement dissent.

1) HOW MANY people were actually guilty? A very important question, because one struggles to define
the limits of aberrancy. Jack the
Ripper was not a corporation , so
that we can think of him as
aberrant. We cannot do that about ,
say, the Nazis under Hitler , or the
communists under Stalin. If it was
one company commander, and one
platoon leader we may conclude
that the behavior was utterly eccentric, i.e. that no . conclusion 's regarding the genus are to be inferred
from the behavior of the particulars.
2) IF , ON THE other hand , it
transp ires that 10, 20, 30, even 50
men concerted in the act of genocide, then we must seek an explanation for why a cross section of young
America found itself capable of utterly barbaric behavior. We have available to us two explanations. The
first , which is infinitely preferable,
is that the guilty company relapsed ,
as the result of a confluence of extraordinary pressures, into a kind
of catatonic frenzy, a sort of collective fury, as unreasonable as a
rough sea. The second alternative —
the horrifying alternative — is that
America, in A.D. 1969, has bred
young Americans who can insouciantly murder grandmothers , and
little children.
RAISING the question 3) how shall

we, if all 50 of those soldiers are
found guilty and sentenced , define
the immediate responsibili ties of
infantrymen in forthcoming engagements?

A) BUT THEN BACK to the most

absorbing question, which is this. If
it is agreed that it was a cross section of American youth, out there

at My Lai , and that there are not
available, to them extenuating circumstances such as jvouli relieve
them ' of true moral responsibility for
their acts, then who, and what, do
we blame? Many American moralizers came out with the answer instantly on the revelation of the massacre. Why , what we blame is the
Vietnam war. That has brutalized
clean and wholesome American
youth , has turned them into sadistic
killers who think nothing of gunning
down children. That is one explanation. • .
It is insufficient. What is it about
the Vietnam experience that can
transform a 20-year-old into a monster? It: is simply unbelievable that
two or three months of combat duty
can corrupt otherwise ethically stable young men! It must be — it
must be what came before.
The 20-year-old who, under the
press of circumstances, can easily
murder, after only a few months in
uniform , is most likely a 20-year
old; whose ethical equilibrium was
unbalanced well before he came to
Vietnam. Unbalanced by a society
which in quite other contexts we
have all been criticizing over the
years. A society deprived of the
strength of religious sanctions, a society hugely devoted to hedonism, to
permissive egalitarianism , to irresponsibility, to art indifference to authority and the law. Such a society
as — dare we say it? — the kids
who are attracted.to the inconcoclast
of the day. I would contend that a
better explanation for what happened , according to this analysis, is —
not Vietnam but , to reach for a symbol, Berkeley.
Breaking out now from the shackles of our assumptions, I would expect (and here I speak only for myself) that the court will discover either that it was the aberration of
the few, or that it was a temporary
mania of the many — rather than
that it was the considered act of
the many. But if it should prove
to be the latter , beware of blaming
Vietnam for it. The danger is . closer to home than Vietnam.
The Washington Star Syndicate

RE6AP.0LEKOF WW HAPPENS AT THE ftAWAiNlNG TABLE WE WIL L END WIS CONFLICT ! NIXON
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Why Nixon goes to ball games

WASHINGTON - President Nixon 's love of football games seems to
puzzle some people and irritate others. "Why does he fly a thousand
miles to see a game on n Saturday
afternoon?" they ask. And they ask
it in a tone that suggests that he
should stay home and cut the White

House lawn.
The explanation is fairly simple.
The rest of his life is spent in the
politic al arena where you can 't tell
the players even if you have a
scorecavd. The Republican leader in
the Senate, Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania , is on the President' s team ,
but every once in n while , he runs
the oilier way. The President calls
the signals — power play off-tackle
to the right — but about n quarter
of the Republicans block to the left.
Tills obviously compllcales the President's life .
FROM MONDAY morning to Friday night , President Nixon lives
wilh uncertainties. In politics , there
are no dependable rules , no clearly
marked sidelines or goal-lines , no officials with mathematical penalties
for a personal foul , no Instant-replay to check the facts , no beginning,
no half-time , no pageantry, no fun ,
no discipline , and above nil no end
to the struggle.
In the . "game of politics ," as
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Frank Kent of The Baltimore Sun
dubbed it , there are no endings. It
just goes , on: The war, the cities,
the relentless criticism of the press.
Mr. Nixon has seen it all , in the
House of Representatives , in the
Senate, and in private life for many
years. He lives In a world of ambl«
guides and fumbles , and he probably wouldn 't change it if he could,
But at the weekend , who could
blame him for escaping into the
safe sporting and political atmosphere of football and Arkansas and
Texas.
Almost everything on the President 's desk these days scms insoluble , if not impossible. No progress
on the Vietnam peace negotiations ,
despite Vice President Agnew 's popular campaign against the antiwar
critics. No progress — just the opposite -~ on the tnx-reform bill. No
progress in the Middle East , probably the most serious challenge to
world peace.
THE PRESIDENT hat been working on these problems night and day,
He has his own priorities about
them. He has been spending more
time on the disarmame nt talks In
Helsinki , for example , than on Vietnam an recent weeks. He has been

crime report
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WASHINGTON - Last Satmday a
congregation of Seventh Day Adventists was held up by two gunmen
during divine worship in church
here. That's Washington these days.
Not long ago two hoodlums with guns
knocked over a classroom full of
third graders in one of the public
schools;
The really surefire place to get
caught in a stickup, however, is not
at church or school , but at a High' s
dairy store. High's operates a large
chain of dairy stores in the Washington area , and a good thing, too, because without them half the holdup
men in Washington would go to bed
penniless and frustrated every night ,
IN MOST Washington houses,
when the daily patrol assignments
are handed out, the person who has
to go to a High's dairy store and get
the milk that day receives lingering handshakes from the men and
kisses fro m the women , before slipping into the cover of shrubbery.
Old Washington hands do riot just
stroll into a High's and pick up a
gallon of milk, anymore than they
just stroll into the bank and start
writing checks. No sir. Shopping at
High's, one draws the car up in front
of the store with the engine idling.
The trick is to wait until the
stickup man walks in, cleans out the
cash register and the customers , and
dashes put. Within a few moments of
his exit, the police will arrive. The
time to buy the milk is when the
police are still in the store.
This is typical of . the many tricks
the cunning city dweller uses in his
daily joust with the holdup man. But
what about the bank? Quite simple.
Fortunately for all potential victims,
the banks are competing with each
other to see which one can build the
most branch offices behind plateglass windows on street corners,
THIS MEANS that in the typical

ONE SHOULD remember Great

Britain acquired a similarly ignoble
reputation during the Boer War by
inventing the instrument which Hitler
was to make so diabolical — the concentration camp. Yet the inherent
nobility of the British character soon
regained the world's respect.
Western Europe wants and requires leadership from its hitherto
trusted and admired friend , and we
cannot opt out or this highly important industrial region will be Increasingly inclined to seek its own solutions. America is still , perforce , the
leader but it must cease giving the
impression of being lost.

TheDC.

trying to find a balance between inflation and taxes and Social Security, but everywhere he has been running into serious opposition on Capitol Hill.
The government in Saigon has
been opposing his policy of withdrawal from Vietnam in private,
while supporting it in public. The
Soviet government has been saying
It Is all for disarmament in Helsinki , while continuing to arm Hanoi and the Arab states In the critical
strategic battle for the Middle East.
The new government of Willy
Brandt in West Germany has been
arguing for a stronger NATO alliance
in Western Europe , while reaching
out to Moscow and the other communist cap itals of Eastern Europe
for reconciliation — not always with
the advance knowledge of Washington.
The Israeli government has been
rcjocting the advice of the Nixon
administrati on while following policies that can only be sustained by
American arms in the end. And
these arc only a few examp les of
the problems Mr. Nixon faced before he went to the Arkansas-Texas
football game.

STAYING HERE in Washington In
the brisk hut brilliant sunshine probably wouldn 't have changed anything, On the way West nnd back ,

the President could talk to senators
and representatives about his problems and maybe pick up a vote or
two for his policies. After all, footbail is a unifying force and has its
advantages. Even the President' s
principal critic in the Senate, Chairman Fulbright of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee , is a former
president of the University of Arkansas.
Politics in America works In curious and mainly in personal ways.
They are not really Ideological , most
of the time, Mr. Nixon has understood a fundamental fact of American life : That most Americans pay
more attention to sports than to politics. He Is appealing to Middle
America nnd its values of family,
community, state , and region —
and football and other sports are
an important part of the equation.
Besides, these spectacular football
games between the land-grant colleges of the states obviously do something for tho President personally.
They get him out of the White House
prison. Thoy put him back with the
kind of people he understands. They
give him a sense of the power and
diversity of tlie nation , and this is
probably better than staying in the
White House weekends and worryInp about the Congress , the Itepublican parly and the press.
Ntw York Timtt Ntwi Sink *

street intersection with four corners,
three corners will be occupied by
banks and the activity in each bank
will be on full view through plata
.glass.
The trick is to open accounts in
all three banks in the intersection.
Since it is statistically impossible
that holdup men will be heisthng
three banks at the same intersex
tion simultaneously, one has merely
to glance about until he discovers
which bank is being robbed and
duck into one of the other two to
transact his business.
Even the canniest crime dodger
doesn 't get away every time , of
course, and sometimes it can be
poignant listening to family conversations at the end of the day when
everyone has been safely doublelocked in the house and the maneating wolves have been hidden in
the yews and the curare has been
spread on the window sills.
"Everybody back sa fe?" someone
calls.
All except grandmother , another may reply. "She spent the day
walking , up and down Connecticut
Avenue to decoy purse snatchers and
got 17 with her gas gun. She has to
testify in night court. "
And what about the dear children: Did they have a good day in
school?
"Two guys with automatics held
up my mathematics class and escaped with my Graham - cracker
money," Junior reports.
"Not bad , not bad at all ," one oJ
the eldors is bound to observe, "Nobody mugged on any parking lots all
day long, I take it, Life could be
a lot worse, you know. "
Tomorrow , of course , someone else
must go to High' s for the milk.
New York Times News Service

Thomat A. Martin ,
Director
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Exaggerations in pdiling
In the effort on the part of politicians to find instant approval of their positions on Vietnam , there have been 6ome
seriously exaggerated claims and equally serious underreporting of just what current public opinion is on the war.
At a time when the role of public opinion is a major
element in determining Vietnam policy, public figures, the
press, and poll-takers themselves must all resist the temptation to play a game of pollsmanship with this issue: A kind
of hit and run numbers game of superficial claims and exaggerations of the meaning of half-digested and incomplete
results .
FOR EXAMPLE, the latest Harris Surrey indicates that
a massive 82 percent of the American people are now committed to the p olicy of eventual withdrawal of U.S. combat
troops from Vietnam. Of this number, only 9 percent "want
the boys home" even if it means the communists would take
over South Vietnam . Another 14 percent say that they "want
all U.S. combat troops out by the end of 1970, no matter what
South Vietnam 's abihty is to defend itself."
This means that 23 percent of the public in this country
wants to set a definite date of 1970 beyond which America
would withdraw its fighting forces from Vietnam, no matter
whet. However, a much larger 59 percent also wants to
withdraw ,"but only if we can get an honorable settlement
with self-determination assured for the people of South Vietnam." Only 13 percent of the public would opt for "one more
big, all-out military push" in Vietnam.
In one sense, these results can be interpreted as a victory for President Nixon as a result of his Nov. 3 speech on
the war. By any measure, the "cut and run" people are a
minority in this country. But it should be pointed out that
before Mr . Nixon 's speech, when given an "either-or" choice
of immediate withdrawal of all U.S. forces or not, no more
than 37 percent of the public opted for the "cut and run"
policy.
THIS, OF COURSE, raises the serious question of the
kind and character of debate now being wagea over Vietnam
in the United States. There is a tendency on the part of some
excessive partisans of the peace movement to, assume that
when 80 percent of the public says it is "fed up and tired"
of the war, as indeed a cross-section reported in October,
in turn this means that four out of five Americans want to
"bug out" of Vietnam, to use President Nixon's expression.
By the same token, there is a tendency on the part of
some administration spokesmen to equate opposition to the
tactics of the extremists in the anti-war movement with
support of the President's policies in Vietnam.
THE HARD FACTS are that Mr. Nixon has managed
to improve his standing on the conduct of the war from what
was beginning to look like a disastrous 57-35 percent negative
rating in September to his latest 51-44 percent positive rating.
This represents much progress and is primarily the result
of his Nov. 3 speech.
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SCOTT

MASON

Scott's twelve years experience In the field of music Includes three years of organ Instruction with Mrs. James
Jahn and six years with Mr. Sam Ellson, both certified
Hammond Organ instructors. Prior to moving to Winona,
he was em ployed by our Rochester store the past three
years and is familiar with all types of music. H« is a
certified Hammond Organ instructor and Is well qualified
H to help you select the proper organ , piano or Btereo for
¦
your home this Christmas.
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CALL 454-4703
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INFORMATION ON

• HAMMOND & R0DGERS ORGANS
(Priced from $555)

• MASON & HAMLIN, Y AMAHA
KNABE, GEORGE STEM, KIMBALL
AND B0DINE PIANOS

<Priced from $44$)

• SEEBURG CONSOLE STEREOS
(Priced from $995)

WE WELCOME TRADE-INS AND
OFFER FREE DELIVERY TO
WINONA AND SURROUNDING AREA
•

TERMS

HAMMOND ORGAN & PIANO STUDIOS
Rochester , Minn.
115 No. Broadway
Phono 289-0481
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
TILL 9:00 P.M. —5:30 ON SATURDAYS
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If the competitionhad Impala's
highresalevalue maybe they'dbe No.1«
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Trying to get peace in Vietnam ....... 61
35
4
Handling the Vietnam war ............ 51
44
5
Handling relations with Russia ....... 49
39
12
Handling Vietnam negotiations ....... 47
44
9
Inspiring confidence personally ...... 47
36
17
His approach to crime and
law and order
43
43
14
Keeping the economy healthy
39
49
12
Handling race and civil rights ........ 37
54
9
Appointments to high office ........... 37
41
22
Handling taxes and spending ......... 30
57
13
Keeping down the cost of living ...... 22
71
7
These standings represent an average five-point gain for
President Nixon since his Nov. 3 speech. They 6how that he
has a narrow margin of support on the Vietnam war. But
they also indicate how superficial and misleading such flash
numbers as "78 percent support" or "60 percent overall approval" can be. That kind of pollsmanship should be taken
by the public with a grain of salt.
:

Rejects claim
pot smoking
a sacrament

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. CAP) A Municipal Court judge has rejected a freelance writer-photographer 's claim that marijuana
smoking is a religious sacrament protected by the U.S. Constitution.
Jeffres Stallard, 28, was arrested March 31 when he went
to the sheriff's office, produced
a marijuana cigarette and said
he wanted to test the constitutionality of actimarijuana laws.
Judge Alvin Goldstein, after
lengthy hearings in . recent
months, ruled Wednesday that
Stallard must stand trial oh a
marijuan a possession charge
because "marijuana does not
have a recognized use as a religious sacrament, nor does it
play a central role in the ceremony and practice of a
church."
Goldstein 's ruling said the debate over the wisdom of antimarijuana laws should be settled by legislators, not judges.
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The makers of Impala generously offer these tips to
competitors to help improve their resale value,
They could try adding our side guard door beam structure, heavy. steel rails inside the doors.
They could do something about the rocker panel problem, as we have done with flush-and-dry rocker panels,
instead of being content to let rust accumulate.
They could put inner fenders in every model, just like
Impala. Who knows? Come resale time their outer fenders
might look almost as good as Impala's.
They con\d.h\^s^^ up ihc io\m^s ot o\d ^ge mthiometilmg
like Impala's long life exhaust system, duniinized at critical
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
bills extending the food stamp
program have gone down to defeat in the House Agriculture
Committee, raising doubt about
congressional action on such a
measure this year.
The committee rejected a
Senate-passed measure extending the program for three years
and a similar House bill by Rep.
Thomas iS\ Foley, D-Wash. Both
bills provided substantial increases in funds for the program .
Congress has already approved a bill raising money for
the program from $340 million
to $610 million for the current
fiscal year.
Still before the committee is n
measure by Rep. Catherine
May, R-Wash., to extend the
program through fiscal 1072. It
sets no spending ceiling. Mrs.
May claims administration support for her proposal.
Winona Dally N«wi X|
Winona , Mlnneiota ¦*¦
THURSDAY, DEC. 11, 1969
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Impala's cargo-guard luggage compartment is a good bet,
too. A steel bulkhead separates luggage from passenger
compartment Beats paper or plywood all hollow.
We suggest an acrylic lacquer finish, so their cars will
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But if competition doesn't take these tips, you certainly
should.
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Unfortunately, a game of pollsmanship is being played
in. this country at the highest levels today. A superficial
measure of response to the Nixon TV speech would be the
78 percent of the public who responded favorably to it. What
the people were saying with their 78 percent approval is
that Mr. Nixon convinced them he really wants out of Vietnam and he really wants to turn the war over to the South
Vietnamese government. A closer probing of the same people
indicates, however, that by 45-34 percent a plurality of the
public also doubts that the Nixon Vietnamization policy will
really work.
A RELATIVELY FEW years ago, analysts of public
opinion might have been satisfied to have made all kinds of
generalizations about such an abidingly complex subject.
But by now, public opinion research has become more
sophisticated and knows or should know the value of indepth probing,'
•' * During the Johnson regime, poll-takers were faced with
the obvious fact that the man occupying the White House
was in deep trouble with his constituency. Yet his overall
job rating hovered around the 40-50 percent mark most of his
last few years in office.
A much more sensitive barometer of public response to
a President is the dimension of "inspiring confidence personally in the White House." At a time when Mr. Johnson
had a job rating of about 45 percent positive, his confidence
rating never got above the 30-35 percent mark. Mr. Nixon 's
current mark is at 47 percent positive on this key reading.
Too of ten a single measurement resembles a wet finger
held to the wind. Far better is a systematic measurement
of public confidence in a President on several key dimensions
of his conduct in office. Here are the latest Harris Survey
ratings for President Nixon on the specifics:
SPECIFIC NIXON RATINGS
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Positive Negative Sure
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Jumbo Roll
Paper
|
130 Square Feet
f
£
| $1.89 VALUE

Cold or Silver
50 Feet Long,
3 Wide
',,
>>
g $2.98 VALUE
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With Envelopes
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FOR FRTOAY, DEC. 12
Your birthday today: Your life in the coming year encounters special opportunities, high spending, soine unusual
.source of cash, and a great deal of public participation or
exposure. Changes in the world come right to your door.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Strangers and old friends
with more or less the same approach are helpful Some of
them may inspire you to intense emotional
redactions.
;
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Attend matters where you share ownership and leadTHE MISTERSSBPPIS . . •'.. Among the groups that will The Butterchords, Barron, Wis., and the Meister Singers and
ership with other people.
entertain at the 14th annual Barber Shop Parade Saturday at V the Hiawatha Valley Chorus from Winona. Tickets are
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Progress on
Winona Junior High School are Winona's own Misterssippis. 'still available at both ted Maier Drug Stores, Farrell's Barber
all
fronts is probable. Keep rolling with
members.
Proceeds
will
go
to
the
shop
baritone
;
Gordon
Selke,
Shop
and
from
barbet
.
From left : Arthur VanDeWater,
the
incoming fide of energy; evaluate any
tenor; Bruce Odell, lead, and Mike Hengel, bass. Other Institute of Logopedics, Wichita, Kan.; Winona Goodfellows,
important
field of interest.
groups that will appear are" The Hut Four, Minneapolis; the Elks Boys Camp and several other groups.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Everybody
is more willing to help.
pgssmassB™^^
(July 23-Aug. 22): Teamwork pro¦
'
'
' ' ' " 1 ducesLEObetter
I
results today. New ideas should
Jeane
be coming into use. alone with better skills.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) : Your long-considered idea
Is most likely to be put into use by your associates now.
After a day of normal routines, devote the evening to your'. self. .: .
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Creative activity blossoms
Into visible forms today. Promotion of whatever you do has
a better chance of early success. Romantic interests are
encouraged this evening. : SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Higher values are attached
to home furnishings, property, and gardens. Anything you
do now to improve your material circumstances has immediate favorable impact.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Travejs , visits with
friends and business contacts should work out well Today
favors new ideas and greater emotional rapport.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Steady effort now
tends to pay off in sound improvement of your position.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb; 18): Personal plans advance
readily. You have something to do which •will make others
much happier. Clear the week's work away as soon as conditions permit. :' •
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Keep your own counsel
while you go seriously and quietly about the things that
most interest you. Listening will bring better results if you
pose* no complex questions.

! /^mstmas

is

giving

FHA RALLY . . . Members of the Gale-Ettnck High
School FHA chapter who presented a skit at the district
FHA rally Dec. 3 at Arcadia are, from left : Son ja Twesme,
Kathy Butman, Shirley Halderson and Kathy Collins, About
90 members attended the rally. The* theme of the rally war
"To Dare is to Care." Speakers included Carolyn Fortney,
Radtke*,
Viroqua, state president of FHA and the Rev. Wayne
: ' . ; '¦" ; ' - . ¦ . . ' .. ¦'¦ . . ¦ ¦
Arcadia. (Julia Jacobson photo)
WHALAN PROGRAM
WHALAN, Minn. (Special) The Whalan Lutheran Sunday
school will present its annual
Christmas program at the
church Dec. 21 at 8 p.m.

IRREGULAR?
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
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the Joy Of Qivinq

IHoliday recipes ISOFT, SOFT, TOUCH! I^^PBHi
Yummy Gum Drop Squares

MRS. NEWTON A. HAMMOND
Bryant Pond, Maine
4 eggs
1 tsp. cinnamon' " ¦¦¦ ". ¦ • . ¦. ¦
2 C. light brown sugar
. V4 C. chopped nuts
lT. cold water
1C. chopped gum drops (as2 C. flour
sorted flavors — omit
14 tsp. sa.lt
licorice)
METHOD: Beat the eggs thoroughly, add the sugar and
water, then beat again. Sift flour with the salf and cinnamon and sprinkle a portion of it over the nuts and gumdrops. Add the remaining flour to the egg and sugar mixture", then fold in the nuts ard gumdrops. Spread thin
in greased and floured pans, (use pans 8x13) and b a k e
in a slow oven 325° for 35 to 40 minutes. While still warm,
ice.
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Icing
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3 T. butter
1 tsp. grated orange rind
2 T. orange juice
powdered sugar
METHOD : Melt the butter, add orange juice, grated
rind, and enough powdered sugar to make a thin icing. Spre*ad
thinly over the baked squares and while still warm cut into
2 inch squares and remove from pans.
WINONAN WED
were married Nov. 15 at Las
Vegas,
Nev. The couple are
Miss Barbara Gail Ferguson,
home at 21 W. Anapamu St.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Santa Barbara. The bride is a
liam A. Ferguson, 1628 Krae- graduate of Winona Senior High
mer Dr., and William Allen School and Winona Secretarial
Burke, Santa Barbara, Calif., School.
^VSttttVf t ^TmttttttV&TlttJttTtty tt
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I Lingerie Gifts . . , lace
I adorned, or beautifully
I tailored styles. In white
f or Pale Paste ls.
PEIGNOIR RETS AND GOWNS
, . . BY VANITY FAIR , VASSAltKTTE AND MISS ELA1NR

from $7 to $49

SLIPS. PETTICOATS AND PETT I PANTS
. . . BY VANITY FAIR , VASSAHETTE AND ARTEMIS

from $3 to $11

ALSO ... SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF BIKINI BKIKFS

from $1 to $2.75
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Shop The Easy Way - Read The Ads First
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There's nothing quite
{^MM^JT^m^^^^
^IfflSlfW^*^^ as cozy as a pair of Oomphiea
bootlets. And there's nothing moro
comfortable for feet to slip into. The soft
cushy aucde and all the toasly colors pro great
with whatever you relax in at home.
Just be sure you relax ih Oomphiea,
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69 WEST LEVEE PLAZA

OUR GOLDEN GIFT WRA* FOR THE ASK INOT
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SENIOR CITIZENS' CHRISTMAS PARTY.. . The1 Winon a
Jaycees sponsored the annual Christmas party lor senior citizens Wednesday at First Congregational Church . More than
. 100 persons were in attendance. From left , the Mmes. John

LUTEFISK SUPPER ".. . . Employes, residents and their
guests attended the annual lutefisk supper Wednesday evening at the Watkins Methodist Home. Seated , from ' left: Mrs.
Christine Bingham , resident; Mrs. Louise Walker , resident ;
Miss Lois Holbrook , guest, and Mrs. Mary Klee, resident.

Standing, from left : Mrs. Frankline* Molitor, waitress, and
Celia Kulas, cook at the home. The menu featured lutefisk
and butter , Swedjsh meat balls, mashed potatoes, buttered
rutabagas, lefse, fruit salad , rosettes and krumkake.^Daily
News photo)

Hdlmen nuptials
unite couple:
BLAIR, Wis . (Special ) — Hoimen Lutheran Church was the
setting for the Nov. 22 wedding
of Mrs. Ruby Nelson, and Donald Skorstad.
Mrs. Nelson is the daughter
of Mrs. Eva Roberts, La .Crosse,
and the late Earl Roberts, and
Don ald Skorstad is the son of
Mr. and Mrs, Harry Skorstad,
Blair. The Rev . N. A. Berntson
performed the ceremony.- Organist was Mrs. Louella Skogen
and soloist was Mrs. Paul Larson.
Mrs. Paul Larsen , daughter
of the bridegroom , served as
matron of honor and Margie
Nelson, daughter of the bride,
was junior bridesmaid.
The bride 's son, Maynard
Nelson, Holmen; served as best
man and Terry Skorstad , son
of the bridegroom , was junior
groomsman. Paul Larson seated
the guests.
A reception was held in the
church basement following the
ceremony.
After a wedding trip through
the western states, the couple
are home on the - bridegroom's
farm near Blair. Prior to her
marriage, the bride was office
manager o£ the Stokely-Van
Carap Company, Holmen. The
groom is engaged in farming.

POCAHONTAS CHRISTMAS PARTY . . .
Mrs. Sylvester Modjeski, second, from right,
discusses the manger scene with members
of the Winnebago Council 11, Degree of Pocahontas, attending the annual Christmas party
Wednesday evening at the American Legion
Club. From left, Bertha Miller, Mrs. Arthur

Brom, Mrs. Modjdski and Mrs. Harry Smith.
A potluck supper preceded the business meet. ing. Mrs. Harry Smith played Santa Claus
arid Gil Anderson played several accordion
selections. Mrs. Arthur Kern was in charge
of arrangements. (Daily News photo)

DAR members hear
history of Wen onah

Winona Dally Newt If Winona, Minnesota " ¦«
THURSDAY, DEC. II, 1969

YOU LAY IT AWAY!

Wenonah Chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution
met Wednesday afternoon in
the Great Hall at Watkins
Memorial Home. Mrs. Leo
Select any Armstrong floor . . . any partem, color,
Brom, Regent, opened the
texture to suit your fancy or deeorl Wo have tham
meeting by giving a short hisall. Armstrong has bricks, chipitonei, pebblestones,
tory of the name Wenonah. She
provincial effects and flagstone patterns.
stated that it was the name
given to the first born child,
Easy Terms Available
B a girl, by the Dakota Indians.
According to legend, WenoWe are open every evening Monday through Friday
nah was a beautiful Dakota
m aiden whose secret lover was
till Christmas and we bring samples lo your home.
a Chippewa brave. One day she
threw
herself to death from
Minnesota
City
Highway
41,
U> i r
the precipice known as Maiden
Phone: 454-3105
rmJ l J l O
A
°*-V'*"*fc""*
Rock , above Lake Pepin, rathLyla & Joann Zlegeweld, Owneri
er than marry a warrior from
her own tribe , whom she did
not love.
Mrs. S. .1. Kryzsko, chairman
of the Flag of the United
States of America committee ,
explained the important role
that Betsey Ross played in
making the first American
flag. She noted that it was
Betsy, who with a snip of her
scissors, convinced G e o r g e
Washington that her five-pointed
star was more beautiful than
his six-pointed one.
A Christmas card was sent
to Mrs. George Kissling, Tampa , Florida in honor of her 50
THB
years as a member of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution. Mrs. Kissling is a
Reg. $1.70
/WEN'S and LADIES' PLAIN
S
J former resident nnd was regent of Wenonah Chapter from
1848 to 1950.
Miss Marion Wheeler, DAR
¦
¦
(FUR TRIM & PILE LINED EXTRA)
Schools chairman , presented a
¦
¦
program on the DAR schools.
H
Reg. 851
5 In her report she stated that
there are two schools owned and
operated by the DAR. These

WE'LL LAY IT FOR YOU!
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: COATS - - - $1.29
Men's PANTS - 69c
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Bring ui your cloth** while In town (hopping
— we 'll have them expertly Finished end
reedy for you In en hour.
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FREE Moth Proofing, Odor Proofing, end
Mlldow Proofing on everythlna we cleen.
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OPEN 7:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
4 DAYS EACH WEEK
PLUS FRIDAY NITES 'TIL 9
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One-Hour Sorvlco Until 3 p.m, Each Day
Monday thru Friday
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"On That Night" by Eliza- ,
beth Yates, was . the feature of
the Christmas program of the
Winona Business and Profes sional Womens' Club Tuesday
evening at the Park Plaza.
Mrs. James Werra , chairman
for the evening, was the storyteller. Miss Martha Steele led
in community singing, and the
Friendship committee was in
charge of the distribution of
gifts between members! Over
40 gfits were brought for needy
persons. Gifts will be distributed
through the Christmas Bureau
on the City Welfare Department. :'
Devotions preceding the dinner were given by Mrs. Florence
Thompson. Mrs. R. H. Watkins,
chairman of the research committee, distributed the year
book to members present.
Mrs. Werra conducted the
business session. .Mrs. Marie
Fjeistad, past president of the
club, reported on the dinner
given by Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company prior to

Semlings note
55th year
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
A. Semling Jr., rural Fountain
City, observed their 55th wedding anniversary with a High
Mass of thanksgiving at Immaculate Conception Catholic
Church , here Dec. 6, the Rev.
Joseph Udulutch officiating.
Semling was a son of the late
Joseph Sr. and Ida Patzner
Semling, of the township of Milton, rural Fountain City, and
Mrs. Semling was the former
Elisebeth Rick, daughter of the
late Commander and Mrs. August Rick, Homer, Minn. The
cduple have a son, Norman ,
Bluff Siding, Wis., and o n e
daughter , Mrs. Mark (Joy
Marie) Cysewski, Winona. They
also have seven grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren,
Attendants at the couple's
wedding Dec. 9, 1914, were Ferd
Balzer , still of Fountain City ,
and Mrs. Alphonse (Agnes Semling) Pronschinski , now of Arcadia , Wis. The latter i.s a sister of Semling.
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The annual Winona County
Historical Society bake sale.
will be held Friday from, 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. at the Miracle
Mall.
Several business places have
donated products for the sale
as well as the many items
made by members of the society that will be sold.
SENIOR CITIZENS PARTY
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The
Blair Senior Citizens Club will
hold its Christmas Party Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in the Union
Bank Community Room. Those
wishing to exchange gifts may
do so, The women are also asked to bring Christmas baking
for lunch . A short program is
being arranged and everyone
Is welcome.

holiday blouses for gifts
or for yourself . . . big
sleeves, pleated or plain, lace
blouses, body shirts . . .
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Historical Society
bake sale Friday
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SATURDAY STUDY CLUB
ARC PARTY
KELLOGG, Minn . (Special)
The Saturday Study Club
will meet for a Christmas party — The Wabasha County ARC
held a Christmas party
Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at the with a potluck dinner Sunday
at St.
home of Mrs. Gertrude Till- Agnes Catholic Church. Junior
man , 710 Main St. A potluck girl scouts, under direction of
Mrs, Richard Hartert and Mrs.
lunch
will be served.
the beginning of the direct dialVictor Holland , entertained.
ing system in Winona Sunday. RISBERG OPEN HOUSE
Santa Claus distributed gifts
She suggested that it would be
to the children.
BLAIR,
Wis.
(Special)
well worth the while for memhouse
will
be
Open
held
Sunbers to go through the buildPTA CHANGE
ing" and see. all the thousands day at the Blair First Lutheran
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Speof 'colored macoroni' wires that Church in honor of Mr; and cial) — Due to inclement weathMrs. Clarence Risberg cele- er, M onday ", the; planned C-FC
have made
this
¦ ¦ ¦¦ system pos- brating
their 40th wedding an- PTA open house was postponed,
sible." ¦ ¦ ' •
.
Miss Mildred Bartsch , chair- niversary. Hours are 2 to 4 and has been rescheduled for
man of a special committee for p.m.
the same time next Monday.
the clothing for the Orphanage
in Vietnam , where Capt. Greg
;
Williams is stationed, reported
;
that the club's packages had
been received and will be distributed to the children. Capt.
Williams mother is one of the
Minnesota Federation S t a t e
chairmen , and she sent excerpts
Do you own a Gorham Original?
from his letters, which described his work as leader of
the Revolutionary Development
Make bright the
Cadre, where the military men ,
with these
night,
in civilian dress, work with
the natives.
A letter from Ruth Harmon,
national president of the Business and Professional Women'*
Federation, was read , urging
members, and the club, to wire
President Nixon, endorsing a
woman for the U.S. Supreme
Court. Mrs. Martha Griffiths,
U.S. Representative from the
17th District of Michigan , was
endorsed by the National Federatienl She has been a U.S.,
Repr esentative from her district since 1955; was admitted
to the Michigan Bar in 1941,
and was qualified to appear before the Supreme Court as an
attorney in 1955.
Mrs. Lawrence Breitbach reported on items that may . be
needed for the Levee Plaza , as
the local club is planning on
making some contribution to
this project. More details will
be given at a later meeting.
Miss Margaret Weimer reported that she has some nuts,
some ironing board covers, and
J
also some satin pillow cases
for sale as part of the Ways
and Means Committee project.
A social hour followed the
meeting.
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Sweethearts j

gifts at Christmas.
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are the Tamassee DAR School
at Tamassee, S.C., and the
Kate Duncan Smith DAR School
at Grant, Ala. There are also
seven other schools assisted
financially by DAR contributions in addition to scholarships. Northland College, Ashland, Wis., is the only one in
this immediate area. Until
1927, Northland was the only degree granting college in Northern Wisconsin.
Another school which has also
been financially assisted by
Wenonah Chapter is the School
of the Ozarks at Point Lookout ,
Mo. It. Js a low year accredited
college and is the only accredited college in the United States
where every student works ancl
pays no tuition or board . This
school has a close relationship
with Wenonah Chapter and over
the years has sent many fine
gifts to the chapter. One of
these, a recording of religious
music by their own chapel
choir , was used by Miss Wheeler as part of her program. A
special Christmas gift of fruit
cake, made by the students, was
served at the tea following the
meeting. .
Hostesses for the afternoon
were Miss Mary Mills, Mrs.
A. J. Prochowitz, Mrs. James
Testor, Mrs . 0. A. Clcssler
and Mrs, Leo Brom. Mrs. William F. White presided at the
tea table.

Wantoch, Howard Johnson, John Struck , Francis Kryzer ,
Miss Polly Kunda: and Roger Przybylski, chairman of th*
event. The meal was prepared by women of the churchy
(Daily News photo)
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SEWS THE LATEST IN KNIT AND STRETCH FABRICS

WITH
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An exclusive Viking feature she will love, Truly a thoughtful gift
that keeps on giving for years to come.

SPECIAL PRICES during this Season!
MADE BY HUSQVARNA OF SWEDEN • SO LD AND SERVICFD IN OVr.R 109 COUNTRIES

Open Every Night 'til 9 Except Saturday

THE IM DOOR j i WINONA SEWING MACHINE CO.

11 ill,

DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PIAZA

JII

Ami

915 Wo»t Fifth Street

Phono 452-9348

Dear Abby:

&?*jAlN IA

Leave s young wire
for grandmother
m

Ponderosa
pines dying
in California

SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
<AP) — Twenty years ago, needles on forest giants in moun:. tains east of LoVAngeles began
turning yellow. Many trees have
since died and hundreds of thousands are dying.
The trees, soaring more than
100 feet tall, ' some more than 700
. years old . were Ponderosa
pines, among the largest in the"
woods.

Foresters at first were baffled. They called the problem X
DEAR DISGUSTED : There is some- .
disease and blamed it on some
thing obviously more powerful in Brothhowever,
Eventually,
insect.
er Gbrdy 's book than youth and beauty.
they tabbed the villain : smog.
One of the biggest mysteries in the
The agent that withers the
world
is what two people see in one
a
smog
ingredient
needles is
Abby
another
, but I suspect your nrotners
called ozone.
younger than springtime and older than the
reasons
are
¦
smog
Prevailing winds carry
¦ ' hills.
from . Los Angeles , 60 miles
west, into the 60.000 acres of ¦¦'. ' DEAR ABBY: I amwriting this on behalf of my fellow
Ponderosa in the Sari Bern ardi- worker/s.
There is an older woman in our office who has
no and San '. Jacinto Mountains,
whose peaks jut nearly two the habit of humming one low-pitched, monotonous . note
constantly from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
miles high.
who work with her have approached her kindly, asking
Today, experts estimate that her We
to>
please
;¦ ¦ ¦¦;¦ stop. All she says is, "I can 't promise any75 per cent , about 1.7 million
¦
¦¦
thing."
¦
:
'• '
trees, are dying.
I have a sign on my desk reading. "Marion , will you
PLEASE stop humming"—just; inVcase ' -shg glances over.
Several of us have imitated her to remind her that she
Landon itelevisi on
is humming, but that hasn 't helped . "We have spoken to her
has brought higher
supervisor, but to no avail.
For seven months I've endured Oiis constant maddening
cost to campa iqning
distraction, and now I even hear it when it's not.there.
¦ MANHATTAN, Kan. (AP) — Please. PLEASE, help us. GOING CRAZY IN HARTFORD
Alt Landon , the 19fe Republican
presidential nominee , says the
DEAR GOING ; Poor Marion has probably developed
advent of television as a major
f±e humming habit over the years and now she" hums
campaign medium has brought
unconsciously. But. habits are "learned" and can be
an astronomical rise in. tiie cost
"unlearned." So UNITE ! Tell her gently but emphatically
of running for national office.
that her humming is dri-ving you bananas. And tell the
The 82-y ear-old former Kaaboss that he'd better install background music to drown
eas governor said this means a
out the humming bird, or you'll all go south.
candidate must either be a rich
man or backed by enormous
DEAR ABBYM have been pounding it into the heads
iums of money from campaign of my two sons,, ages 4 and. 6, that they are NEVER to accept
contributors.
any kind of gift from a stranger.
Landon set forth his views in
My problem is that many times when we are on a bus,
a question-and-answer session or shopping in some public place', some well-meaning perwith an audience of 200 at Kan- son will admire my children and offer them candy, gum,
sas. State University, where he and even money!
is an adjunct professor of politiI just hate to hurt their feelings, but Abby, it makes
cal science.
it so hard for mothers to train children NOT to accept anything
from strangers when strangers keep offering them goodies
and money.
Can you please say something
Ted Maier Drugs
¦• ¦ • to' ¦ ¦;.help
¦ our cause?
. ' . •; '¦ ; ONLY :'ONE MOTHER

24-HOUR
WEATHER
SERVICE
NEW NUMBER

452-6220

CALL ANYTIME FOR THE
WEATHER FORECAST
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY; It's easy to understand why a married
woman, but
man of 42 would leave his wile for a younger
1
how about a man that age who would leave a beautiful 36year-old wife for an old, wrinkled grandmother of 50?
That is exactly what my brother Gordy did. He must be
out of his mind. Don't tell me be is looking for "mother
love" Our mother is still living and ii ever a man got his
share of mother love", Brother Gordy did. He was the
"baby" of the family, and the only boyafter five girls.
So please tell me what an intelligent,
good-looking, professional man can see in
a divorced. 50-year-old retre'ad? It's not
money. She doesn't lave any, and he has
plenty. Thank you. DISGUSTED SISTER
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Modern Stratolounger with unique

we'H deliver in time for Christmas.

BerklJne's Harrington Rock-A-Lounger handsomely designed in the finest of styling which
nch matelasse fabric. Other features of
this chair are its reversible foam cushion and

,

#
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«|
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StratoRester — Tradition a lly styled
with high, wide back provides luxurious relaxation , tailored in the
tradition of Stratolounger m stock
in beige , avocado and ffj Q QA
black vinyl
^

DEAR MOTHER : I'll try : Perhaps It hasn't occurred
to all you generous, well-meaning people who "love
children" and can't resist offering them goodies or money,
that this is the technique used by child molesters who
hope to gain a child's confidence in order to get him to
"go for a ride*," or "not to tell" after improper advances
are made.
Parents should continue to train their children to;
refuse ALL gifts from strangers, and should a well-intended stranger attempt to countermand the parents'
order, he should be set straight in no uncertain terms.

The world's most accurate watch...
ACCUTRON'the Christmas gift
they never stop talking about ^
^^PF
"
¦

••

HCCUTRON "4!5" 10K Roll)
llllcrt, water resistant , sweep.
ier.nnd hand , » ilver dial. ,
*I3S*

«CCIJTRI)H "417" Appllf.il
.fiRura dm, Water reslsl.nl.
,Ad|n*.tahla ni«jsh band.Jtsn.

MCUTR0N CAUNDAH "BIS"
UK gold (ilied, water resistint, tilt applied numerals
on « illver dial.
$1 7!..

ORTE AND 0AV "C" 14K tnlld
cold Water reslitant Gold
applied markers with ' black
' inserts , silver or flit dial,
. $323 t
luminous ,

fiivft him >in >Ar,r,!jtronfl> tlmepinr.n and you'ro giving a non stop conve rsation nlecn, He can tell all
hH hurJriiis that fhnlr watches am wring, And he'll bn rlpht. Hft 'll know , be-causi* his Accutron
movement us.es a tuning fork Instead ol a tiBlamca wheel, And splits rvery second Into 360 parts.
Electronically, Tha vibrations are so precise, that the tuning fork tlm « Is tho most accura te wrist
timekeeping in tha world, In far.t. Accutron accuracy Is guaranteed within 60 seconds a 01000)4
An averago ol 2 seconds a day. Coma In and do your Accutro n shop ping early. $110 and up.

ACCUTRON* by BULOVA

Q) lager Q ewelry. QJ f ore
50 ON THE PLAZA WEST
|We will (riluit llmtvrenlni to tin > toleranre , II necmi.ry GiiaunlM li lor onn lull year.
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Five of eight indicted in
North Dakota charge politics

MINOT, N.D. (AP) — Five of
eight persons indicted Wednesday by a Ward County grand
jury for allegedly violating various state banking and corrupt
practice laws charged that partisan politics is behind their indictments.
The eight included a former
congressman, three state legislators, and two officials of the
North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan League party.
The grand jury also returned
an indictment charging the First
Western State Bank of Minot
with 15 counts of illegal political
contributions, including two to
Hubert H. Humphrey 's Democratic presidential campaign in
1968.
The indictments were made
public Wednesday after the
grand jury completed a 29-day
probe into the bank' s affairs.
First Western's former presi-

dent, Gary R. McDaniel, 32, had
previously been charged in federal court with embezzlement
and false entry in bank records.
He was named in three of the
grand jury indictments: embezzling, stealing or wilfully and
knowingly misapplying bank
funds; three counts of making
false entries in bank reports,
and 15 counts of making unlawful political contributions as a
corporation officer.
The other seven were charged
with allegedly "aiding, abetting
or consenting to the political
contributions made by said First
Western State Bank in the form
of secretarial services, equipment, office and materials to
the candidates of the Democrat
and NPL Party for state and
legislative offices in . the State of
North Dakota , paid for directly
or indirectly from (bank)
funds ... " during 1968.

To Your Good Health

Other ways
to control
cholesterol

By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
A final few thoughts on keeping your cholesterol within reasonable limits:
Granting that choice of foods
has a bearing, so do some other factors. Exercise will reduce
the amount of cholesterol circulating in your arteries , This
has been proved by tests of
various groups :of people—for
one example, taking a group
of businessmen, and having
half of them get some regular
exercise such as swimming. .No
other habits were to be
changed. The exercisers showed a marked reduction in
Besides McDaniel, Thompson , cholesterol.
Redlihe, Meschke, Backes and
Erickson, the two others indicted RATHER silly, isn't it, to
were Mark F. Purdy , Democrat- work out a low-cholesterol diet
ic National Committeeman for for yourself , but ignore the
North Dakota, and Gary M. Wil- proved benefits of exercise?
liamson, former state represen- Much of the same logic aptative and general manager of pfies to the amount you eat.
an electric power cooperative. One can stick to low-cholesterol foods, yet eat such quantities as to pack on the pounds.
Keeping weight under control
is important in itself . So don 't
neglect that.
Heredity also has a strong
influence on the amount of
circulating cholesterol — but
you can't do anything about
that.
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Dean vious marriage—separated in. BUT YOU can do a good deal
Martin's theme song is "Every-¦ 1955. But reconciled.
for yourself by remembering
body Loves . Somebody"—and In a statement issued by a that diabetes is an important,
for him , his wife says , it's some-¦ law firm , the attractive , blonde and frequent influence. The rebody new.
,¦' ' Mrs . Martin said :
lationship between diabetes and
. "It is painfully difficult for "My deepest concern at the disease of the heart and' arterme to announce the apparent present is for our children. It is ies has long been established.
end of our marriage," the for- my hope that all concerned will Surveys of patients with heart
mer cover girl Jeanne Riegger, make every effort to see that attacks disclosed that a distheir lives are kept within as quietingly large percentage of
47, announced Wednesday.
a pattern as the situa- them had diabetes but did not
"My husband informed me normal
will permit.
know it.
several weeks ago that he had tion
always
"The
children
have
The purpose of watching your
met and fallen in love with
great love and respect for cholesterol is to safeguard your
someone, and he asked me for a felt
father , and I fully intend heart and general circulation ,
divorce. I have assured him I their
to avoid heart attacks and
that
it
so."
will comply with his wishes. The remain
couple's children are strokes , It is at least equally
Proceedings will begin immedi- Dino,
18; Ricci, 16, and Gina, 13. important , for the same purately." She gave no name.
Martin 's children by the pre- pose, to have periodic tests to
Martin ,52 , a $5-milIion-a-year vious marriage are Craig, 27; see whether diabetes is develtelevision and movie entertain- Claudia, 25j Gail, 24, and Dea- oping. Then control it.
Continuing studies confirm
er, could not be reached for na , 21.
comment. A spokesman deniedI Gail , marrietd in 1968, is a the dangers of cigarettes. If
knowledge of the identity of thei singer, and Deana , married last you smoke, cut down or quit.

Hayden Thompson said the
state's Corrupt Practices Act
was a seldom-u&'ed law that was
"dusted off and is being used in
a partisan political way."
Former U.S. Rep. Rolland
Redlin said he was shocked at
being indicted; without having
been asked to appear before the
grand jury. .
State Sen. Herbert Meschke,
said the charges were obviously
political. "Applied in this way,"
Meschke said, "all corporate
officers active in politics and officers of any corporation that
has a paid lobbyist at the legislature in Bismarck are violating
the law."
State Rep. Richard Backes
denied any knowledge of political contributions by the bank.
"I am sure my political affiliation will mot be a factor of consideration in the courts and I
will be cleared of these
One of the seven, State Ren. charges,'* he said.

Larry Erickson , former legislator . and until Saturday the
state Democratic-NPL Party
chairman , took a philosophical
stance.
"Sometimes politics can .be
brutal and vicious," he said. "If
you are involved in politics, you
had better understanc" this. I do
not apologize for, nor am I
ashamed of , anything I have
ever done in the field of government and politics.
"I understand vindictiveness
and that is what is involved in
the charges against us," Erickson said.

DeanMartms
wi ll divorce

THE FUR BOA

Newest and most fascinating fur accessory . . . can be worn
so many ways .:,i . as a neckline decolletage, a j aunty shoulder
scarf , : a circlet , a chic shawl or a neckline ascot. What a
Santa you would be with a gift like this. In all shades of
mink, Prices from $55.00 to $95.00. "

"someone." Even the gossipi
columnists gave no hint of her'
identity.
The Martins , married 20
years, with three children-• '
Dean has four more by a pre-

FU RS BY FRANCIS
57 West Fourth Street
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1 Are You On
1 LONG-TERM

June, is an actress. Dino .per-.
forms with the musical group
"Dino, Desi and Billy." Craig is
on the production staff of his
father's television show /Claudia
has done some acting.

IF YOU have let yourself
fall into the pattern of being
a tense, anxiety-ridden wor
rier, start doing something
about it. there are precious few
worry-warts who can't, if they
sincerely try, learn to ignore
minor matters.that aren't really worth worrying about.
This may not have much if
any effect on your cholesterol,
but it will on your blood pressure, and thus protect you to
^ ^^^^^^MT ^^H some extent from heart attacks
and strokes—not to mention
what worry-warting can do to
your stomach !
I willingly concede that diet
has a bearing on our cholesterol and consequently on health
and longevity. But I insist that
other means of safeguar ding
yourself must go along with
itDear Dr. Thosteson: Is it
true that swallowing chewing
gum can be harmful in some
way? I have done so for years.
I am 22.-P.B.
NO, IT IS not harmful , but
why swallow it? (Always save
the wrapper from gum , so you
can wrap up the chewed cud.
It's mean to toss gum away for
somebody to step on.)
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Give v our hair body and make
it soft, glossy and manageable
by massaging one to two eggs,
beaten in eight ounces of lukewarm water and strained , into
the hair after tlie regular shampoo. Rinse thoroughly in lukewarm water, then set hair as
usual.

Ford battling
to wipe out
air pollution

DETROIT (AP ) - Henry
Ford II says his company has
assigned 11,000 workers and allotted $31 million dollars to the
problem of combating air pollution from automobile exhausts
in 1970.
"I am publicly committing
Ford Motor Co. to an intensified
effort to . minimize pollution
from its products and plants in
the shortest time possible," he
told £iis 10th annual year-end
news conference Wednesday .

Ford said that in addition to
the outlay on car exhaust emissions his company will spend
$30 million in 1970 on control of
air pollution from its production
plants.
"You must r e m e m b e r ,
though,'' he said "that the automobile is only a small contributor to die environmental pollution and the federal government
must get fully involved in this
fight. It will take not millions of
dollars but billions."
Ford said his company had
experimented with alternative
types of car propulsion such as
battery-powered electrical power packs and gas turbine engines but that the conventional
?iston-powered motor seemed
he best bet as of now.
In his news conference, Ford
also made these observations:
—"I think the economy is
going to slow down some...I
don't know how much."
—The year 1969 will end with
abou t 9.6 million car sales in the
U.S. market — including more
than a million imports — and
the final figure might top the
record of 9,641,000 set last year.
—In 1970, auto sales will fall
off to perhaps 9 million to 9.5

WSC Coach

Three elements for good basketball , teams are recruiting
the proper personnel, training,
and handling, Ron Ekker, "Winona State College basketball
coach, told members of the Rotary Club at their luncheon at
the Park Plaza Wednesday.
Ekker, who has been coach
at the college four years, believes this year's team h a s
championship possibilities. It
has won all games played so
far this season.
He explained the type" of
training used at the college, a j
Spartan.
Recruiting of players is large- .
ly from the territory outside the.
school's normal influence hesaid.
The Kiwanis Club will be the
guest of the Rotary Club on
Dec. 24 and Dec. 31, because
the holidays fall on Kiwanis
meeting dates.

million cars.

—Ford will build an integrated urban community in the virtually all-white Ford headquarters city of Dearborn ,
The complex, to : be built on
2,300 " acnes of company-owned
land near Ford headquarters ,
will include middle and upper
income housing, retail 'stores, a
hotel, apartment buildings and
recreation and cultural facili'.
ties.
—Ford plans to cut its expenditures by 75 percent in
1970. "It is not a retrenchment, we are jus' turning the
program back to where it was
three years ago. " :

N<4A

/ MEN'S SHOP ^
Fourth at Center
DOWNTOWN WINONA
Phone 452-5010

Woman marries
one day before
her eldest son

KANSAS CITY (AP) Mrs. Ada Sisney Batton admits
"it probably was a bit unusual.
I mean, me getting married one
day before , my eldest son."
Mrs. Batton is -37. Her son,
Delmar Dwayne Sisney is 18.
She¦ had
¦ been divorced previously. •¦
"We thought about a double
wedding, ". Mrs. Batton said,
"but I wanted to attend his wedding. "
Mrs. Batton was married
Nov. 28, her son, the 29th .
They applied for their marriage licenses together and took
their blood tests together.
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Nixon invites
elder statesmen
to conferences
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WASHINGTON (AP) - "Elder statesmen " and others outssslll^^^ ^SL^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^Lvs
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side government are being invited to confer with President Nixon on foreign policy, the White
House says.
Press Secretary Ronald Zie^V^9flYfll^HflYfl^B^B^B^B^H
ki..! i
gler said the meetings are de^ j flH^^^^^^^ Ki.i, /
signed to canvass foreign affairs in general terms. Nixon
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ers, he said.
Among the people invited to ! '
conferences are former Secretary of State Dean Acheson; retired Gen. Lucius D. Clay, former U.S. military commander
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Do you own a Gorham Original?
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Gibson's gives you personal service. Have
your doctor write a prescription or . . .

¦

Call Our New Number 454-5770

I • FREE DELIVERY SERVICE »
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WESTGATE SHOPPI NG CENTER

fSL

Store Hours: Woekdayi 9 o.m. to 9 p.m. — Saturdays 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. — Sundays 1 to 5 p.m.
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of 100% worsted
Hrtiuls iunc Ilii ^Bur dress shicks
wool! A 1'iisluon mulch lor your favorite sportcowt .
Tliey keep ihcir Rood looks all day because they 're
IMcctroiuiilic 1'rcst with a permane nt crease and
greater wrinkle resistan ce. In nn
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arr ay of new fall shades.
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The richness
of pure virgin wool
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Claim defects in
Fill fi ghterbomber fixed
SAN DIEGO , Calif. (AP) —
Defects in the controversial
Fill fighter-bomber have been
fixed and the 2,000-mile-an-hour
craft is ready for combat, an
Air Force officer reports.
The $6 million swing-wing aircraft "is the best all-around
warplane in the world ," Col.
Frederick C. Blesse, commander of the 474th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Nellis Air Force Base
in Nevada told the San Diego
Kiwanis Club Tuesday.
The Fill was involved in a
series of 14 crashes, three cf
them during Vietnam combat
missions. Eleven pilots were
killed or reported missing in the
crashes.
Blesse said , however , that statistics now show the plane has
the second-best safety record of
any supersonic aircraft accepted by . the American military.
The McDonnell F4 phantom is
first:

New lunar institute
called 'impressive

New York Times News Service
HOUSTON _ Scientists have
complained that th« space program is not paying enough attention to basic scientific ; research,
To combat this feeling and
to attract more prestigious scientists to the newly developed
Southwest, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been developing an
impressive installation in Houston called the Lunar Science
Institute.

Last month , the institute
moved into new facilities that
are as mysterious and fascinating as the unknowns pondered
in space.
THEY ARE ON 11 acres of
land , and include a renovated
mansion. They once belonged ,
as did all the land for about 10
miles around , to a Texas oil
baron named "Diamond Jim "
West. Built around 1929, at a
cost of about a quarter of a
million dollars; the house pro- ,
vided the atmosphere that the
institute now hopes looks serene and academic enough for
a small scientific community.
West imported .tile from Tunisia for the baths. The floors
were of deep mahc-gany wood.
He liked fresh water , not the
salt water of the area 's clear
lake, 1,000 yards>from the front
door. So he had an 11-acre lake
built. He also put in a swimming pool, two tennis courts
and two gazebos.
After West's death in ;• 1941,
the eldest of his three children,
"Silver Dollar Jim" West , took
•control ' of the property. But , as
the legend goes, Silver Dollar 's
wife did not like living more
than 25 miles from Houston , so
they moved back to the city

and sold the land to an oil
company for a reported $30
million .
WHEN THE OIL company
was finished with it, it gave
the land to Rice University,
which , in turn , leased most of
to the space administration .
Rice owns the mansion in which
the institute is housed.
The house was unoccupied
for 15 years because it was
given to Rice with a stipulation
that it be used for a geological
renter. When the idea for the
Lunar Science Institute was proposed , Rice petitioned Humble
Oil — the oil company — and
the change was made. Rice
still owns the property but ha3
leased it to the National Science Foundation for 10 years
with an option to renew.
In its first year , Wimberly
said , the institute did not attract as many applicants as it
had hoped . This , he feels, is
because scientists generally do
not know what major facilities
the Manned Spacecraft Center
has availabfe. It has , therefore , hired two professor's from
(he University of Houston to
take a complete inventory of
the facility ' ."arid to publish the
information in. a booklet early
next year.

AND A federal prosecution In cerned about what laws their old-line New York brokerage
Washington this . fall showed clients were breaking, anxious firm , illegally traded $20 million
in stocks and bonds.over a fivethat Swiss banks were offering only to protect bank secrecy.
year period through one Swiss
their services for crimes far
more serious than slot-machine Fictitious invoices. Glanzer institution , the Arzi Bank of
rakeoffs by army sergeants or learned , are a standard serv- Zurich. Two other brokerage
even widespread tax and secur- ice that Swiss banks , for a com- houses were discovered doing
ities violations.
mission, offer clients. Rosen- an equally brisk business with
With the active particip ation baum was discovered to have the same bank .
of two Swiss banks, one of arranged similar siphoning op- THE BROKERAGE firms and
them the Union Bank , the larg- erations with the banks for oth- the bank were violating a U.S.
est in Switzerland , two Ameri- er businessmen , including the securities trading law known as
cans committed . the biggest senior vice president of one of the margin requirement . This
¦
theft from the public treasury
THE CRIMES are those of since Billy Sol Estes bilked the the ' 25 largest corporations in law makes it a felony for a
stock exchange broker and priTHE INSTITUTE , originated
the rich . The stock manipula- Department of: Agriculture out the U.S.
by James E. Webb , the former
tions require large sums of of millions around the turn of The evidence revealed that or intermediaries to extend
Administra tor of the -National
money and the tax evasion the decade with a mirage of Rosenbaum was an intermedi- credit for the purchase of stock
Aeronautics and Space Adminary for corruption that went beyond a specified percentage
schemes are impossible for a liquid fertilizer tanks.
of
the
market
value.
This
credit
istration , makes available to
beyond
himself
considerably
taxes
are
man whose income
Navy
defrauded
the
scientists , the Administration 's
limit
is
usua
lly
kept
in
the
The
two
and
:
Stone.
Federal
investiga,
deducted every week
contracts to tors are mow in the process of neighborhood of 20 percent of
laboratory facilities. It does so
"The use of secret . foreign of $4.6 million on
launchers. following trails that were un- value. The law was passed in
without the scientists having
bank accounts has become a manufacture rocket
them smug- covered.
to apply to the government for
1934 to prevent the kind of panic
national scandal ," Rep. Wright Union Bank helped
worth
of
$500,000
funds: The institute is adminanother
gle
selling
in
a
falling
market
that
'
Patman , Chairman of the House
Europe , Latin SWISS BANK secrecy was of- helped bring 6n the 1929 crash.
istered by the National AcadeBanking and Currency Commit- munitions, to possibly
the Mid- ficially broken for the first time In this instance, the Swiss
my of Sciences, with funds from
tee , says. Patman , a harrier of America and:
in this case.
the
space administration.,.
dle
East:
bank
,
with
the
connivance
of
the
international
domestic a n d
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FINED $100
Since its beginning, about a
bankers , began a full-scale com- THE DETAILS have not been Although the banks exert brokerage firms .. and favored
mittee investigation on Dec. 4. made public because both men great political influence in customers, was giving custo- MILWAUKEE tm - Jerome year ago, the institute has been
The framework for the hear- pleaded guilty to fraud charges Switzerland , many federal and mers an average of 80 . percent J. Walsh , 24, of Milwaukee was host to about 16 visiting scienings will be a bill that Patman , last October, averting the pub- Cantonal legal authorities do and sometimes 90 percent cred- fined SI 00 Wednesday after tists including Dr . Harold Urey,
a Texas Democrat , is submit- licity of a trial and thereby hop- not share the see-no-evil atti- it, A customer with $10,000 could pleading no contest to a charge Winner of the Nobel Prize. A
tude of their bankers toward thus purchase $100,000 worth of of hurling a tomato into a car summer symposium on geoting that seeks to curb Swiss ing to gain a light sentence.
Apollo 11 astro- physics of the moon was also
bank ' crime. The bill, among oth- They are Francis N. Rosen- crimes like forgery and out stock, instead of the legal $12,- carrying¦ ' ¦' 'the
¦' . '
nauts.
conducted here.
er provisions, would make it il- baum , a wealthy Washington right fraud. The federal govern- 500. .
legal f or an American citizen lawyer with solid social and po- ment and Cantonal prosecutors
or corporation to have a secret litical connections, and his part- intervened , and brought court
foreign bank account unless all ner} Andrew L. Stone, a multi- action that forced the banks to
transactions are reported an- millionaire St. Louis furniture surrender the records to the
Justice Department. In return ,
nually to the Treasury. Viola- and munitions maker. ¦
tors would incur serious crimi- . The Navy was defrauded of the U.S. promised not to use
the documents for tax and renal and civil penalties.
the $4.6 million with fictitious lated prosecutions.
PROSPERITY , sophistication , bills that both men obtained No one knows how much mon•r*J7n
r*n '¦w*"'t"'A1L'I V^" *Sl
VOft
Y7"ft
fF ^%
the ease of travel in the jet from the banks for imaginary ey is involved in Swiss bank
age the revolution in intercon- raw materials and electrical crime, but the dollars are probtinental telephone and teletype components on the stationary of ably in the hundreds of milcommunications, and the grow- dummy companies.
lions.
ing size and complexity of the REVEALED in the evidence
American economy and Wall amassed by an assistant United THIS IS based on information
Street finance — all are en- States Attorney, Seymour Glan- gathered by the Times — using
couraging the affluent criminal- zer, and his aides, Robert Ogren a two-month investigation , from
federal law enforcement agenpj f
ity by Swiss banks.
||L_
sfL
and John Bisher , was a ma^
The Mafia were among the chinery of subterfuge that Swiss cies, economists familiar "with
Swiss
bank
operations
, knowlfirst Americans to take up the bankers have invented over the
Swiss device to bleach so-called years to mask corporate thiev- edgeable Swiss sources, and the
hM ba La fc*» <2£y Xirid ISa tea fci'l >b«. u-l ..« r
"-mi^iUi
*V' *
records of numerous court
black money from numbers, ery by their clients.
cases.
bookmaking and narcotics rackF71
SZn*\
F^
ets, and undeclared profits There were the sham Licht- Swiss bankers have no intenenstein
and
Swiss
corporations
tion of discussing the exteut of
"skimmed" off Las Vegas casinos, into "white money" for whose assets are a desk drawer the violations of American laws
reinvestment in pseudo-legiti- filled with letterheads and in- by their clients or of halting
mate business. The mobsters voices; bankers, lawyers and the use of their banks. Bank
are now a minority of Ameri- accountants who will pose as secrecy is embedded in Swiss
anyone and sign anything for a laws that make it a criminal ofcan clients of Swiss banks.
Army sergeants have also commission; high speed com- fense for any office or employe
discovered the security of al- munications machines to shift of a . bank to disclose informapine vaults. Army Sgt. Maj. dollars from one paper corpor- tion or even for ou tsiders to seek
William 0. Wooldridge alleged- ation to another, and an atti- it. This certified silence and
ly funneled $362,000 derived tude that anything goes as long Swiss political stability and neufrom military service club cor- as it looks legitimate on paper trality in the midst of a troubled world have made the hanruption into a Swiss account and reaps money.
The two Swiss banks fought dling of other people 's money
code named "Fish Head."
the Swiss national industry.
the investigation doggedly.
Swiss legal authorities will
So don 't delay.
GLANZER AND other investi- not cooperate with the U.S. in
FIGUBC CONTROl WITH niH..
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New York Times News Service
WASHINGTON — A growing
number of affluent Americans
are discovering that the silence
of a Swiss bank vault can be
golden.
Under the certified secrecy
of a Swiss account , many are
cheating the tax collector - and
committing other felonies , such
as illegal trading in stocks and
bonds through Swiss banks.
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A SWISS banker who hel ps
an American client break U.S.
laws thus breaches none of his
own.
As far as anyone can know,
the majority of the business
that Swiss banks do in this country is legitimate. But when the
vast dimensions of Swiss banking operations in the U.S. are
taken into account — $11 billion
of trading in stocks and bonds
last year and billions more in
transfers
back
forth
and
through American banks — that
minority of illegal transactions
looms very large in dollars .
A single case prosecuted in
New "York last summer illustrates the volume of money thai
flows through Swiss bank crime.
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WEATHER FORECAST . . . Rain is forecast today
from the Ohio Valley to northern New England with some
light snow in the central and Borthern midwest. Heavy
rain is expected along the* north and central Pacific coast
with snow in the mountains. Elsewhere mostly sunny skies
are the prospect. (AP Photofax )

Local readings
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 23, minimum 8, noon 20, precipitation trace.
A year ago today:
High 45, low 30, noon 45, no precipitation .
Normal temperature range for this date 30 to 11
Record high 56 in 1949, record low 11 below in 1936.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:32, sets at 4 ;28.

1st Qtr.
Dec. 15

Fall
Dec. 23

Forecasts
S.E. Minnesota
Variable cloudiness with
a few light snow flurries
today. Partly cloudy late
today or tonight and Friday.
No l a r g e temperature
changes. High today 20s.
Low tonight 4-14. Light
northwesterly w i n d s becoming light and variable
tonight. Outlook Saturday,
temperatures above normal.
Chance of a few flurries
but no Important precipitation .

W. Wiscons in
Partly cloudy and colder tonight with lows 8 to 16. Friday
partly sunny with high 25 to
30. Precipitation Probabilities:
20 percent tonight and 10 percent Friday.

Minnesota
Variable cloudiness with
tome decreasing cloudiness
tonight and over most of
state Friday. Scattered
mostly very light snow flurries northeast tonight and
Friday. No important temperature changes. Low tonight 0-15. High Friday
20-32.

W isconsin
Partly cloudy tonight, colder
southeast, low 5-15 northwest,
12-20 southeast. Friday partly
sunny, high 25-33.

Lake City will
fluoridate wa ter
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Lake City Council voted 3-2
to purchase equipmen t for
fluoridation of the city water
supply. Mayor Wilmcr Strickland changed his vote to yes
from a previous vote taken by
Council. Ed Witt and Dallas
Eggenberger voted no.
No action was taken following discussion on trailer court
and snowmobile ordinances. A
five-pound f i r e extinguisher
was purchased for the basement
of the city hall , plus a dump

Last Qtr*
Dec, 31

Jan. 9
New

Elsewhere
THE WEATHER ELSEWHERE
Albany, rain .
35 33 .95
Albuquerque,' clear 45 23
Atlanta , cloudy
46 44 .05
Bismarck, cloudy
21 7 .01
Boise, cloudy
36 31 .01
Bcfeton, rain
46 44 1.20
Buffalo, rain
37 33; 1.19
Charlotte, cloudy
42 40 1.77
Chicago, rain
45 36 .02
Cincinnati, cloudy 40 36 .02
Cleveland, snow
39 / 34 .59
Denver, clear
40 17
Des Moines, clear 32 9
Detroit, cloudy
39 34 .23
Fairbanks, cloudy
2 -10
Helena; clear
36 11
Honolulu, cloudy ¦ 85 75 T
Indianapolis, rain ' ': 43 32 T
Jacksonville, cloudy 77 53
Juneau, clear
39 24
Kansas City, cloudy 40 24
Los Angeles, clear 65 49
Louisville, cloudy ,. 41 35 .03
Memphis, cloudy
56 44
Milwaukee, snow
38 31 .03
Mpls-St.P., snow ¦;. 58 18: T
New Orleans, fog
58 48
New York , rain
59 43 1.47
0>kla. City, clear
48 28
Omaha, snow
22 11 .02
Philadelphia , cloudy 62 47 1.03
Phoenix, clear
65 39
Pittsburgh, sntfw
39 33 1.02
Ptland, Me., rain
43 40 .91
Ptland., Ore., rain 40 39 .49
Rapid City, clear
24 12
Richmond, clear
59 41 1.52
St. Louis, rain
47 35 .12
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 36 30 .22
San Diego, clear
65 34
San Fran., rain
60 54 .47
Seattle, rain
46 40 .27
Tampa , clear
74 54 .65
Washington, cloudy 57 45 1.45
Winnipeg, snow
22 16 .02
T — Trace
LCR BAZAAR
WHALAN, Minn . (Special) The Whalan Lutheran Children
of the Reformation will hold a
bazaar and bake safe at the
church Saturday at 8 p.m. Members are asked to bring articles
and baked goods to be marked
before the sale. Lunch will be
served following the bazaar.
box, hoist for the new truck,
snowplow, amber light and two
new tires for the truck used
by the street department.
Attorney Philip Gartner was
appointed to the library board
succeeding Dr. David Sontag,
resigned.

In years gone by
Ten years ago . . . 1959
National Guardsmen with fixed bayonets, dispersed a
jeering crowd of several hundred persons at the strike-torn
Wilson Pa cking Co. plant today at Albert Lea , to back up
Gov. Orville .Freeman 's dend-of-night declaration of martial law in Freeborn County.
Cloudy throuch tonight with occasional light rain or
drizzle and fog this afternoon , with today 's high hitting 42.
The new automatic signals at 5th and Huff Street finally
went inlo operation late yesterday.

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1944
A collection of flattened tin cans for salvage In the wnr
effort will be made.
Winter storm hazards will be partially met by a storm
warning service inaugurated by the La Crosse station of the
United States Weather Bureau.

Fifty yea rs ago . . . 1919
Ben Huntley is aiding the campaign of fuel conservation
by the somewhat novel method of heating his house and shop
with kerosene gas.
Miss Mary Grant went lo Chicago to attend an educational conference of the YWCA.

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1894
The
at their
The
on West

Buckeyes will enjoy nn oyster supper nnd banquet
hall this evening.
Genernl Electric Co. is putting in some new poles
2nd Street .

One-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
The weather continues cloudy, warm and spring-fikc . Tho
snow has entirely disappeared and the roads are in n muddy
condition.

A.M.Guenlher
SpanishWar
vet. dies at 97

Anton M. Guenther, 97, Winona's only Spanish War veteran, died this morning at 1:15
at St. Anne Hospice after a
short illness.
He had retired in 1944 after
farming most of his life in the
Rollingstone area , with the exception of 17
years in Canada. Born Feb.
19, 1872, in Moss n i t z, W e s t
Prussia ,. G errnany , to Joseph and Henrietta Kowalski
Guenther, h e
c a m e to the
United States in
1889. He served
Guenther
as a private in
12th Minnesota Volunteer infantry during the. Spanish-American War ; had been an area
resident since 1889 and a Winona resident since 1944.
Guenther was a memher of
the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, Winona County Old Settlers Association and Memorial
Day Association and was an
[honorary life member of the
Knights of Columbus and of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Survivors are: A daughter,
Mrs. Charlotte Lafferty, Detroit, Mich.; two grandchildren;
t h r e e . great - grandchildren ,
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 9:30 a!m. at Burke's
Funeral Home and at 10 a.m.
at the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Et. Rev. Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiating. Burial
will be in St. Mary 's Cemetery
with the VFW conducting mili¦
tary rites.
.:
Friends may call at the funeral home Friday evening
from 7 to 9. Msgr. Dittman will
lead the Christian wake service
at 8.

Trempealeau
officers check
3 accidents

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Three recent accidents have
been reported by Trempealeau
County patrol officers .
At 5:45 a.m. Tuesday, a twocar crash a quarter mile west
of Blair was investigated by Patrolman Darryl McBride. . A
1968 car driven by William M.
Parker , 24, St. Paul, Minn.,
traveling south on Highway 95,
and.a 1969 car driven by William B. Duffield ,. 53, Blair,
traveling north , collided.
Parker reported a southbound
car stopped ahead of him on
the highway. He . was unable to
stop and passed the car in a
no-passing zone. Duffield turned left in an effort to avoid the
collision. None of the four passengers in the Duffield car were
injured . Both cars had frontend damage.
At 5:40 p.m. Tuesday, a cartractor collision occurred on
Highways 93 and 121 at Independence. Ernest E, Miemictz ,
45, Independence , was plowing
snow from the road with a tractor. While backing across the
road he was struck by a northbound car driven bv Edward
W. Peil, 33, Eau Claire .
According to officer McBride ,
PeiT was unable to avoid the collision because of an oncoming
truck , a snow bank and utilitv
pole. Tho collision occurred in
the northbound >ne. No injuries were renorled.
Fred J. Bnrta , 56 . Schaumbcrg, III., received injuries in
a one-car crash five miles
east of Galesville at 12:30 a .m,
Wednesday. The accident was in
the Skunk Coulee Creek area ,
3Ms miles east of Highway 53,
Bnrta , driving a 19611 car was
alone . According to the report
of Patron -nan Steve Hanson , the
road was snow covered and icy,
the car failed to nvike the curve
to the rig ht , struck the hriclce
guardrail And posts and came to
rest in tho creek .

Arcadia Projects
elects officers
ARCADIA , Wis. CSpecial ) —
One now director was elected
and two were returned to office
at the annual meeting of Arcarlin Projects Inc., Monday
night.
Ralph Sobotta , Arcadia , replaces Morris English who declined re-election. Mr. English
had bcten a member of tho Projects board since its founding
in liWfi . Otmcr W. Schroeder
and Clifford Nelson were returned to office. Terms are for
three yea rs .
LaVcrn* Dworschak replaces
Glle Herrick on tho auditing
committee, Holdover members
are Donald Stevenson and John
English,
Dividend checks totaling $7,240
were mailed last week to Class
B certificate holders ,

The daily record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Maternity patlentf: 2 to 3:30 and / »c
8:30 p.m. (Adull» only.)
Visitors to » patient llmltea to tv»c
•t one time.
Visiting nours: Medical and aurglcai
patients: 5 to 4 and 7 to J:30 p.m. (no
children under 12.)

WEDNESDAY

ADMISSIONS
Mark Sanders, 1708 W . Mark
St.
John Bagniewski, Fountain
. ¦
City, Wis.
Arthur Hohensee, Minnesota
City, Minn.
Mrs. Eva Mohnk, 123 E. Sanborn St.
John Nintemann , St. Charles
Rt. 2, Minn.
Eldor Matthees, Rollingstone,
Minn.
Mrs. Robert Anderson, 462
E. Howard St .
Mrs. Clara Fetzer, Sauer
Memorial* Home.
Miss Dorothy Majerus, Plainview Rt. 1, Minn.
Mrs. Olga Locks, 401 Olmstead St.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Raymond Dvorak and
baby, Houston Rt. 1, Minn.
Miss Edna Kobler , Altura ,
Minn.
Mark Sanders, 1708 W . Mark
St . .
Mrs. Fred Benning and baby ,
225 Washington St.
Mrs. George Klippenes and
baby, 578 W. Broadway.
Laurie Miller, 565 W. Mill
St.
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buege,
617 Lafayette St., a son.
Peter &, Rislove, Rushford ,
Minn ., was admitted Monday .
Francis Kostuch, 661 E. 2nd
St., was admitted Tuesday.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ekern,
Whitehall, a son Monday at St.
Joseph Hospital, Arcadia.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moechnig, rural Lake City, a daughter Dec; 4 at Lake City Municipal Hospital.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Thomas N. Hammond ,. Bryant
Pond, Maine, 9.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
No. 182 — German Shepherd
and black Labrador pup, available.
No. 206 — Tan female pup,
available.
No. 223—Small tan male pup
with red collar, available.
No. 225 — Small, black female, part cocker, available.
No. 231 — Medium large,
brown and white male beagle .
No license. Third day.
No. 233 — Small male white
and black toy terrier pup, available.
No. 211 — Female brown and
white part Pomeranian. Available.
No. 236 — Small brown male,
mixed breed , no license, second
day.
No. 237 — Small black female, mixed breed, no license ,
second day.

Municipal Court
Gary E. Pankratz , 18, «16
Hamilton St., pleaded guilty; to
a charge of careless driving and
was fined $50 by Judge John D.
McGill today. Pankratz was arrested' at 8 p.m. Wednesday at
Belleview and Carimona streets .
A charge of driving without a
license in possession against
Pankratz was dismissed upon
proof of license ownership within 24 hours of arrest ,
Robert D. Fort , 51, 709 Wilson St,, pleaded guilty to driving after suspension of his
license and was fined $50. He
was arrested at 10:28 p.m. Wednesday at 2nd and Huff streets,
John Varys , St. Mary 's College , pleaded guilty to a charge
of theft and was fined $35. He
was arrested at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday at Tempo Store , Miracle
Mall , for allegedly stealing a
pair of trousers .
DISMISSALS:
Joseph G, Heublm , Stockton ,
Minn., driving without license in
possession , 5:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Highway 14 and Orrin Street ,
dismissed upon proof of license
ownership within 24 hours of arrest .
Kathy Snyder , 1160 W. Broadway, driving without a license In
possession , dismissed upon proof
of ownership within 24 hours,
FORFEITURES:
Kathy D, Snyder , 1160 W.
Broadway, $15, disobeying stop
sign , !l:fi!> a .m. Tuesday, West
5tli and Milbcrt streets ,
Joseph G. Heublin , Stockton ,
$15, failure to display current
vehicle registration , 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Highway 14 nnd Orrin Street.
Ronald H. Nelson , Pine Island , Minn ., $10, parking in snow
removal zone , 12:50 a.m. Tuesday, Franklin Street .
Robert Gordon , 906 Parks
Ave., $10 , parking too close to
fire hydrant , 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, Mark nnd Winona Streets,
Larry D , Larson , 50!) Wilson
St., $10, parking too close to fire
hydrant , 10:25 a.m. Wednesday, Howard and Washington
streets,
John A. Kirch , 54 W. Mark
St., $15 , driving without a license, 9:20 p.m , Wednesday,
Broadway and Vine Street.

Two-state deaths

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 11, 1969

Winona deaths

Carl A. Aasum
Robert Erdmann
MABEL, Minn. (Special) - Robert Erdmann , 43, Grandy ,
Carl A. Aasum , 78, Mabel, died Colo,, former Winona resident
Tuesday evening at Green Lea died of a heart attack Nov. 30.
Manor Nursing Home, He had He and his wife were returning
been a resident there* several from a weekend ski trip when
years.
he became ill and was taken to
The son of Ole and Ellen a hospital in Kremmling, Colo.
Selness Aasum, he was born Death occurred shortly after beon a farm near Mabel, Jan/ 4, ing admitted to the hospital.
1891. He was in the Army dur- Funeral services were held at
ing World War I and he mar- the Methodist Church, Elmore,
ried Palma Tinge*sdal, Nov. 17, Minn. Earlier rites had been
1923. They farmed in the Ma- held at the Grandy Community
bel and Hesper communities un- Presbyterian Church.
til he retired. She died Jan. 26, He was a native of Lakefield,
194L He was a 50-year mem- Minn., graduating from high
ber of Joseph B. Lund Post school there in 1944. He was a
Amettcan Legion, Mabel, and veteran of World War II, and a
a member of the Hesper Luth- graduate of Hamline University.
He operated the Dairy Queen at
eran Church.
Survivors include one daugh- Winona for several years.
ter, Mrs . Merlin F. (Evelyn) He is survived by his wife
Hanson, Mabel; three grand- and parents.
children; one brother, Sverre",
Winona funerals
Caledonia; one sister, Mrs.
Clarence (E-mma) Iverson, MaJames R. Dunn
bel, and a half-brother, N. P.
Thorson, Decdrah, Iowa. Three Funeral services for James
R. Dunn, Paul Watkins Membrothers have died.
Funeral services 'will be at , 2 orial Methodist Home, : were
p.m. Friday at the Hesper Luth- held this afternoon at Fawcett
eran Church, the Rev. Vertus Funeral Home, the Rev. Arthur
Stoffregen officiating. Burial L. Hill, Blaine United Methodist
will be in the church cemetery. Church , officiating. Burial was
Friends may call at Mengis in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Funeral Home afteY 2 p.m. to- Pallbearers were William and
day, and at the church from 1 James W a r m a c k , Richard
Welch, Allan Stork and Richp.m. Friday until services.
ard J. and James Dunn.

Fingers spell
out message
of Hanukkah

LOS ANGELES (AP) - As a
small Jewish congregation sits
reverently during the holiday of
Hanukkah, a cantor chants in a
minor key a thousand-year-old
prayer .
Then, a choir does it again in
silence, their fingers repeating
the prayer in. sign language , as
the hands of the congregation
move in unison.
Temple Beth Solomon is a
synagogue for the deaf , one of a
handful in the nation.
Some 150 deaf persons, along
with family members and a few
friends , gather at the beige temple to study Judaism , converse
and pray—as they do during the
eight-day holiday of Hanukkah ,
the "Festival of Lights. " .
The words of the rabbi are repeated in . sign language by an
interpreter. The words of the
cantor—also a rabbinical student—are expressed again by a
deaf choir following a script and
signals from the rabbi.

Warns against
buying Bankers
Health and Life

Schedule is sei
for Buffalo Co.
measles clinic
ALMA, Wis. (Special)—Many
inquiries have been received by
Mrs. Irene Schwarz , Buffalo
County nurse, about the priority
age group, kindergarten , first
and second grade students, for
the German measles immunization program next week.
The protection is offered only
to these students because of a
short available supply of vaccine, — only 800 vaccines for
Buffalo County — Mrs. Schwarz
said. This is not to be confused
with red measles irhmunizations;
It is desirable that pre-school
children over one year in age

Quie believes
poverty plan
will pass house

and older students under 13 also
receive this protection, Mrs.
Schwarz said. She urges parents to contact their doctors
and make an appointment for
immunization for pre-schoolers
and older children not included
in the clinic. Immunization will
help stamp out German measles
and reduce the number of defective children born to mothers
who contract this disease during the first three months of
pregnancy.
The Association for Mentally
Retarded will assist with the
school immunization program ,
which will be conducted by the
state Board of Health, according to the following schedule:
Tuesday — Gilmanton grade
school, 9:15 to 9:30 a.m.; Oak
Grove school Gilmanton area,
9:45 to 10; Mondovi public, 10:30
to 11:15; Sacred Heart parochial, Mondovi , 11:30 to 11:45;
Mondovi kindergarten, 12:45 to
1 p.m.; Dover school, 1:45 to 2
p.m., and St. Boniface, Waumandee, 2:45 to 3.
Wednesday — Cochrane-Fount'ain City, 9:30 to 10:15 a.m.;
Alma kindergarten, 10:45 to 11;
St. Michael's, Fountain City,
12:45 to 1 p.m.; Cochrane-Fountain City kindergarten , 1:20 to
1:45, and Alma grades, 2:15 to
3:15.
The vaccinations will be given
by jet.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.
Albert H, Quie , R-Minn., said
Tuesday he believes "the votes
are still there'1 to pass his subMrs. Roy Rose
Funeral services for Mrs. stitute proposal for the poverty
Roy Rose, 930 44th Ave; , Good- program when it ctfmes up in
view, were held this afternoon the U.S. House Friday.
at Goodview Trinity Lutheran The 1st District lawmaker
Church, the Rev. Larry Zessin said he doubts a week's delay
officiating. Burial was in. Wood- of the bill and a statement by
President Nixon at his press
lawn Cemetery.
Emergency care
Pallbearers were Earl John- conference , this week have eroded
support
for
his
substitute.
son, Eugene Czaplewski, WilMr. Nixon had expressed sup- course scheduled
liam Ramin , Ray Tews, Ber- port
for his poverty director, Ofnard Jenkinson and Edward
MABEL, Minn. (Special ) —
fice
of Economic Opportunity
Bronkhorst.
A
professional emergency care
Director Donald Rumsfeld.
Under Quie 's substitute pro- course for rescue squads, amposal, the. individual states bulance attendants, firemen, powould be assigned greater con- licemen and emergency room
personnel will be held at the
trol over the program.
Said Quie , "I believe the Pres- Mabel-Canton school in Mabel
ident was staking out some neu- Jan 5, 6, 7, 12, and 13 between
tra l ground in his press confer- 7 and 10 p.m.
ence statements. The approach
Enrollment for the* course is
we have taken is directly in line restricted to persons with curSnow removal Is scheduled with the President's concept of rent advanced Red Cross first
for downtown streets and some the New Federalism assigning aid card or equivalent. Advancparking lots for tonight, accord- more responsibilities to the ed registration is required. Reging to Street Commissioner Ar- states whenever possible."
istration forms may be obtained
The Minnesota GOP represen- at the Mabel village council
thur Brom.
The removal area will be tative acknowledged his fdrces rooms.
The course is sponsored by
posted, Brom said, and no park- have been holding talks with the
ing will be permitted from 11 administration , trying "to work the Minnesota Committee on
out" an accommodation which Emergency Medical Care and
p.m. until 7 a.m. Friday.
will meet OEO objections while
Also posted for cleaning will preserving the major provis- Transportation of the Critically
be parking lots at Levee Park, ions of Quie 's amendment to the Sick and Injured . For further
information contact Thomas
Winona County courthouse and poverty bill.
Mengis or Bernard Merritt , MaFranklin Street. Cars left on
bel. :
these lots and on posted streets SNOWMOBILES
after the 11 p.m. deadline will The Hiawatha Valley Snowbe tagged and towed away at mobile Club will meet Monday
owners' expense.
at 7:30 p.m., at Holzinger Lodge,
• Brom said parking will be south of Lake Winona. Outings DUE TO LACK OF FOOD "
¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
available on other downtown off- for the coming season will be
planned,
according to Harold
street lots, however, since they
were cleared Wednesday night. Jonsgaard , club president. Anyone wishing to join the club
A list of snow emergency should attend the meeting.
routes published Monday failed
to include that portion of 5th
Street between Mankato Avenue
and Johnson Street. Fifth Street
is an emergency route all the
T0
way from Mankato Avenue to /
\
the west cit y limits.
/
SERVE

Snow removal
set for tonight

CONSTIPATED?
^i^^r
BUDS'

ST. PAUL (AP)-State Insurance Commissioner Thomas C.
Hunt warned today that Minnesota residents should not buy
insurance from Bankers Health
and Life Insurance Co. of Fort
Worth , Tex.
\
He said the firm is not licensed to do business in the
state and is therefore hot super- Ex-St. Martin s
vised in any way by the State
Insurance Division.
principal dies
Hunt said he has requested the
company to voluntarily stop in Milwaukee
soliciting insurance in MinnesoWord has been received in Wita unless ard until it is licensed
Please use the f ollowing Daily & Sunday
I
to do so. Otherwise , he said in- nona of the death of Max W.
junction action will be taken.
News Telep hone numbers:
I
Hackbarth , former school principal , organist and choirmaster
. . . to put a classified or want
fl
at St. Martin 's Lutheran Church.
Fire destroys
He died on December 1 in a
ad in the paper, call
H
Milwaukee hospital.
fa rm building
Hackbarth was born Feb. 2,
1085, in central Wisconsin and
at Spring Grove
SPRING GROVE , Minn. ( Spe- attended Lutheran schools and
. . . to start , stop or inquire
cial) — Spring Grove firemen colleges of the Wisconsin Synod .
was installed as princi pal
were unable to save a 120-40 He
about the delivery of your
at St, Martin
April 30,
foot frame buildin g on the 1910, and with 'sthe onexception
newspaper , call
of
Thomas Mocn farm this morn- a short period during World
ing which was destroyed by War I
, when he worked for the
fire.
U,S.
Government in WashingThe farm Is located seven
miles north of Spring Grove. ton, D.C., served St. Martin 's
. . . to put news in the paper ,
The building, formerly used to congregation through the school
house turkeys, was being used year of 1n:i 1. He moved to the.
as a tool shed. All of the farm Milwaukee area thnt year and
tools, an Oliver 77 tractor taught in schools until his rehoused inside , lumber including tirement.
Hef is survived hy his wife ,
walnut , abou t 100 bales of hay
To call other departments , pleas* consult your
and straw , and all of the tur- Margaret , one niece and two
telephone directory or ask the oporator for
key equipment were destroyed. nephews. Burial was in Graceassistance.
Milwaukee
on
land
Cemetery,
,
Van Minsel , on his way to
work ,- noticed (he fire at about Dec. 4 . Ills wife resides in I
6:30 a.m., woke up the Moen Burlington , Wis ,
family and the fire department
was called . The fire was too
far gone when they arrived.
^—-^ How 's the Time For All Good Boys and Girls...
Firemen spent about three
7 ¦">
. . . or mayb» it's' "lim* for all bqyt and girl* to be good" . . .
>, \
hours at the scene, there were
L i
' I
whlchtvtr It It, lt'» high tlm» you come visit SHORTY'S for good
no other buildings nearby .
*~\ '°°d «nd good tervlc* and it* the good waitrotso , and got the
Cause of the fire was not de-_C_ . n
V "good word." Don 't wait any longer.
termined. Just the building was
—Tft^VJt"
^
insured , according lo Moen.
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SANTA IN m.AIU
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special) -Several organizations in Blair
have made arrangements for
Santa Claus to appear hero to
chat with all the1 children in
front of the city hall Dec . ^<i
at 2 p.m. Ho will also distribute
treats ,
MONDOVI SNOWFALL
MONDOVI , Wis , (Special) One of tho longest continuous
snowfalls on record here left
12 inches of white cover from
Saturday at fi p.m. unt il the late
hours of Tuesday night . The
water content was reported at
83 percent.
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Tighten state
regulationon
potato sales

Garden Valley
Creamery has
successful year

l-M&iM^

ST. PAUL. — Final certification of the rules and regulations for two new consumer
protection laws toughening the
standards for potato sales in
Minnesota have bedn announced by Commissioner of Agriculture Robert W. Carlson.
The new rules and regulations
will have the full force and
effect of law. The Minnesota
Department of Agriculture will
begin rigid enforcement Jan. 1.

COCHRANE , Wis. — The financial report presented at the
annual meeting of the Garden
. Valley Co-operative Creamery
showed a successful year. The
meeting was held in the United
Methodist C h u r c h , Montana ,
Wis., Saturday, with 227 patrons
and businessmen attending.
Total revenue in the creamery department was $1,018,591.
expenses including the cost of
milk was $985,704 leaving a net
margin of $35 ,886.
In the warehouse department
total sales were $385,362, a s
compared with ^337,250 in 1963.
Total expenses in the dapartment including cost of feed was
$357,130, other income, $19,446 ,
the net income being $47,678 ,
ari increase of $11,614 over last

PLAINVIEW MILK PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION OFFICERS . . . From left , seated,
John Sloan, secretary-treasurer , Glenn Haase,
plant manager , Ernest Stoehr, director.

PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special)
— . The financial staus of the
Plainview Milk Products Association , as of Sept. 30, 1969
was set at $304,099.07, an increase of $41,553.73 over the
1968 year .
The report was given at the
annual meeting of the Association held in Plainview, Saturday. The plant showed returns

Total revenue from both departments was $83,564, an increase of $10,605 of the previous
year. ¦ .:.
Current assets are listed at
$284,955. P r e p a i d expenses ,
fixed assets and investments
were $414,026, total assets being $698,981. Current liabilities
are $120,853:
Oscar Hansen and Arvin Reglin were elected to the board of
directors. They replace David
• Baecker and Albert Benning
whose , terms have expired.
At the organizational meeting
. Charles Rippley was elected
president and Rodney Allemann, vice president. Hold-over
board members are Donald
Killian, Ralph Suchla and Gerald Salwey.

Buffalo County
4-H officers
are elected

VOLUNTARY compliance by
the potato industry and retail
grocers has virtually implemented the laws, says Carlson.
New rules and regulations,
adopted following the . required
public hearing Oct. 1, implement the laws banning the sale
of artificially colored potatoes
and requiring that all potatoes
sold at retail be properly graded, packaged and labeled.
Labels must show the net
weight
, grade, name and adFRIDAY
dress of the packer or distriRIDGEWAY , Minn., 8 p.m.- butor , and may identif y the
Pleasant Busy Bees 4-H Club variety.
Christmas party..
FOUR basic grade classificaSATURDAY
tions have been Established ;
BLAIR , Wis., 8:15 p.m. — Minnesota Fancy, Minnesota
Preston Farmers Union Local No. 1, Minnesota No. 2 and UnChristmas party, Preston town classified. Ungraded potatoes,
field run as an example , and
hall,
all potatoes sold in bulk from
MONDAY
open bins, must be identified
LEWISTON, Minn., 8:30 p.m. as unclassified.
— Call management clinic , Regulations also define standards for classification of potahigh school ag shop.
maturity,
LEWISTON, Minn., 8:30 p.m. toes by size, skinning, internal
shape, cleanliness and
—Winona County NFO meeting, or external damage.
;
village hall.
Carlson noted that violation
of any of the rules and reguTUESDAY
WASECA, Minn., 10 a.m.- lations, on conviction , can carDairy Day, University of Min- ry a penalty of up to a $300
nesota Southern School and fine , per offense.
Experiment Station. .

Standing, William Rahman , president; Art
Schad, Marvin Zabel, Ralph Tiede*man , directors. ( Mrs. Lloyd Melendy photo )

Plainview Creamery
annual report told

year.

Farm
calendar

for the year of $5,186,921.10
which included $4,937,381.93
in creamery products and $249,539.17 in feeds. Operating expenses for the year were $449,169.63 leaving an operating balance of $37,612.60. Assets are
listed at $1,135,776.76.
A TOTAL of 2,838,074 pounds
of butter, and 10,572,091 pounds
of powder were manufactured
during the past year.
William Rahman was re-elected president of the Association,
and Ambrose Simon, vice president. Art Schad was elected to
serve a three-year term as director replacing Herb Weis who
did not run. Marvin Zabel was
elected director for a one-year
term replacing Sidney Stoltz
who no longer qualified , and
Ralph Tiedeman was re-elected for a three-year term..
Hold-over officers : are John
Sloan , secretary-treasurer, and
Ernest Stoehr , director. Glenn
Haase Is plant manager.

HERD RECOGNITION AWARD WINNER . . . Bruce
Williams, left, Mabel, Minn., newly elected director of the
Fillmore" County Tri-State Breeders Cooperative, congratulates Chester Boyum, Utica, Minn.,, who was presented the
herd recognition award. The election and presentation was
made at the annual meeting held last week. (Burr Griswold
¦ ¦
photo)
. - . . ¦ ¦ ".

Now is time to
order shrubs

LA CROSSE, Wis . - Ray
Kyro, area game manager, La
Crosse, suggests that now is
the time for farmers and other
rural landowners to order some
excellent shrub varieties for
planting next spring. .
The Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources propagates
food and cover shrubs at the
Boscobel Nursery for planting
to improve the habitat for wildlife. Shrubs may be used aTong
fencerows, stream and ditch
banks , in windbreaks and shek
terbelts, in "odd" corners on
farms , along ¦ highways, and
similar situations.

Topnotchers
Trempealeau Go.
AGP contribution honor leaders
LIMITATIONS oh u s e s *
4-H'ers attend
is encouraged
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) — Shrubs may not be used for
GEORGE B R O O K S , Red
Wis. (Special) Mrs. Douglas Curran received ornamental or landscaping purALMA, Wis . - Beth Christ,
Wing radio station , told mem- WHITEHALL,
daughter of Rudy Christ, Inde- Washington meet bers present that some serious —' A pat on the back and en- a 16-year leadership award at poses ; they may not be used
for continued pro- the Taylor Topnotchers 4-H Within the incorporated limits
pendence, was elected presiquestions should be asked and couragement
or vil-

dent of the Buffalo County 4-H
Junior Leaders Association.
Other officers elected were
Pat Hoch, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Hoch , Alma , vice
president;
Heidi
Alleman ,
daughter of Mr . and Mrs. Emil
Alleman, Independence, secretary ; Jill Smith , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Smith,
Nelson , treasurer, and Marjorie Stone, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stone, Alma, re<
porter. The election was held
Dec. U.
Dare Diedrich, Buffalo County 4-H and youth agent, explained the Member Planning
and Evaluation Form (MPE) ,
being used instead of traditional
records in 10 of the 30 4-H projects . The form is designed to
help the member plan his project, to develop the project and"
then to evaluate his project.
Tentative plans for the 1970
year include a winter camp, a
recreation workshop and a series of programs on communications.
The next meeting will be Jan.
22.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Two Trempealeau County
Farm Bureau members were
in Washington , D.C., Sunday
through today, representing the
Wisconsin Farm Bureau at .the
National Farm Bureau Convention. They are Kathy Mattison ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lorentz Mattison , rural , Osseo,
and Bette Tjerstad , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Tjerstad ,
rural Blair.
Both girls took first place hon ors at the State Farm Bureau
Federation annual meeting in
November .
Miss Mattison , who entered
the discussion meet , is a student in education at Eau Claire
State University.
Miss Tjerstad , who accompanied herself on the guitar ,
sang two songs and won the
talent contest. She is in her
second year of nurses training
at St. Joseph's School of Nursing, Mar shfield, Wis,
¦

Attends conference
LEWISTON , Minn. — James
Rowekamp, 19, Lewiston , was
delegate from Winona County
at the 4-H Dairy Conference in
Chicago, Dec. 4-6. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rowekamp.
Rowekamp was selected on
the basis of individual accomplishments in 4-H dairy projects
and leadershipp. He was accompanied by John Peterson.

ST. PAUL — The major technical aspects of sprinkler irrigation system design will be
dLscusscd at the Irrigation Design Workshop at the University of Minnesota , St. Paul , Tuesday through Thursday.
The two-day workshop primarily is intended for th e personnel of irrigation equipment suppliers , although personnel of
other agencies who advise irrigators and prospective irrigators are encouraged to attend.
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Winona teacher
at national
YO-ag meeting
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gress, particularly in the fight
against pollution, has beeli given the Agricultural Conservation Program, (ACP ) by Kenneth E. Frick , administrator
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation service.
In Trempealeau County about
annual500 farmers participate
ly, in ACP, the1 program in
Which the government shares
cost with farmers for conservation work needed in the public interest on agricultural
land.
ACCORDING to Lester Indrebo, chairman of the Trempeateau County ASC committee,
the county is among those with
pollution-abatement
proposed
practices farmers could app ly
to their lands under ACP costsharing.

ETN to discuss
horse parasites

Travis Nelson , vocational
agricultura l instructor at Winona High School , is at Boston ,
Mass., this week as delegate
from the Minnesota Association
to the National Vocational Agricultural Teachers Association
annual convention.
There are -100 members in
the
Minnesota
Association ,
which is one of six states in
Region III.
The . convention theme is
"Opening the Door to the Seventies. " New areas of instruction in Vocational agricultural
education arc discussed and
evaluated. Farming receives
the major emphasis in the curriculum , but. many schools arc
adding related leaching subjects including forest service
and harvesting; landscape , nursery and greenhouse management; agriculture machinery
and mechanics trade , and offfarm agricultural employment.
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obtained before a co-operative
moves into a merger..
"We have seen what happens
when the base of all governments is shifted to Washington ," he said. "Centralized control soon becomes bogged down
in a bureaucracy filled with
people who don 't care. There is
now a healthy reversal of this
trend, with emphasis on sharing revenues with the states,"
he . continued.
Zumbro Valley will soon be
courted to merge with one or
(he other, and the decision will
come soon, according to Brooks.
"Whether realists at Owatonna , Claremont , Zumbro and
Oak Center can come in as a
unit to bargain for a common
plant at Zumbrota is a big
question ,'' he said.

Irrigation workshop

CALL

• Tuba Valvet Replaced
• Tlrei Liquid Filled,
Drained, Replacod
• Complete Urns of
Goodyear Farm, Truck
and Auto Tirei

W isconsin
agricultural
bills signed

WHITEHALL , Wis . (Special)
— Horse enthusiasts around tho
state will have a chance to
discuss horse nutrition and
parasites with two University
of Wisconsin specialists via
University Extension Educational
Telephone
Network
(ETN).
The program will be broadcast at 8 p.m. Tuesday to 45
receiving stations in Wisconsin
including the Courthouse Annex ,
Alma , and the extension office ,
Whitehall . Visual materia? and
lecture outlines will accompany
each talk. Thet fee course is $5,
those wishing to participate
should make their wishes known
by .Friday afternoon.
Dr. A . C. Todd , departmen t
of veterinary science, will discuss internal parlsites of horses.
Ray Antoniewicz , University
Extension livestock and horso
specialist , will explain horso
nutrition , with special" emphasis
on calcium and phosphorus requirements.

Club annual achievement night.
Other leadership awards went
to Mrs. -William Gearing, three
years ; Robert Kling, two years ;
Mrs. Harold Sather and Mrs.
Kenneth McDonald , one year.
Mrs. Robert Kling is general
leader.
Other awards presented: Judy
Boettcher, dress review; Julie
Lunde arid Debra Sather , junior
division record books, and Ronald Curran, state dairy judging
certificate.
Receiving 14-year old senior
4-H pins: Howard Boettcher ,
Steven Kling, Robbin Olson,
Judy Rauss, Janet Rittschof;
10-year old junior pins: Debra
Sather, > Karen Kling, Peggy
Bush , Julie Lunde, Todd Olson ,
Linda Clouse ; 9-year olds, Harlyn Knutson , Dawn Fitzpatrick ,
Louise Knutson, Duane Nandory, Greg McDonald , Robin
Boettcher , Kathy Olson and
Wanda Simonson.
The event was held at the
Legion Hall , Taylor , Dec. 4.

Farmer 's tax guide
The 1970 edition of the "Farmer's Tax Guide " is now available at the Winona County Extension Office , 203 W. 3rd St.
This bulleti n is useful in filing
federal income and self-employment tax .
This year taxpayers wifl have
some additional schedules to
attach to their 1969 Federal Income Tax forms . Federal Form
1040 has been changed. The
back side has been omitted
where deductions , dividends and
interest used to be listed. In
addition to Form 1040 and
Schedule F for farm income ,
farmers should secure Schedulo
A f or itemizing deductions,
Schedule B for reporting dividends over $100 or interest over
$100, and Schedule C for business or self-employment income. The 1970 Farmer 's Tax
Guide will help fill out these
forms properly plus answer
many other questions.
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DRAWING FOR DOOR PRIZES
COME AND MEET YOUR FRIENDS

*
LEE CONWAY , Mgr.

LARRY EATON , Asst. Mgr.

PHONE 507-452-3855

of cities, subdivisions,
lages; no shrubs will be provided other nurseries . Shrubs may
not he resold. "•¦ ' .
Charge for shrubs: Shrubs
will be -provided free to youth
groups for officially sponsored
and supervised projects in wildlife and forestry , to lessors on
public hunting and fishing
grounds , to private owners within experimental wildlife or watershed management areas, to
groups for ¦.supervised planting
on public lands and to public
agencies. Shrubs will be paid
for at the rate of $20 per thousand and transportation costs
will be paid by the applicant.
One exception is multi-flora
rose which costs $10 per thousand. ATI species must be
ordered in multiples of 25
plants . The minimum order for
one species or assorted species
is 500.

able in large quantities and a
brief description of recommended planting sites are as follows:/
Wild Grape—Plant on a well,drained dry site, in full sun,
and on neutral soil. Plant near
a fence or brush pile for the
plant to climb on.. .
Dogwoods — Shrubs growing
five to 10 feet high. Grows on
dry to moist well-drained soil,
in full sun¦¦or shade. Fruitdrupe.
Ninebark — A.six to 10 foot
^
well-drained
shrub. Site, moist
soil, in full sun or partial shade.
Fruit—follicle.
Siberian Peabush — (Caragana) — Does well on dry, welldrained , light soils, and in full
sun. Fruit a legume. A tall
shrub or small tree. Hardy.
Mixed Crabs — Plant on welldrained site, in full sun . Small
tree.
Buffaloberry — Plant on a
dry, neutral site (good for dry
knobs and bluffs) in full sun or
partial shade. Plant is a hardy,
thorny shrub good for wildlife
cover.
Wild Plum — Excellent wildlife food and cover shrub.
Grows to 10 or 15 feet on dry ,
weH-drained' or slightly moist
site in full sun or partial shade
"(neutral soil).
Anyone interested in ordering these shrubs may obtain an
order form from Ray Kyro ,
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, State Office
Building, Room 108, La Crosse,
Wis. Several shrub species will
probably be depleted by January so orders should be submitted in Deecmber if possible.

MADISON , Wis. - Bills which,
will broaden state food regulation s, amend agricultural marketing orders and improve milk
testing procedures were signed
into law Monday,
"These new laws represent
better conditions for production
and new assurances for consumers that the dairy- products
they buy will be of the highest
quality ," State Rep. Norb Nuttelman (R-La Crosse II) said.
Nuttelman was the primary author of the three bills.
"BROAD food controls, In the
areas of labeling and adultera tion ,, are established in the state
department of agriculture, under one of the new laws;" Nuttelman said.
"Lengthy and detailed definitions of specific foods have
been replaced by the adoption
of federal definitions and standards when they exist. If thera
are no federal guidelines, the
agriculture department shall establish them." the La Crosse
legislator said.
In addition the department of
agriculture now has authority to
protect the consumer by regulating imitation and substitute
foods ?nd food additives. This
is another step in establishing
s o u n d consumer protection
laws..
''ANOTHER bill allows the
secretary of agriculture to conduct a referendum of milk producers throughout the state of
Wisconsin to establish a milk
marketing order which Would
provide funds for promotion and
research of dairy products , this
would permit the dairymen by
a majority vote to set their own
policy in promoting their own
industry — in my opinion , a
much-needed privilege ," Nuttelman said .
The third bill authorizes the
department of agriculture fo
adopt rules .approving milk
testing methods and devices.

Winona Go. NFO
to meet Monday
LEWISTON; Minn. - The
regular monthly meeting of the
Winona County National Farmers Organization will be Monday at 8:30 p.m. at the Lewiston village hall.
On the agenda beside the regular tosiness will be a report
on the national convention , plus
dairy, meat jand grain reports.
.

' ' ¦ '

'
• ¦¦'
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PRESTON FARMERS UNION
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The
Preston Farmers Union local
will hold their Christmas party
at the Preston town hall in
Blair ; on Saturday evening at
8:15 p.m. The Farmers Union
youth will be in charge of the
program. Everyone is asked to
bring a 50-cent gift for exchanging. A potluck lunch will ba
served.

THE SHRUB varieties avail-

Name manager
af Tri-Sta te
BARABOO, Wis. - Alton
Block will assume his duties as
general manager of the TriS t a t e Breeders Cooperative
Jan, 1. He replaces Neilus Larson, who resigned in September.
Block has been manage* of
East Central Breeders Association Cooperative since 1965.
Prior to that time he was in
charge of sire procurement for
Midwest Breeders Cooperative.
The Blocks will reside in
Baraboo where the headquarters office for Tri-State Breeders Cooperative is located .

Go-Geffers first
WABASHA , Minn. - The
Glasgow Go Getters 4-H Club ,
Wabnsha , placed first in tho
4-H one-act plays presented al
Wabnsha Saturday evening. Tho
KV Toppers , Kellogg, placed
second , and the Hi View Hi
Liters, Plainview , third.
Best actors nnd actresses
were Dan Kreye and Janet
Frciermuth , Glasgow Go Getters ; Mnry Klein and Kevin
Graner , KV Toppers , and Larry
Tiedemann and Cindy Doming,
Hi View Hi Liters.
Mrs. Carl Reincke and Mrs,
Gertrude Norlon wero judges .
¦
ALTUItA HOLSTEIN UEIW
ALTURA , Minn. - The Elmer Simon , Allura South Side
Farm , registered Holstein herd
has completed its latest testing
year with an official per-cow
average of 17,772 pounds o(
milk nnd 70;i pounds of butterfat , based on 4fi completed lactation s , as reported by tho Holstein - Friesinn Association of
of America.
¦
CATFISH FARMING
Alexander Gorclcuk , Animal
Science Department , Merck &
Co,, predicts that the Cinderella farm industry of lft!W will
have neither hooves nor feathers — it will be catfish farming , lie predicts that per capita consumption of frcsh-wnler
fish will roach seven pounds ,
about what turkey consumption
is today .
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INFRA-HEAT
FUEL OIL contains

CAL-RAD

CALL US FOR YOUR NEXT FILL
TAIK TO THE MIDLAND DEALER NEAREST YOU .
SEE NAMES BELOW.

HOKAH CO-OP OIL ASSOCIATION
HOKAH - Ph. 874-3500

PEOPLES CO-OP ASSOCIATION
PLAINVIEW - Ph. KE 4-2002

ROLLINGSTONE CO-OP OIL ASSOCIATION
ROLLINGSTONE - Ph. 2351

FOUR SQUARE CO-OP OIL CO.

CALEDONIA
Ph. 724-2787

SPR ING GROVE
Ph. 225

MABEL
Ph. 132

TRI-COUNTY CO-OP OIL ASSOCIATIO N
HOUSTON - Ph. 896-3755
RUSHFORD - Ph. 844-7722
WINONA — DIM 452-9345

Pepin breeders
name officers

DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Francis Sam, Arkansaw , Rt. 2
Wis., was elected a director of
the Pepin County Tri-State
Breeders Association.
Delegates elected were Pat
Achertbach and William Gruber ,
Durand; Glen Anderson , Stockholm; Dave Anibas and Leonard Baier, Arkansaw, and Tony
Brunner, N e l s o n . Alternates
elected were Art Brenner , Elmwood , Bernard Brenner and
Leonard Fedie, Durand , and
Tony Garislucker, Plum City.
The election was held at a
Dec. 1meeting. Sire committeemen named were Wayne Baier ,
Elmwood, H ol stein; Andrew
Hill, Arkansaw, Guernsey, and
Bill Ingram , Durand , Brown
Swiss.
Herd recognition awards were
presented to six county dairymen having herd averages ol
over 500 pounds ofvbutterfat
They went to:. Glen Anderson ,
Stockholm; James Brunner, Arkansaw Rt. 2; Tom Dahl , Rock
Falls ; William J. Gruber, Durand Rt. 2, and Wayne and
Roger Baier, Elmwood .

20,00040,000
will remain
in Vietnam

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
leaders are reported tentatively
planning to keep 20,000 to 40 ,000
military men in South Vietnam
to train and advise Vietnamese
forces after all other America
troops have pulled out.
Secretary of Defense Melvin
R. Laird assured the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee ;
in secret testimony published
early this week, U.S. troops
kept in Vietnam as trainers
would total "substantially below" 50,000.
Pentagon sources Indicated
the number might be in the
20,000-40,000 range, but Laird
did not get more specific as to
numbers. He did stress Americans would serve a much different function than the 55,000
U.S. troops which help man
South Korea's defenses and
some 320,000 posted in Europe.
The defense secretary left unsaid how long the United States
would' keep a training force in
South Vietnam.
Officials said the planning assumes North. Vietnam will continue to shun any agreement on
mutual troop withdrawal. But if
Hanoi should come around to
such, an agreement, officials implied a total withdrawal , including the trainers and advisers ,
could be negotiated.
Nixon administration officials
hope it will be possible to complete withdrawal of all U.S.
combat troops by the end of
1970. Counting the nearly 70,000
already removed since summer, this would amount to 300,-

ooo men.

Remaining behind, possibly
Into 1972, would be about 200,000
Americans to furnish air support , artillery, supply and other
back-up for the South Vietnamese combat troops.

Atlanta finds no
ta kers for bonds
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Tho
city found no takers Wednesday
for $18 million in bonds for an
airport expansion project.
The city is restricted by law
from paying more than 7 per
cent interest on such bonds. City
liond counselor Joseph Morris
said recent increases in interest
rales nationally meant investors
could not afford to bid where
such a limitation exists.
¦
PHEASANTS MEET
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Boatmari showed slides of their tri p
lo Germany at the Ml. Pleasant
Pheasants 4-H Club meeting
held at the Robert Moycr homo
recently. Co - hostesses were
Mrs. Burton Meyer and Mrs.
Kciincth Juors.

"The Ideal
Fireplace
Fuel"

CANNEL
COA L
AVAILABLE FROM

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO.
Mobil Fu«l Oil - Coal

A SIZ E AND GRADH
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Phone 452-3402

Sylvania
wildernessto
be developed

PEPIN COUNTY HERD RECOGNITION
AWARD WINNERS. . . . From left Glen
Anderson, James Brunner, Tom Dahl, Wil-

liam J. Gruber, /Wayne and Roger Baier.
(George Oricken photo )

Lake City herd Air Force now
f ops in Novem ber involved in
WABASHA, Minn . — The 16 grade Holsteins in the* herd of
Morris Meincke, Lake City, Minn,, were top in Wabasha
County Dairy Herd Improvement Association testing for the
month of November. They averaged . 1,498 pounds of milk and
56.9 pounds of butterfat. Top cow was a grade Holstein owned
by Henry Dose, Lake City, producing 2,390 pounds of milk
and 119.5 pounds of butterfat.
NORTH
TEN HIGH HERDS
, No.
No. .
Brt«d cowl Dry
Morris' MeincKe . Lake City ............ GH ,
16
2 • '¦
Henry Dose, Lake City
GH
29
9.
Wayne Geppert, Lake City ........... GH
31
12
Harlan Slew«rt , Zumbro Falls ........ RH " . 41
11
Ktlfh Bremer, Lake Clly
GH
42
5
Donald Palmer, Lake City
GH
67
15
Paul & Jim Goihl, Lake City . . . . . . . . GH
43
18
Richard Schumann, Lake City
...GH
M
MB •
Harold Moechnig, Lake City
.GH .
36
10 : .
Paul Meyer , Lako City
,..GH
36
» . ,

FIVE HIGH COWS

Henry Dose. Lake
Paul & Jim Golhl,
Paul S. Jim Golhl,
Paul 8. Jim Golhl,
Richard Schumann,

City
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

;
City
City
City , . :
City

CoW» Name
-—Lbs.—
or Number
Breed
Milk
BF
No. 24
Gtt
2,390
119.3
.. Jill
GH
2,070
112.3
. . .. . . Dusty
GK
2,570
U0.S
Trlx • ; GH¦ ' ' 2,270
105.1
No. 1
GH
2,230
100.3

¦
. 'SOUTH '
TEN HIGH HERDS

Everett Koenig, Elgin . . . . . . : . . , . . . . , . : GH
Forest. Lamprecht , Plainview : . . . . . . . . GH
Milton Jan Schwantz, Plainview
GH
Delmar Prlgje, Plainview
GH
Georgs Neumann, Plainview
GH
Deane ' Hssslg, Plainview
GH
John Sioan, Plainview
GH
. GH
Dennis Sullivan, Kellogg
'• .
GH
John Welti Jr., Plainview
Duana Schuftz, Plainview . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GH

32
35
26
74
22
57
31
. 33
33
39

FIVE HIGH COWS

Milton Jan Schwanlz, Plainview
Milton Jan Schwantz, Plainview . . . . . . . . .
John Sloan, Plainview
Delmar Prlgge, Plainview
Forest Lamprecht, Plainview
: :. .

.

No. 24Comre
Knoll .
No. 82
Dat

N O. 4 ' ¦ •
TEN HIGH HERDS
¦
.

W. C. Drysdala & Son, Wabasha . . . . . GH ' . 54
58
John Schouweller, Kellogg , . . . ' . . . . , . , . . GH
29
Herman Gander Jr., Kellogg . . . . . . . . . GH
William Rorlier, Theilman
GH
32
GH
61
Carl McNallan, Kellogg
GH
24
William Gllstlorf , Plainview
' Schutrt 'Brother!, Wabasha
GH
34
65
Hugh Young, Plainview
GH
49
Julius Mlschke, Theilman . . . . . . . . . . . . . GH
30
Jamej Gander, Kellogo
GH
W. C. Drysdale
W. C. Drysdale
W. C Drysdale
W. C. Drysdale
Carl McNallan,

— Avg.Lba.—
Milk
BF
1,498
56.9
1,248 .
51.1 '
1,091
41.5
1,116
41 .3
1,245
39.9
1,039
39.2
38.3
. 923
36.7
. 944
35.7
. 955
893
35.3

FIVE HIGH COWS

& Son, Wabasha ... .....
& Son, Wabasha .....,.,.
«. Son, Wabasha
& Son, Wabasha
Kellogg

No. 37
No. 12
No. 15
No. 7 '
No. 2

>
4
3
17
2
8
11
. 9
7
10

1,314
1,628
985
1,035
919 :
977
849 .
697
868
838

RH
RH .
GH
GH
GH

2,500
1,980
2,090
2;460
3,310

.

4
7
3
3
7
3
8
12
9
4

1,286
1,256
. 1,081
1,022
. 925
982
938
435
, , 764
942

GH
GH
GH
GH
GH

2,573
2,970
2,449
2,040
1,520

'. ' .

44.0
42.8
40.5
38.5
36.3
34.5
33.7
32.B
32.2
29.5

.

10S
107
94
91
86

.

10?
104
93
.82
81

pounds of shorn wool. The Secretary of Agriculture is directed to establish an Incentive
price for shorn wool that will
encourage larger production.
The chairman added that in
order to maintain normal marketing of unshorn lambs, incentive payments also are made
on the unshorn lambs sold that
will give the producer or feeder about the same net returns
as if he sheared the lambs and
obtained a payment for the
sh orn wool. This is known in
the trade as "pulled wool."
It is felt b y ASCS that there
arc still sellers of unshorn
Iambs who are unaware that
they are entitled to this incentive payment. An "unshorn
lamb" is one from which the
first growth of wool has never
been removed.
Persons who have sold wool
or unshorn lambs during the
year but find it impossible to
visit the ASCS office during office hours may mail th eir sales
documents to the office and an
application for payment will be
mailed out to them for signature .
AH sales slips must show the
date of sale and tho name and
address of both the buyer and
the seller, and signed by the
buyer. Carbon copies are ac-
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ISPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER 1
I
DEC. 3 TO DEC. 24
J
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If you ars ona of the fow persons who haven't
seen tho 1969 Dual 80 Kirby, now is tho time.
You will receiv* your choico of an •lectrie carving
knife or an electric can opener for looking at the
Kirb y in your home , Should you decido to buy,
ft this clipping Is worth $59.50 towards tho purchase.
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PHONE 782-1593

| KIRBY CO. OF LA CROSSE
U
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227 Main Street
La Croise , Wisconsin

. WASHINGTON (AP) - The
scandal of alleged financial hanky-panky involving operation of
Army service clubs has spilled
over to the Air Force—accompanied with a "no coverup "
pledge from the Pentagon. :
The Pentagon d i s c l o s e d
Wednesday the Air Force* has
unearthed alleged irregularities,
including kickbacks, in the operation of some officer and . noncommissioned officer clubs.
Clubs in Thailand were singled out but with no specifics.
Secretary of the Air Force
Robert C. Seamans Jr. said the
alleged irregularities were, uncovered in an investigation that
is .18 months old.
"You may be certain that
there will be no 'coverup' of any
irregularities which are uncovered as a result of the Air Force
investigation," Seamans said in
a letter to Secretary of Defense
Melvin A. Laird.
Seamans premised to pursue
the matter vigorously. "Although the investigation has not
yet been completed , it is quite
apparent to me that we have a
problem," he said.

Kopechne inquest
date depends
on witnesses

49.9
42.8
39.2
39.0
37.6
36.8
33.8
33.1
, 32.6,
32.2

Procedure s for
unshorn lamb
incentive pay
By DONALD STEDMAN
Winona ASCS County Director
Farmers who have sold , or
will be selling unshorn lambs
during the 1969 calendar year
are reminded that tliey are entitled to incentive payment
under the wool and mohair program , but tha marketing year
ends Dec. 31, says Bjarne T.
Melbo , chairman , Winon a Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation County Committee.
Melbo urged producers to be
sure to complete all sales by
the end of the year , and make
their applications for incentive
payment at the ASCS office just
as soon as the sale is completed. Payments will he made in
April of 1570.
Incentive payments under the
National Wool Act are based on
the national average price for
marketings during the year.
The chairman explained that
under the National Wool Act of
1954, as amended , wool Is recognized as an essential and
strategic commodity not produced in sufficient quantity in
the United States.
Consequently, It is the declared policy of Congress, as a
mensuro of national security and
for Ike general economic welfare , to encourage domestic production of about 300 million

club scandal

EDGARTOWN, Mass. (AP) District Court Clerk Thomas A.
Teller says the date for an inquest into Mary Jo Kopechne's
death will "depend on the availability of witnesses at this time
of year."
District Court Judge James A.
Boyle said Wednesday he had
no immediate plans to set a
date for the inquest. He had
withheld a date pending the outcome of a petition by'Dist. Atty.
Edmund Dinis to exhume Miss
Kopechne's body for autopsy.
She died when a car driven by
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy went
off a narrow bridge on Chappaquiddick Island and into a tidal
pond July 18. An assistant medishe
cal
examiner
ruled
drowned. No autopsy was performed.
Judge Bernard C. Brominskl
of Common Pleas Court in
Wilkes Barre , Pa„ ruled
Wednesday against Dinis' exhumation request.

MARQUETTE , Mich. UB Protests from conservationists
in Wisconsin and Michigan were
overruled Wedresday by a federal judge who told the U.S.
Forest Service to proceed -with
its Sylvania development program.
Dr. Jerome Gandt of Green
Bay, Wis., head of one of the
prrvate committees opposed to
the program, said there was no
immediate decision on whether
to iappeal the ruling of U.S. District Judge W. Wallace Kent;
THE 18,O00-acre wooded and
lake-dotted Sylvania tract, on
the Wisconsin-Michigan border,
was privately owned until purchased by the government three
years ago.
New recreation and timbercutting proposals are being opposed by groups which say the
wo-ods should be maintained in
a natural state. Kent was asked
for an injunction Nov. 9.
Kent said Gandt' s Save Our
Sylvania Action Committee and
other petitioners who sought
the injunction had not proved
their case.
They also had been tardy in
filing suit, he said. The judge
said action was taken after the
government was committed to
logging and road construction
contracts for the tract near
Watersmeet.
Charles E Stoddard , a natural
resources consultant at Mlnong,
Wis., said the tract could be
used to attract tourists to adjoining Ottawa National Forest,
but that heavy camping use in
Sylvania itself should be prohlbite-d.;
;
STODDARD , formerl y with
the Interior Department, said
Sylvania could be used by the
public "without loving it to
death;"
Kent asked Stoddard whether
the tract is actually an unspoiled wilderness, and was told:
"It's as close to it as we have
left in this region."
Stoddard said Sylvania is
close , enough to being unique
that road development and
timber operations should be
moved elsewhere.

FILLMORE COUNTY TOP CONSERVATIONISTS . . . From left Arnold Aakre, honored guest for 35 years as district conservationist: Mr. and Mrs. Ewald Meisner, Wykoff ,

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Theiss, Fountain , Mr .
and Mrs. Willard Overland , and Robert OveYland. (Irene Kiehne photo)

Fillmore distrid honors
conservation cooperators

PBESTON, Minn. (SpeciaDArnold Aakre, retiring after 35
years as district conservationist, was honored guest at the
Fillmore Soil and Water Conservation, district meeting and
banquet held at the United
Methodist Church , Preston , Saturday evening.
Aakre was -presented a gift
by board members, along with
a home made fishing pole" to
use in his leisure time.
TOP conservation fanvily for
the year are the Overland
Brothers, Willard and Robert ,
Rushford. Their farm is 437
acres, with 290 acre's tillable.
Their father, Ben , started in
conservation work in 1945.
Last year the sons purchased
an additional 280 acres and on
this they laid out 117 acres of
contour strips, built a diversion
terrace, and did some waterway work. This : fall they constructed a stock pond on this
acreage. They use four year
rotation on both farms.
Conservation! practices on
their farm include 194 acres
contour strip cropping; 150 feet
diversion terrace; one stock
pond; 3.8 acres of waterways;
eig ht acres, pasture renovation ;
.5 acre farmstead windbreak
planting; 65 acres protecte'd
woodland ; 290* acres conservation crop rotation .
MR. AND MRS. Ewalfl Melsner, Wykoff , Minn ., were the
recipients of the Good Year
Tire and Rub ber Conservation

award.

They operate a 240-acre dairy
and hog farm. They have practiced conservation work on the
farm since 1937 when contour
strips were first laid out. Conservation practices Include 65
acres in contour strip cropping;
2.1 acres grassed waterways;
37 acr£s contouring; two acres
tree planting; 140 acres minimum tillage; 150 feet diversion
terrace; 83 acre woodland, and
146 acres in conservation crop
rotation. Thety use five-year
rotations.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bradley, Lanesboro, were presented
with the Farm Bureau Beginners Award for 1969. They were
unable to attend the banquet
due to inclement weather.
THE BRADLEYS operate a
200 acre farm and are engaged
in dairying. This is their first
year as a conservation cooperator. They had 72 acres in
contour strip cropping, and a
crop rotation is used , and they
have seeded in 20 acres in alfalfa.
The Farm Bureau also presenteti the beginners award for
1968, This went to Mr. and
Mis. Norman Theis who operate
a 240-acre farm near Fountain.
During his first year of cooperation , he established 94 acres
in strip and contour cropping
and used a crop rotation that
included 40 acres of alfalfa

seeding. During 1989 he established a .9 acre waterway.
The annual report of the Fillmore County Soil and Water
Conservation district shows 43
new cooperators ; 16 complete
plans and four revisions; 732
acres in contour farming ; 895
acres in contour strip cropping;
29,740 feet in tile drainage; 21,260 feet terracing (storage and
broadbase); 18 stock watering
ponds; 21 detention and gully
control structures; 42 acres of
waterway establishment; 10,240
feet diversion teYraces; three
fish ponds; 224 ASCS referrals;
1,505 acres mulch planting, and
40 acres In tree planting.
THE ASC county committee,
through cooperation with t h e
local Soil Conservation Service,
has used ACP funds to apply
practices on more than 1,750,
or about 60 percent of the county farms during the past five
years. This has amounted to
more than $100,000 during 1969.
Farmers have contributed a
like* amount. Fillmore county
ACP has the third largest allocation in the state for 1970, with
Marshall and Stearns counties
exceeding.
Members of the district board
of supervisors are Harold OsIand , president; Letter Larson,
vice chairman; Frederick Nelson, secretary; Hilman Erickson, treasurer, and Gary Moeller , member.
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WABASHA PLANNERS
WABASHA, Minn. — The Wabasha County Planning Commission will meet in the courtroom of the Wabnsha County
Courthouse Dec. 18, at 8 p.m.
ceptable If they bear the original signature of the buyer.
For sales of unshorn lambs,
the sales document must state
clearly that the lambs purchased were unshorn , and the number of head and total liveweight must be given. For
shorn wool, total weight of tho
wool and the purchase price
must be given , as well as the
number of head shorn and tho
month of shearing,
For both types of sales , tho
number and weight of unshorn
lambs purchased , if any, must
be reported at tho time of filing
the application , if the lambs or
their wool are included in tho
sale for which the application
Is being made. The incentive
payment is then made on tho
gain while the lambs are in tho
possession of the feeder filing
tho application.
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Blame racketeers for arousing distrust
From January 20 through Oct.
31, 306 organized crime indictments involving 695 persons
were obtained as a result of department investigations. Those
statistics compare roughly with
the 1969 record under former
Atty. Gen. Clark-^396 organized
crime indictments against 800
persons.
Wilson noted, however , most
of the 1969 indictments were
based on investigations that began as much as eight months to

,- (Continued From Page 1)

Wilson noted some estimates
show .'. crime syndicates obtain
much of their income from narcotics trafficking. Overall , he
Baid , organized crime syphons
an estimated $60 million annually from the nation's wealth.
He also blames entrenched
racketeers and their allies in
government for arousing public
distrust of officials and ghetto
unrest in the cities.

a year earlier.
No accurate yardstick of the
1969 record will be available, he
said, until about March wlen,
he predicts, grand juries will
start charging leading racketeers, including a number of Mafia figures.
The program is based on the
strike force technique introduced by Clark two years ago
when he marshalled a team of
attorneys and investigators
from key federal agencies for a

Split develops within
Federal Reserve Board

WASHINGTON (AP ) — To
the rising clamor over government measures designed to
bank the fires of inflation gradually, add a split within the
Federal Reserve Board.
Among the White House economic corps, however, the facade is as uniform as ever despite some pungent criticism
from outsiders and ex-advLsers.
Inside the independent "Fed ,"
which is Sccustomed to presenting a inanimous face to the
public when it talks of keeping
or easing its restrictions on
money and credit , board members Sherman J, Jaisel and
George W. Mitchell have publicly dissented from their colleagues' status-quo position.
Ease up now, they argue, or
. credit will get so tight and money so short a financial crisis
could result—and then ; it may
be too late to correct the conditions.
But Maisel: and Mitchell, outvoted at the Fed, also face stiff
opposition elsewhere in the federal bureaucracy. One opponent
of their ideas/ Budget Director

Robert P. Mayo, outlined his
reasoning today in a speech
written for delivery at the University of Washington in Seattle.
"It seems to me that the economy is in a state of delicate balance at the moment," he said.
"Inappropriate .actions at this
time could tip the balance
against us in our battle to curb
inflation and could undo the impetus toward stability that is
now beginning to appear ."

Although he didn 't spell it out,
his argument followed the reasoning of a good many other
economists in basic agreement
that "inflationary psychology"
is at the root of the problem .
One such economist is J. L.
Robertson ; vice chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board , who
warned Wednesday "this: psychological state
must
be
changed." He dubbed it a psychosis.
People rriust be made to
realize—if not by reason , then
by tighter and more painful controls—that the Federa l Reserve
will not abandon the purpose for
which it was created, that; the

comprehensive attack against
organized
crime in Buffalo ,
¦
N.Y. "
By the time Clark left office,
seven strike forces were at
work in Buffalo, Brooklyn , N.Y.,
Detroit, Miami , Philadelphia ,
Chicago and Newark.
Wilson expanded the effort by
establishing new teams in New
York City, Boston and Cleveland , and upping the number of
attorneys in the organized
crime and racketeering section
from 74 to 95. The division has
177 men and is in the process of
hiring another 26.
Next year, he said, plans call
for 20 strike forces to be in operation , double the present number . He also said some teams
will be sent for the first time
west of the Mississippi.

in FBI statistics—is trying to
get moving.
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration created
seven regional field offices this
fall to assist state and local governments in planning antienme
programs. But until Congress
frees more money its role is un-
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f ires of inflation will be In addition and with authoriquenched ," he said in ¦ Culpeper , zation from Atty. Gen. Mitchell ,
- ., :
Va. .
Wilson instructed FBI agents to
There is more than a hint of use wiretapping against organpsychological warfare in the ized crime—a tool spurned by
anti-inflation program , despite
last year even though
the Fed's majority view and Clark
Congress
empowered him to use
Nixon administration protests it.
- .
that it has taken serious steps to
. jJI-^
cut spending and balance the He did not disclose the number
of
wiretaps
now
in
operabudget.
- T o Arthur M, Okun, the last tion , but Mitchell has said it is
chairman of Lyndon B, John- substantial.
son's Council of Economic Ad- Besides strengthening the orvisers, the situation is much as ganlzed crime program , Wilson
the Fed's Maisel and Mitchell lists a crackdown on illegal
election campaign contributions
see .it.
among other efforts initiated by
He implied in. a speech last the; new administration.
¦week the other Fed governors "That's all our idea," he . said.
may secretly feel the same way "The Democrats never moved
hut , burned by similar experi- against them."
AVOCADO
087
ences a couple of years ago, are Perhaps coincidentally, most
ONDUE DISH V
f
afraid to "give any signal of re- of the contributions—11 corporalaxation " for fear, it would set tions have been indicted so far
*)47
off another, worse round of in- —have been to Democratic can- ' SET OF 6
flation.
fONDUE FORKS ^ ,.,
didates.
"If they could release a few While Wilson directs his dividollars of reserves to banks un- sion's work toward ferreting out
fSSm -^m\>%
der the table they'd do it," Okun racketeers and illegal political
said. He predicted . they migh t contributors, the only depart- I
do just that after Christmas, but ment agency that deals with
without telling anyone.
street crime—the kind reflected

¦¦ ¦
¦¦ ; 'MF
JHf ' .
wMk

certain
But even with more money,
the LEAA, officials admit , and
the department can do little to
combat the rising crime rate.
FBI Director Hoover, noting
last week the volume of crime
has risen 122 per cent since 1960
while population has climbed 11
per cent, suggested it may be
"the nation's most serious internal problem."
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By ttUTH ROGERS
Daily News Area Editor
- : ¦ . - Hilltop ' House, Wabasha , is run by Mrs. Ed Haley.
¦ All the residents are men , and they like cards at Christmas,
- ' -too. '. .
As Mrs. Lillian Sass , administrator of Cochrane Rest
Home" says, her people really look forward to mailtime,
even as you and I, especially during the holidays.
Eli Brandt is one of the men living at Hilltop House,
Wabasha. Drop him a greeting.
Others on our list today are ;
Mrs. Carol Thoeney, Cochrane Rest Home1, Cochrane,
m ¦;
' ¦
WIS,-

' '

Charlie Hewitt, Ettrick, Wis., a retired cattle buyer,
widely known.
Jake Koel , Caledonia Nursing Home, Caledonia, Minn.
Lillian Berg, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha , Minn.
Edgar Parizo, River Vue Rest Home , Alma, Wis.
Thomas Judge, Room 205, St. Elizabeth Hospital, Wabasha, Minn.
Sena Engebretson , Grand View Home, Blair , Wis.
Martha Blattner , Hillcrest Nursing Home, Plainview,
formerly of Elgin.
Anna Fall, Grand View Home", Blair, Wis.
Mrs. Louise Kent , Room 207, St. Elizabeth Hospital ,
Wabasha , Minn.
Jack Neuman , Etta-Del Board and Care Home, Lewiston,
' Minn. '
Mrs. Clara Anderson , Mabel , Minn., R.F.D.
Laura Aygarn, Good Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford,
Minn.
Ella Stencil, River Vue Re-st Home , Alma , Wis.
Lewis Field, Grand View Home, Blair , Wis.
,
Erven Heitman, Hillcrest Nursing Home, Plainview,
Minn ,, formerly of Wahasha.
Albert Gilberg, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.
Miss Marie Linnihan, Room 302, St ; Elizabeth Hospital,

Assault trial
concludes on
forgiving note
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) An assault trial involving two
clergymen ended on a forgiving
note Wednesday in District
Court. '
The Rev. Don Harrell, pastor
of Tabernacle Baptist Church ,
had been charged with punching
the Rev. J. H. Hutchins, pastor
of Below's Creek Baptist
Church, and knocking off his
glasses.
Witnesses said they had
argued because a member of
Tabernacle Baptist Church was
attending the Below's Creek
church.
Judge Elreta Alexander told
the pair to- "examine your
hearts and sin no more," as he
dismissed the charge.
The Rev. M. Harrell turned to
the courtroom filled with members of the two churches and
aairj, "Please forgive me."

Newsboy g iven
early present new bicycle
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)—
Residents on 12-year-old Eddie
Green's paper route gave him
an . early Christmas present
Wednesday, a new bicycle to replace one stolen from him.
Mrs. Etta Cobb, a customer
who helped in the door-to-door
fund raising, said , "Everybody
says he's the best carrier boy
they ever had . . . he never
fails to put the paper behind the
screen door , out of the rain and
bad weather. "
Eddie's mother said he got his
training from his father , a former carrier.

Wabasha/Minn.
Ida Bergsland , Good Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford,
Minn.: .
Miss Agnes Deering, Sommer's Boarding Home, Lewiston,
Minn.
Stewart Berg, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
Minn.
Miss Margie Moriarty, home shutin, Caledonia, Minn.
Mrs. Helen Temte, Ettrick, Wis.
Wilfred Schneider, Cochrane Rest Home, Cochrane, Wis.
Elmer Morth, Hilltop House, Wabasha, Minn.
Ruth Kaiser, Hillcrest Nursing Home,. Plainview, Minn.,
formerly of Elgin.
Mildred Gilberg, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.
Matt Auer, River Vue Rest Home, Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Lillian B. Maahs, Room 307, St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Grace* Marcou, Room 315, St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Wabasha, Minn. .
Annie Braun, Good Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford,
;
Minn.
Miss Alma Yackel, homebound, Lewiston, Minn.
Anna Burglund, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
¦ Minn. .
Mrs. John Klinski, Caledonia Nursing Home, Caledonia,
. 'Minn. .
Mrs. Laura Gilbertson . Ettrickj Wis.
Miss Gladys Brenkman, Cochrane Rest Home", Cochrane,
• ' ¦:. '.
' - . Wis ;
Willard Puttlrezze, Hilltop Home, Wabasha, Minn.
John
¦ Burke, Good Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford,
¦
Minn.
Mrs. Emma Krenzke, Etta-Del Board and Care Home,
Lewiston, Minn.
Otis Buross, Good Shepherd Lutheran Home , Rushford ,
Minn.:
' ; . . ' Esther Hall, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.

Medina says mm
could have taken place

Tentative OK
reached in
bus strike

MONDOVI DEVELOPMENT
CORPORA¦
TION HONORED ' .. . . Jackson Lumber Harvester Company Inc., gave a banquet for
Mondovi Development Corporation. F r o m
left, Thomas Meis, p r e s i d e n t and
general manager of Jackson Lumber Har-

Lumber firm
hosts banquet
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Capt. ''Medina , in the interview a possibility that there -were ciCapt. Ernest L. Medina , com- with the Times in Washington, vilians in the village and that
mander of the army company said that he remained outside some df. them might have been in Mondovi
involved in the alleged massa- the village during most of the shot and I was to put out the

cre of Vietnamese civilians at
My Laj, says he did not order or
see any massacre but that "it is
possible that it could have taken
place."
In an interview published in
today 's New York Times, Medina also said that . if he were to
run the operation over again he
would do some things differently, including insuring that each
soldier knew he could not shoot
unarmed civilians.

The Army is investigating reports that between 100 and 600
civilians were killed in My Lai
on March 16, 1968. Lt. William.
L. Calley Jr. is charged , with,
murder of 109 civilians in the incident,
In Washington Wednesday,
chairman L. Mendel Rivers, DS.C., of the House Armed Services Committee, said the helicopter pilot who the Army says
Suggested Vietnamese civilians
might Have been unnecessarily
killed at My Lai made nd such
report to a subcommittee.
Rivers said that neither Hugh
Thompson Jr., the pilot, nor any
other witness testifying before
his investigations group presented information td convince it
that American soldiers massacred civilians at My Lai.
Secretary of the. Army Stanley
R. Rjesor had told the subcommittee two weeks ago that a helicopter pilot , later identified by
the Pentagon as Thompson,
"suggested there might have
been unnecessary killing of noncombatants at My Lai."

My Lai operation, keeping in
touch w^th the three platoons
under bis command by radio.
Medina, who has not been
charged with any crime, said
that when he went through the
village once to meet troops on
the other side, his men "were
burning the village ... shdoting
the livestock and closing the
wells."
He said he saw some bodies,
but added: "I did not ask how
the people had been killed."
At one point, he said, "I got a
radio transmission from higher
command stating that there was

FDR favorite
named to Georgia
corrections boa rd
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Musician Graham Jackson, a favorite accordion player of the late
Franklin. D. Roosevelt , has been
swrfrn in as the first Negro
member of the state Board of
Corrections.
After the ceremony Wednesday, Jackson, 67, asked Gov.
Lester Maddox if he could have
the pen used, but the governor
refused. <
"No, I'll give you one you can
have. These cost too much," the
governor said.
Maddox had cheaper pens
brought in and gave Jackson
two.

MONDOVI, Wis. ( Special ) —
Approximately 120 guests attended an appreciation banquet
hosted by Jackson Lumber Harvester Company Inc., Mondovi,
Monday night at Sacred Heart
Catholic Church.
Purpose, of the banquet was
to show appreciation to t h e
stockholders in the Mondovi
Area Development Corporation,
Justice Department
who backed the lumber comdenies ha rassment
pany in establishing its preof Black Panthers
sent faculties. ; The land contract between the area developWASHINGTON (AP) - The ment group and the lumber
Justice Department has issued company has been paid in full.
an official denial that it has en- The eVent was opened with
gaged in "any policy of concert- prayer by the Rev. Fred Franed activity with local police" to cis, pastor of Wesleyan Church ,
harass members of the militant Eau Claire. Honored guests inBlack Panther party.
cluded the officers of the deThe department said Wednes- velopment corporation: Robert
day its civil rights division is W. Armstrong, chairman of the
considering a request to probe board; Manley Marquand , presicharges that undue force may dent; Gordon Retzlaff , vice
have been used by local police president; Charles Whitworth,
against the group.
secretary, Erwin Heck, treasurCiting recent violence in Chi- er; W. F. Nogle, Gene Kramcago and Los Angeles involving schuster, Edward Robinson, WilBlack Panthers , the department liam Hintermeyer, Aspen Eve
said it took place when local p o - and James Blum.
lice were trying to serve war- Thomas F. Meis, president
rants.
and general manager of the
"The violations alleged in the lumber concern, paid tribute
warrants were infractions of to the men responsible for the
state law and were not under success of the company. Special
federal jurisdiction," the state- recognition was paid Mrs. Marment said. "No federal officials tha Jackson, wife of the late
participated in the police ac- Clinton D. Jackson , founder of
tions. "
the company.
transmission to all three platoons to try to make sure that
none of our pedple shot any civilians."
Later, he asked his three platoon leaders, including Calley, if
any civilians had been killed. "I
received negative indications
from all platoon leaders," he recalled.
¦ ¦
¦'

. .

¦

¦

.

¦

x, Dorrt forget.

vester ; Gordon Retzlaff , vice president Mondovi Development; Charles Whitworth, secretary; Manley Marquand , president , and Robert Armstrong, chairman of the board.
(Mondovi Herald-Ntfws photo)
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Israeli planes
attack Syria

TEL AVIV (AP ) - Israeli
planes raided Syria in force today and shot down three Syrian
MIGs in a dogfight southeast of
Damascus, the Israeli military
command announced,
A Syrian communique reportPhantoms, Mirages and Skyhawks attacked Syrian airports
and military targets. It said the
Syrian air force intercepted the
raiders, and Syrian antiaircraft
guns went into action , but there
was no immediate report of casualties or damage from Damascus. .
An Israeli spokesman said all
the attacking planes returned
safely.

South Korean
plane hijacked
fo N. Korea

SEOUL (AP ) . — A South Korean airliner with 51 persons
aboard was hijacked to North
Korea today. The government
accused North Korea of "another example of piracy."
A passenger list issued by Korean Air Lines listed an American "Dr. Kins" aboard the
plane. The U.S. Embassy said it
was informed his name might
be "Dickens," but a spokesman
said no American of either
name was registered as a resident of South Korea.
The other 46 passengers and
four crew members were Koreans.
A spokesman for South Korea 's foreign ministry said the
government had asked the International Red Cross to try to
secure the return of the passengers and the plane.
The prop-jet YSll took off
shortly after noon from Kangnung, 100 miles east of Seoul,
for a 45-minute flight to tfie capital. Twenty-five minutes later ,
the pilot broke off communications with Seoul, and an airline
official said radar traced the
plane to Wonsan, on the east
coast 20 miles north of the demilitarized zone.
¦

-¦¦ " '

_ . -

He said one of the Syrian pilots :whose plane was hit was
seen to bail out , a second plane
exploded on the ground , and the
third exploded in the air.
Isr ael now has claimed a total
of 14 Syrian planes shot down
since the 1967 war.
The raid apparently was in retaliation for a three-hour artillery duel in which Israeli and
Syrian forces engaged Wednesday in the occupied . Golan
Heights. It was the biggest Syrian-Israeli ground clash since
the 1967 war, and the Syrians
claimed to have killed 26 Israelis. -An Israeli spokesman said
there were no Israeli casualties.
Two of the planes shot down
today were MIGl7s and the third
was a MIG21, the Israeli spokesman said .
H e s i d e n t s of Damascus
crowded rooftops to watch the
dogfights shortly before noon.
It was- the first time Israel's
new American Phantoms were
reported over Syria.
On the dpilotnatlc front , the
Israeli Cabinet told Secretary of
State William P. Rogers to
practice what he preaches and
quit prescribing peace terms for
Israel and her Arab foes.
The cabinet held a two-hour
meeting to discuss Rogers'
speech before Foreign Minister
Abba Eban left Tel Aviv for
Washington for talks Friday
with Rogers.
After the meeting, the ministers issued a statement rejecting efforts by the big powers to
find a solution and taking issue
with the U.S. peace proposals
that Rogers outlined in a speech
Tuesday . They were presented
to t3ie Soviet Union on Oct. 28
and already have been rejected
by Egyptian spokesmen.

Everything fine, but
what about tickets?

Li"""-""^--^1^^
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MADISON ,
WIS. (AP)Roliert L. nnd Jeanne Wilde arrived at an amicable divorce
settlement except for one question; Who woulfl gel the tickets
for the Green Bay Packer
games next, year?
Judge William Bucnzli arranged for attorneys and the
Packer ticket, office to work out
an .agreement. It calls for Wilde
and his wife to use the tickets
alternately.
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ST. PAUL (AP) -- Tentative
agreement in the three-weeks
old Twin Cities Tuts strike was
reached early today by union
and company officials summoned to a state Cap itol meeting by
Gov. Harold LeVander.
LeVander said the proposed
settlement will be presented to
the union membership today for
ratification. It could take up to
24 hours to- get buses rolling
again if the measure is approved, a governor's office
spokesman said.
LeVander called strike principals into session at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday. The tentative agreement, terms of which were not
announced , was reached about
2:30 a.m. today.
Attending the . command session were representatives of
Twin City Lines Inc., Local 1005
of the Amalgamated Transit
Union , Metropolitan Transit
Commission, sta te labor conciliators, the governor and members of his staff.
More than 1,000 drivers, mechanics and office workers
walked off their jobs Nov. 17 in
support of demands for more
pay. Bus drivers were getting
$3.49 an hour and mechanics
$3.65. The union had been reported asking a 5l-cent an hour
increase in the first year of a
ne\v contract and 40 cents an
hour more in the second year.
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General handling investigation: hard charger
Law allows boards
to set dress Codes Two consecutive

last week by the Seventh Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals,
which upheld a federal court
ruling that struck down a Williams Bay grooming code.
THE GOVERNOR'S action
came despite a decision by a
three judge federal panel which
upheld a ruling by federal
James Doyle of Madison
6 welfare mothers,Judge
striking down a Williams Bay
rule regulating the length of
minister arrested boys' bair.
The governor also signed bills
in Hennepin Co. to:
Allow receivers to be appointMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Six ed for property which is declarwelfare mothers and a minister ed a public nuisance. The law,
were arrested in the Hennepin which exempts one- and twoowner occupied units,
Building family
County
Welfare
permits the receivers to make
Wednesday on charges of pro- necessary repairs.
fanity, breach of peace, unlaw- Make it an unfair trade pracful assembly and failure to tice to sell dairy products below cost except to the United
obey a police officer.
States government. ,
The women, members of a Revise the procedures for terwelfare rights organization, ar- mination of parental rights.
rived at the building about noon Provide periods of ineligibiland tried to see the city welfare ity for readmission for those
director, Arnold Gruber.
students convicted of disruptive
Gruber locked himself in his acts on a public university camoffice but later said he would pus.
see four of the 15 mothers. The
women asked that all be allowed ALLOW THE state superinto see Gruber and he called in tendent, of public insturctidn to
issue life certificates to teachthe police.
The police ordered the women ers in private schools who have
to leave tie building, then be- fullfilled the requirements for
gan making arrests . After one public teaching.
of me policemen stepped on two Raise the maximum interest
small children, a scuffle ensued rate on sanitary district bonds
and the Rey. John E: Clement from six to eight per cent,
of the South Central Ministry Create a psychology examining and licensing board and a
was arrested.
Six of the 15 women were also hearing aid dealers and fitters
examining and licensing board.
placed under arrest.
MADISON, Wis. W — Gov.
Warren P. Knowles Wednesday
sighed into law " a. bill which allows local school boards to establisb student dress codes.
The measure was signed depite a decision handed down

By BOB HORTON
WASHING-TON (AP ) - The
three-star general : scrutinizing
the original Army investigation
of the reported American troop
massacre of civilians of My Lai,
Vietnam, is a cigar chomping,
boxer-nosed officer
known
among
his
colleagues
as a
(AP)
- Two
CLAYTON, Mo».
"hard charger."
consecutive life terms were Lt. Gen. William R. Peers
given to RonaLd M. Hoelzer didn't particularly relish getting
Wednesday after he pleaded
guilty to two charges of first
degree murder.
Circuit Judge Eobert J. Hoester said he made the sentences
consecutive to rule out any
chance of Hoelzer's being paroled.
Hoelzer was charged with WASHINGTON (AP) - The
shooting two nuen to death in Young Socialist Alliance, claimseparate food store holdups in ing nearly 10,000 members and
North St. Louis county.
the leadership of the student
"The almost
casual manner in left, announced Wednesday a
1
which the defendant described national convention to plan a rethe murders makes it impera- volutionaxy attack on U.S. capitive tnat society be protected
from him for the rest of his talism.
The convention will be held
life," the judge said.
27-30 at the "University of
In July Hoelzer was indicted Dec.
Minnesota
in Minneapolis.
by a St Louis Circuit Court Describing
the organization as
Grand jury for the Jan. 14 killa
revolutionary
communist
ings of Mrs. Doris Willman, a youth
group, YSA national
barmaid , and Charles Hill Jr.,
a customer at the Lucky Club chairman Larry Seigle said it is
displacing the divided Students
Tavern in St. Louis.
Hill, 28, was a contract hauler for a Democratic Society as the
and the son of the president of rallying point for the. revolutionRochester Junior College, Roch- ary movement . on the nation 's
college and high school camester , Minn.
puses.
OSHKOSH PICKED?
In 1970, Seigle said, YSA will
MILWAUKEE UP) - The na- work in support of Socialist
tionally recognized fly-in of the Workers Party candidates for
Experimental Aircraft Associa- major office in 25 states.
tion may be held next year at Seigle said he expects 1,000 to
Wittman Field in Oshkosh in- attend the ' national convention
stead of Rockfoid, 111., an EAA and an accompanying demonspokesman sa id Wednesday stration in Minneapolis.
night.
A soft-spoken, clean-shaven
24-year-old, Seigle said the YSA
has been a major factor in recent antiwar protests and fully

life terms given
Missouri killer

YSA to plan revolutionary
attack on U\S. capitalism

100 young protesters
invade Wisconsin Capitol

MADISON, Wis. (AP) - An
estimated 100 young protesters
inarched into the state Capitol
Wednesday in the wake of Atty.
Gen. Robert Warren's crackdown on campus disruption,
then scattered as law enforcement officers arrived.
The noisy but brief gathering
In the Capitol rotunda was described by participants as an
effort to speak with Warren,
who remarked he was ready to
listen to the demonstrator! "if
they act decently."
SHERIFF Vernon Leslie and
LIFE-LIKH
ARTIFICIAL

JL
ML

Christmas J^L
Trees 4HI
12 SIZM to Choot* From
DABD BROTHERS
nUDD STORE,Inc.
V AS HARDWARE
57* E. 4th St. Ph. 452-4007
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more than 20-not-equipped deputies arrived at the Capitol after
the demonstrators appeared.
A young man holding snowballs in his hands called to an
officer: "Go tell Warren we
want to see: him."
But the crowd dispersed, their
was no clash between the deputies and the students, and there
was no meeting with Warren.
Earlier in the day, about 150
students sponsored a rally at
the" University of Wisconsin
campus to protest Warren's action against disruption , and to
protest Tuesday 's arrests of
three students. :
The trio, charged with disorderly conduct , was apprehended during what campus police
described as a rowdy effort in
a classroom to discuss political
repression.
THE THREE defendants remained silent during their appearance Wednesday in Dane
County Court, and Judge Michael Torphy entered pleas of
innocent. He set bond for each
defendant at $150.
Warren had obtained a Cir-

cuit Court temporary restraining order Tuesday against campus disturbances which he said
have been publicly announced
for later this month.
His petitions, citing newspaper articles, and public speech*
named the Students for a Democratic Society and 10 young
persons whom he identified, as
protest leaders.
None of the three students arrested Tuesday were, among the
10 he named.
Warren said he had sought the
restraining orders at the request
of Gov. Warren P. Knowles.
Participants in Wednesday 's
demonstrations said another
campus .' rally -was being scheduled for today.
THE DANE Connty Pairground Committee, meanwhile,
voted unanimously to turn down
an SDS request to rent the county 's coliseum for a national
rally Dec. 27-3L
Leslie said he had opposed
the request because it would
have cost $10, 000 a day just to
muster enough officers to patrol
an SDS affair of that size.
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forces struggling for social
change are responsible for the
violence that has occurred , like
on the campuses. The ruling
class is responsible—look at the
Black Panther killings in Chicago.
"We'd like to see a peaceful
transition to the abolition of
capitalism, but history says this
is impossible. The ruling class
will fight it with any weapons at
hand. " .
Susan Lamont, red haired and
22, who sits on YSA's national
executive committee, said , the
movement would challenge politicians like Sens. Charles E.
Goodell, R-N.D., and Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., "who are
trying to get the antiwar movement off the streets and under
the wing of their political parties.'^
USA, she said, also embraces
the Women's Liberation Movement "in support of day-care
centers, an end to abortion
laws, equal pay for equal work,
and an end to exploitation of
women through their use in advertising."

primarily of questioning sol- Chinese commando unit in tho
diers assigned to Capt. Ernest occupation of Manking.
'
Medina 's company, the unit in- +i Returning to the states , Peers
volved in the alleged massacre. held intelligence assignments,
The My Lai report, forwarded winding up in 1949 in charge of
by the 11th Infantry Brigade to all training in the Central Intelthe Americal Division, conclud- ligence Agency.
ed that no massacre had oc- In 1964, after several years in
curred and no soldier needed France and Germany, Peers bedisciplining.
came special assistant to . the
Whether the report was thor- chief of staff for special warfare
ough enough and why it was not activities.
forwarded beyond the Americal Three years later he went to
Division are key questions con- Vietnam as commanding generfronting Peers.
al of the 4th Infantry Division,
Pentagon sources say that aft- later to become commanding :
er a week of hearing testimony general of Field Force I.
from various witnesses, Peers Peers ended a 27-month stint
has decided the Army system in Vietnam when he was named
for reporting atrocities works— chief of the Army's Office of Rewhen it is used.
serve Components in the Penta"I believe he thinks one or gon last March, a post he still
possibly two guys blew it," one holds.
officer said, meaning they failed
to submit the My Lai report to
higher channels.
Ramsey County
Officers and enlisted men
alike are enjoined by the mili- District Court
tary command in Saigon's directive to report any atrocity or judge resigns
incident thought to be a war
crime to their superiors.
ST) PAUL CAPV - Judge LeoA varied military career with nard J. Keyes has announced
considerable experiences in in- he is resigning from the Ramtelligence and espionage work sey County District Court bench
may help the general in his role Jan. 12 to enter private law
as a fact-finder .
.
practice.
He was born in Stuart , Iowa, The 47-year-old jurist, a gradJune 14, 1914, but grew up in uate of the University of MinneSouthern California, attending sota and Harvard law school,
UCLA.
said both financial and personal
Four years after receiving his considerations were involved in
Army commission, Peers in the move.
May 1942 became responsible Keyes, who has been a judge
for planning and coordinating since 1961, was one o£ three
guerrilla operations, espionage, state jurists who sat as a panel
sabotage and other clandestine to handle the recount of the 1962
operations in northern Burma. gubernatorial election in which .
With the end of World War II, DFL'er Karl F. Rolvaag unseatPeers organized and sent U.S. ed Republican Elmer L. Anderteams to several Japanese pris- son by 92 votes.
oner of war camps in China and <Jov. Harold LeVander will apKorea and subsequently led a point a successsor to Keyes.
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:supports the beseiged Black
•Panther Party,
YSA members, also called
(
"Trots " or "trotskyites," have
Ibeen prominent in the leader;ship of the Student Mobilization
iCommittee, which helped organjize the rally of hundreds of thouisands of antiwar demonstrators
]here Nov, 15,
The YSA convention Seigle
1told a news conference, "will
idiscuss what course revolutioniary socialists should follow
iwithin the antiwar movement,
'with the struggle of black and
<jther third-world peoples, withiin the electoral arena, and on
ithe campuses and in the high
!schools."
"Increasing numbers of our
jgeneration," said Seigle, who
iwears a red-and black, hatniTier-and-sickle YSA button,
'"are coming to understand that
iit is capitalism itself—not its
<spokesmen such as Nixon—that
jis at the root of the problems in
Ithis society."
Asked whether YSA believes
iin violence in pursuing its aims,
!Seigle said,"We don't think the
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tion , one of the most touchy he
has ever handled, as a major
challenge in his 31-year Army
career.
Peers has been charged in
Pentagon language to evaluate
the "nature and scope " of the
initial, low-echelon investigation
conducted in March 1968 just
after the hamlet was raided ,
That on-the-spot investigation
from all indications consisted

the sensitive task of orchestrating what amounts to an Army
sojuksearching. .
"But his aplomb was not shattered noticably," said one officer who was around when the
55-year-old general received
word he had volunteered for the
job. "He growled just a little
bit."
From all accounts, the graying general sees the investiga-
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Chieftains meet Norsemen in battle of the unbeaten
Friday night's contest is
only the fourth Dairyland
Conference encounter for
either club but this particular clash between Whitehall
and dsseo-Fairchild may determine the conference
champion.
Both coach Ken Stellpflug
and coach Harold Mulhern
of the Osseo Chieftains believe that the winner of the
key game "will be in the
driver's seat all the way."
The big clash at Osseo
Friday pits two unbeatehs
against one another. Each
has a 3-0 conference mark .
The Chieftains of Osseo are
5-0 on the season with victories over Altoona, Cochrane-Fountain City, Gilman-

ton, Eleva-Strum and Augusta. Whitehall is 4-0 with
wins over Arcadia , Blair,
Cochrane-Fountain City and
ALma s Center.
The Norsemen are the defending Dairyland champs.
Whitehall had a perfect 14-0
mark last season and has
won the Dairyland title the
past three years.
"Every year we play
them, it's a big one," said
Mulhern. Last season the
Norsemen came out on top
once by three points and
the other time by 10.
Musts:for Osseo according
to Mulhern include stopping
Whitehall's 6-5 center Ralph
Rasmuson and also control
the boards and put the

clamps .on "Whitehall's fast
break.
"We haven't stopped Rasmuson the past two years
but we will have to try
something different; I refuse
to say how we will try to
stop him on the grounds that
it may give me away."
Osseo has the edge in field
goal shooting percentage
average 45-32. "We just
haven't been able to hit
the basket," said Stellpflug.
In rebounds Osseo has averaged 40 a game and allowed
opponents 32 a game. Whitehall holds a 38-20 rebounding edge on its opponents.
Mulhern's starting alignment revolves around six
men. Greg Laufenberg, 6-1

one because it will be a long
time before we play them
again this season."
Although the Norsemen
are sitting at 4-0, they had
one close call and that came
against C-FC. The Pirates
led Whitehall by 14 points
24-11 at one time, "Blair
also gave us a good game,"
said Spellpflug.
Mentioning strategy, Stellpflug said he hopes to have
his players slow down the
game offensively and maintain the boards. "Controlling the boards will eliminate
the fast break," he said.
The Norsemen use a fast
break offense and resort to a
full-court press on defense.

senior, and Ron Johnson,
6-0 junior, will be the forwards. Steve Rogness, a 6-2
junior, is the center and Don
Laufenberg, 6-1 senior, and
Mike N elson, 5-11 junior , will
be at guards. The sixth
man is Gale Johnson, 5-LO
junior . Johnson scored 25
points in his last game.
All six men are averaging
10 points or better each
game.
Rogness is the -leading
Chieftain scorer with a 16point per game showing.
"Our balance and what we
do to Rasmuson will be the
keys in the game," according to Mulhern, "Our boys
know they have to win this

Rasmuson, s starter for
the past few years, is of
course a key cog in the
Norsemen attack , but Stellpflug said the other players
did an outstanding job
against Alma Center Tuesday night. "The other boys
really took over with Rasmuson having four fouls
with V/z quarters remaining.
. Stellpflug will have Rasmuson, 6-5 senior, at center;
Orland Hagen, 5-11 senior,
and Jeff Dahl, 5-.11 junior,
at forwards, and Scott Gunderson, 5-7 senior, and either
Mike Rogstad, 5-10 senior or
Mark Olson, 5-10 senior,^ at
the guards.

Other topnotch Norsemen
include Brian Nordhagen, 510 senior guard, and Erie
Windjue, 5-11 senior guard.
"They will have an overall height advantage on us
but we just have to keep
hitting the boards harder.
Although Ra smuson is
called one of the finest cagers in the conference, Stellpflug says he is not playing
at full strength this season
because of a knee injury.
He injured the knee this
past football season, and reinjured the - knee during a ,
practice session early this
season.
Game time at Osseo is 8
p.m.

North Stars smack Black Hawks

MINNEAPOLIS Iff)—The value of Gold, as far as the Minnesota North Stars are concerned, is very solvent.
Bill Goldsworthy is .the reason. ' ¦" ' ¦. ' ' ¦ ' ¦
Goldyj as he is called by
teammates, tipped in two goals
within an 11-second span of the
third period Wednesday night ,
breaking a 5-5 tie and leading
the North Stars to an 8-5 National Hockley League victory
over the Chicago Black Hawks.
The setting was perfect for a
tight defensive battle.
The Ndrth Stars were unbeaten in four straight games and
were starting their unbeaten
goaliie, Fern Rivard at 1-0-1, before a standing room only crowd
of 14,762.
Tony Esposito was the Chicago goalie with a NHLrleading
gCals-against average of 1.98.
But it was all offense as the
teams battled to 2-2 and 5-5 period ties with Eric Nesterenko
and Pit Martin each scoring
twice for the Hawks, who had

won .10 and tied three of their
last 16 games.,
Then Goldy took over.
"The xirst dne came after Danny Grant shot frond the point,"
said Goldy, who goes along with
his nickname to the point of
wearing gold-colored shorts.
"Esposito hobbled it and I gave
it a Harmon Killebrew swat as
it was corning down.
"The second one, Tommy Wil-
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Warriors steps in to help. Other Warrior players . visible are
a prone Bill Ochs and Bob Walker (30). Lea cagers are? Willie
Hester, on the floor, Rayvon Williams and King Browa (45).
Winona State won the game 61-47. (Daily News photo)

The winner in this corner by a unanimous 61-47
decision and still undefeated, is Winona State College, Going down to defeat
in a wild contest Wednesday night at Memorial Hall
was Lea College of Albert
Lea.
"That's back alley basketball if you've ever seen
it," said head Winona State
coach Ron Ekker counting
the bruises after Wednesday's melee;
Two officials Jerry Seeman and Ray Tutt caught
most of the allegations from
players and the opposing
coach Al Arends, and maybe deservedly so. The fans
also directed their dissatisfaction at the officials. One
fan yelled, "How much do
they pay you , you aren't
worth much ."
The officials were caught
in the middle of two second
half fights and in the middle of a game which was
speckled with raggedness.
"I guess you can 't blame
the officials because both
teams played a hard and
tough game and the fact
that neith er team was
shooting well, didn 't help
matters ," said Ekker.
"Tonight's p e r formance
wasn 't a masterpiece by
any means but we have to
win all kinds of games and
that was one of the tougher ones, contact-wise," Ekker pointed out.
After falling behind 2-0,
the Warriors bounced back
to jump into an 8-2 lead
on a bucket by Bill Ochs ,
another by Jim Jsbrosky
and two by 6-4 junior center Steve Protsman. The
Warriors never trailed the
rest of the way.
Winona State continued its
sharp shooting from the
field , averaging 47 percent
for the game, hitting 24 of
47 while the Lancers shot
30 percent, making 12 of 39.
The Warriors also had a
commanding edge in rebounds 48-22.
Ekker expressed pride in
the Warriors ' showing in
the second half. "We really

the game's raggedness. "It
was just one of those ragged games,'' said Tutt. "I
have no comment on the
game because league rules
prohibit it," snarled Seeman.
Protsman led the Warriors with 15 points. Don
Besonen was next with 12.
Ochs made three of his four
field goals in the third quar-

• Sno Mobiles • Sno Blowers
• Mini-Bikes
CLOSE-OUT ON RUPP MINI BIKES

SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK

Westgate Gardens
Stone Hodgo

ter when they were most
needed. Jim Jabrosky also
tipped in two consecutive
baskets with just under 13
minutes remaining to stake
Winona to a 43-29 lead.
Lea could never quite rebound after that time as the
Warrior man to man defense forced the Lancers to
take bad shots and tough
board strength by Winona
took away Lea's opportunity
to score.
"I told you he was a good
one," said Ekker after hearing that Wilkins was the
game's leading scorer with
20 points. Schockemoehl was
next with 13 points and Bendoraitis added 10.

Lea college (47)
fg It pt tp
Brown
0 0 0 4
Bcndraltls 4 2 010
Schomohl 4 5 413
Wllklns
5 10 3 20
Hester
12 3 4
Etllnger
0 0 3 0
Roborls 0 0 ) 0
Williams 0 0 O 0
Totals

DEAN CHANCE
Swapped to Tribe

14 It II 47

LEA COLLEGE
WINONA STATE

Winona Stat* (61)
fg ft p(tp
4 0 312
Besonen
Jabrosky 4 0 3 8
Protsman 5 5 215
Carrier
10 5 2
Ochs
4 0 3 1
Walker
0 i 5 i
Glbbs
4 0 2 1
0 2 0 2
Wllh*
Bay
0 0 0 0
Bernstorf 0 0 2 0
Ross
0 0 0 0
Nyilutn
0 0 0 0
Totals

Chance, 2R, was hntlicrod by
a sore shoulder in 1969, pitching
only 88 innings . He had a 5-4 record and a 2.97 earned run average. Ho bad a 20-14 record
and a 2.73 ERA in 1967, his first
year with the Twins.
Ho came up to the majors in
1901 with the California Angels
nnd was the Cy Young Awnrd
winner in 1904 when he posted
a 20-9 record and an ERA of
1.65.
Tiant , 29, broke in with tho
Indians in 1964. His best year
was in I960 when ho had a 21-9
won-loss record and led the
league with n 1.00 ERA.
Tiant slumped to a 9-20 mark
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Twins trade
Dean Chance
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
Minnesota Twins today announced a major four-for-two player
trade, involving star pitchers
Dean Chance of the Twins and
Luis Tiant of the Cleveland Indians.
Tiant and Stan Williams , another right-hander , go to the
Twins in exchange for Chance,
outfielder Ted .Uhlaender , infielder-outfielder Graig Nettles
and a player to be named later.
Both Tiant and Chance had
off-years in 1%9, but rank
among the top right-handers In
the American League.
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Warriors wim m
decision over scrappy Lea
hit the boards in the second half and the defense
looked good and had to look
good, because Lea had a
good solid team."
The Warriors sat on top
of an 11-5. lead after the first
30 minutes and enjoyed a
27-20 lead at the end of the
first half.
Lea tightened up the game
in a hurry early in the
second half when Ron Bendoraitis, a 6-4 junior forward , sank a pair of free
throws and 6-6 junior Jim
Schockemoehl tipped in two
points . Lea had then pulled within three at 27-24.
Bill Ochs, fireplug junior
guard, led the Warriors
back on the track again potting a jumper at 17:20 and
another $5 seconds later to
put Winona State ahead by
seven at 31-24.
Tempers began to flair
with just 13 minutes remaining in the game when
Jim Jabrosky, 6-4 junior
forward of Winona State
and King Brown, 6-5 junior
forward of Lea exchanged
a couple of intentional
pushes.
Tempera tures neared the
boiling point at 9:10 when
Lea guard Willie Hester
and Warrior sixth man Bob
Walker collided. Both were
called for pers onal fouls.
Disbelieving the call, Hester , a C-3 junior guard of
Davenport, Iowa , sat in the
same spot he landed for
about 20 seconds. When the
crowd began to harrass
him, Hester fought back
verbally. It was that kind
of game.
The real flareup came at
8:48 when Ochs and Hester
battled for a loose ball.
Ochs landed on top of Hester and Hester began throwing punches. Seconds later,
other players on the floor
and both benches gathered
around. The officials finally
parted sides and after Lea
coach Arends ended his
tongue-lashing of an official ,
the game continued.
Following the game officials Seemnn and Tutt were
asked to explain reasons for
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WILD BRAWL ... Winona State College's Memorial Hall
had the look of Madison Square* at times Wednesday night.
Above, referee Jerry Seamanattempts to part hassling Winona
State and Lea College cagers. Steve Protsman, left, of the*

1liams flipped it right in front of goals in history.
Ithe net and I was all alone
Nat'l hockey league
when I got there. We went from
WEDNESDAY'S RESULT!
I5-5 to 6-5 and 7-5 and they just
Montreal 6, Toronto 3.
idied. " ,.
New York 5, Boston 2.
The North Stars considered it MINNESOTA 8, Chicago 5.
ia satisfying victory—their first Pittsburgh 2, Los Angeles 0.
3, Oakland 3 (tie).
iat home in their three expansion St. Louis TODAY'S
GAMES
iseasons over Chicago, their most Toronto at Philadelphia.
York at Boston.
;goals in a regular season game, New
MINNESOTA at Detroit.
itheir fastest goals ever by
FRIDAY'S GAMES
iGoldy and their three fastest Pittsburgh at Oakland.

last year and had a 3.71 ERA .
He has a 75-64 career record in
the majors , while Chance is 115100.
Williams, 33, came up with
the Los Angeles Dodgers in 1958
and has a 92-88 won-Iost record
in the majors. The 6-foot-4 , 225pounder , had a 6-14 record and
3.94 ERA last year with the Indians. He was used primarily in
relief and is expected to join
Twins are reliever Ron Perranoski, a southpaw, in the Minnesota bullpen.
Uhlaender , 29, is a speedy,
lefthanded hitter who lost his
center field job to Cesar Tova r
last season. He batted .2T7:i with
eight homers and 62 runs balled
in with the Western Division
chomps last year. He had his
best season the previous year
when he batted .283.
The 25-year-old Nettles is a
promising power hitler hut appeared in only 9fi Riimes as a
rookie with the Twins last soason. He batted ,22 with seven
homers and 26 RBI's.
The fourth Twins plnyer in the
deal to be announced later will
probabl y come off Minnesota \s
40-plnycr major league roster,
a Twins spokesman added.
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WILL TURN YOU ON!
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Part* and Labor
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1, Replace brake lining on
_
.
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in w. 2nd St.

Phone 45M771
MEMBER AUTO INDUSTRIES HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
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Brown AFLs top coach

Warrior coach Huf f returns
to former batt leground Friday
put. "If we can get the
ball and run it might be a
high scoring game Frid ay
but I doubt if tLey will allow us to score 104," said
Jeresek.
Rushford will display a
man-toyman defense as will
Caledonia, Offensively , the
Warriors key around everyone. "We try to get the
quick, open shot and our
guards have been getting
the good shot and our center (Randy Schroeder) who
had a bad ankle is coming
around now," Huff said.
The Trojans like - to speed
up the action around a
lineup of Ken Benson , 5-11
sophomore, and Bill Haugen, 6-0 senior at forwards ;
Jack 0'Donnell, 6-2 senior
at center, and Mark Thompson, 6-0 junior, and either
Phil Anderson, 6-1 junior,
or Barry. Johnson, 5-11 sophomore at guards. Johnson has scored in double figures the past two games.
Each team stresses balanced scoring and statistics
to date show that several
players on each team are
cracking double digits.
Paul Schiltz, 6-1 senior
forward , has the Warriors'
highest one-game output of
the season and that was 17
points. The other forward
will . be Fred Palen, 6-0
junior. Schroeder, a M
senior', is the center and
John Dahlberg, 5-10 senior,
and Joe Steffen, 6-1 senior,
are at the guard spots.
Ready Warrior reserves
include : Tom Stark, 5-9
sophomore guard; . John
Diersen, 6-1 junior forward ,
and Tony Albert , 6-0 junior
guard.
Talking about Caledonia's
victory over La Crescent,
Huff said, "We forced them
into some early turnovers

Caledonia head basketball coach Ward Huff returns Friday to a town
where he formerly coached
when , his Warriors tangle
with the Trojans of Rushford in a key Root River
Conference clash.
Huff was the coach at
Rushford prior to the reign
of Mike Jeresek. Jeresek
led his Trojans to the Root
River title in his first year
as head coach last season.
Rushford was 10-2 in the
conference last year while
Caledonia finished with a
7-5 mark.
.
Thus far this season,
Rushford is 2-2 overall and
1-1 In the conference. The
Warriors are 4-1 overall and
2-0 in the conference.
Huff's. Warriors pulled an
upset; Tuesday night jolting
previously unbeaten . La
Crescent 56-53. The Warriors also own victories over
Preston , Spring Valley and
Lewiston.
The T r o j a n s whipped
Spring Grove 104-51 in their
last outing Tuesday night.
"That's their business ,"
said Huff when asked what
he thought of the high out-

College basketball

'
'.HAST
Pbrdhim 74, Stton Hill «.
•Yil* 7J, Brown «.
Prlnetton 75, Mirylim! »7.
Qannon *1, U. of Akron M.
VIIIMOVI 107, North DiKola 37,
Amir. Intemttional 19, Wntfield statt
M.
SOUTH
Wik« Ponst 71, Appalae. 4«.
Vlrglrilla «S, VMI 44.
JMU n, Georgia TKh 44.
Kentucky WK. n, Alcorn A&M 7J.
MIDWEST
Ouk* 71, Mlchlsan U.
Dttrdl K, W. Michigan 71.
Bradley 74, Indiana StaH 73.
Notre) Dime ill. Northern ill. n.
FAR WEST
Oregon n, Portland 71.

¦
T o u r n a m e n t s ' ¦"' ¦

LIBERTY BOWL CLASSIC
.
PIrar Round
Memphis Stale 83, MIJJ , State 74.
Tutw 74, Arkansas 44.

and this got us started in
the right direction. " Huff
also pointed out that he
hopes his club lowers its
number of turnovers.
"All games are key ones
but we can 't afford, another
loss in the conference,"
said Jeresek. '
The Trojans display a

flashy 53 percent shooting
average from the field and
have been pulling down 40
rebounds a game compared
to 35 for the opposition.
Benson is the leading Trojan scorer, averaging 21
counters a game.
Game time at Rushford
is 8 p.m.

WORKS OUT . . . Concordia College quarterback
Paul Linde throws during
the Cobbers' first workout
Tuesday on Texas soil at
Texas A & I College in
Kingsvttle. Concordia a n d
A & I meet Saturday lor the
NAIA national championship. (AP Photofax)

Winona State
meets Bradley
next season

AIRBORNE . . . An airborne Steve Protsman (54)
of Winona State College glides through the" air toward the
basket despite the guarding tactics of Lea College's Jim
1
Schockemoehl (43) , right. The action came from Wednesday's encounter at Memorial Hall. The Warriors won 61-47.
Others shown are Willie Hester (25) and King Brown, between Protsman and Schockemoehl.
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NEW "YORK (AP) - Venerable Paul Brown, whose precocious Cincinnati Bengals became giant killers while still in
the cradle, has been named the
American Football Leag-ue's
Coach of the Year .
The 61-year-old sultan of the
old Cleveland Browns dynasty,
who came out of retirement last
year to father Cincinnati's AFL
expansion club, beat out Oak
land's John Madden , Kansas
City's Hank Stram and Boston's
Clive Rush in the annual Coach
of the Year poll conducted by
The Associated Press.
Brown , marking his 35th year
as a coach with stunning victo-

^ ^i

ries over Oakland and Kansas
City, the league's ju ggernauts,
received 12 votes, to nine for
runnerup Madden, first-year pilot of the powerful Raiders. . - .' . .
Stram, who won the award
last season, drew six votes and
Rush, another freshman head
coach, got the remaining three
in the balloting of a committee
of sports writers and sportscasters—three from each AFL city.
Brown's 1968 Bengals, a collection of expansion draft , castaways and untried rookies, won
three games—matching the best
previous first-year finish for an
expansion team.
This year, with only seven of
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Give a friend a shot
of Grande Canadian for

The Winona State College
Basketball team will set a
precedent for Warrior basketball when it travels to
Peoiia Illinois next year to
pTay Bradley University.
This game will mark the
first time that Winona has
competed against a NCAA
University division school
in basketball. Bradley University is a member of the
tough Missouri Valley Conference.
The game will be played
Dec. 12 and will be the second game of a two game
road trip through Illinois.
The first game will be played at Chicago against Chicago State College. The
first game is scheduled for
Friday, Dec. 11.
Winoria State College Basketball competition in recent
years has included such
schools as Wayne State U.
of Detroit, Eastern Michigan University, and next
year, Bradley University.
This tough competition develops tough competitors as
can be seen in the Warrior
basketball teams of recent
years.
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the 40 borderline players from
the expansion draft still on their
roster, the Bengals equalled last
season's victory total in their
first three starts , knocking off
Miami, San Diego and Kansas
City behind the hot passing
hand of rookie Greg Cook.
An arm injury shelved Cook
the following week, however,
and Cincinnati lost four straight
before the 6-foot-4 signal-caller
returned to engineer a 31-17
coup -against the Raiders. Although the Bengals have not
won since then, their early maturity in the tough Western Division has been testimony to
Brown's coaching skills.
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Phone 452-5065

LOOK MOM ! ... Floating through midair with the greatefst of ease is Winona State forward Jim Jabrosky (40).
Jabrosky had just pulled down a rebound Wednesday night
against Lea College. Steve Protsman (54) of Winon a State and
Ron Bendoraitis (35) of Lea await Jabrosky 's landing. Winona State clipped Lea 61-47. (Daily News photos)

Ochs tells his
side of fight
"I can tell you one thing;
it was a very rough game , "
That was the comment of Winona State College guard Bill
Ochs Jr , after he had just battled head to head with Len College of Albert Leu Wednesday
ni fjht.
Ochs was one of those involved in ;\ heated skirmish
which developed with 8:4B remaining in the game. In other
words the skirmish could ho
onlled a fi^ 'hl .
Ochs tells his side of tho
story: "Myself and No. 25 (WilTie Hester) wont after a long
rebound and in thr process, Jim
Jabrosky spotted iL nnd I landed on lop of him. He went wild
and when Jabrosky came in ,
Hester slarted to kick Jabrosky. Then 45 (King Brown ) hit
Jim in the eye with a forearm
and pretty soon ovoryone was
on top of one another. "
TIVYlNCi <o removr (lie kinlu
while sta nding in front of his
locker , Ochs wnid , "I think I
will still bo hurling Saturday
night when we go to Loras, "
Commenting on tlio offlcinl inn
Ochs said , "They onlled it nigged nil night nnd I think they
reffed a better game for them
than they did for us."
The fi-2 junior from Jlloomington had nothing but praise for
(he Lnnccr team culling them
a "good" bull lomn . "They
wore pushing their j>hi>!« may-

be too much and they were concentrating on playing it rough
inslcad of playing it straight. "
Ochs also had praise for (i-2
Lancer captain Howard Wilkins
who carried a 22-point per
game average into Wednesday 's
contest , "I was guarding him
in the second half and he got
around me with the ball a couple of limes and I usually don 't
get bent by too many men
carrying the ball. I'm not saying I' m the fastest man in the
world but I usually can stay
with them , He beat me with
good moves nnd quickness. "
AT TIIK other side of the
building, the Lancers were discussing the 40 minutes of action
which had just been completed.
"I told (he ref after one play
that if he didn 't watch out ,
there was going to be a fight
and (hat ' s just what happened ,"
snid Wilkins.
Another Lea eager displeased
with the officiating was nrown .
No. 45, "The one official told
me '45, I' m watching you,' The
next time he cursed mo saying, 'Shut your damn mouth. '
Wilkins backed up Brown 's
statement.
"It. was definitely the officinting which caused the fighting .
Things just got out of hand ,"
said Lea hcncl coach Al Arends.
AL
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Warw ick player of the week

MINNEAPOLIS (fll-For Lonnie Warwick, it's a long way
from a railroad section gang
in Arizona to the National Football League.
Warwick passed up his senior
year at Tennessee Tech to work
for the Southern Pacific in Arizona when the Minnesota Vikings offered him a free agent
contract.
Warwick accepted , joined the
Vikings in 1964 and has blossomed into a star linebacker.
The 6-foot-3, 232-pound Warwick was named The Associated
Press defensive player of the
week in the National Football
League Wednesday for his play
in Minnesota's 20-13 victory over the previously unbeaten Los

Angeles Rams Sunday.
The Vikings now have won U
straight after a season opening
loss, and many feel the linebacking ' of Warwick, Wally Hilgenberg and Roy Winston is one
of the reasons.
Minnesota linebacker^ had
gone through 21 straight games
without intercepting a pass before this season. Warwick already has four.
"We're getting to know what
each other is doing out there ,"
Warwick said. "Roy and I have
played together for five years
now. Experience is a big help.
Personally, 3osing weight has
helped me. I'm playing 15
pounds lighter than last season."

The 138-pounder will be junior Larry Goodnature and
either Mike Jean, a junior ,
or Jim Senske, anothr junior, will be at 145.
Outstanding f o o t b a l l er Mike Pappas, a junior,
will be the 154-pounder for
the Tigers. At 165 is Tom
Jean, sophomore and younger brother of Chuck Jean,
167-pound NCAA champion
for Iowa State last season.
Filling out the 1 o w e r
weights will be John Ruud ,
a sophomore at 175, and
Paul Bonnerup, a senior at
heavyweight.
"We have pretty fair potential once we gain the experience," said Ehrhard. He
has 57 wrestlers on the
combined B and A squads.
The B team will bring a 2-0
record against Winona's B
team in the 6:15 match.
Ehrhard tabs Austin as
the class of the conference
this season and says the
Big Nine wrestling league
is "one of the toughest in
the Upper Midwest,"
The Winhawks, coached
by Dave Moracco, hope to
snap back to the win column after being scorched
34-6 by Faribault last Friday.
"We can be in there Friday night but we must win

Donna Baab falls
five pins short
Only five pins separated Donna Baab and a National Honor
Count Wednesday evening. Donna pasted 233—595 for Mankato
Bar of the Sunsetters loop at
Westgate Bowl and her team
shot 895—2,594. Also in the Sunsetters, Helen Selke cracked
565 and Esther Kelrn 514.
In the Retail league at HalRod Lanes, Bill Bohow of Turner's Market sliced the night's
high men 's game pad series.
Bonow fired 258-A35 but Turner's was shut out in the team
department of league leadership. Main Tavern poked 1,054
—2,927 to provide the league's
leading totals .
Ed Kaup husman and Bob Emmons trimmed 611 and 602, respectively, and Rusty Podjeski
posted an errorless 594 .
ATHLETIC CLUB : Ace-Winona Heating Company's Mike
Voelker fli pped 219—610 and his
team picked up 1,033-2,934.
KRYZSKO COMMONS: WSC
Maintenance — Lyle Halliday ,
Oasis, powdered 254—632 in embarking his team upon 941—2,729.
HAL-ROD LANES: Commer.
cial — Don Braatz of Steve's
Lounge ripped 60S as Bob Jandt
piled up 225 for Sam 's Direct.
Steve's marked 1,021 and Herb
and Rick's Texaco 2,856.

Park Rec Junior Classic —
Jack Gerson ploughed through
196—306 over his two-game series for the Raiders. The Midnight Raiders bounced 680 while
the Comets hit 1,242.
WESTGATE BOWL: Mixers—
Hauser Art Glass received 244
—548 from Mary Lou Hazelton
and went on to pile up 981—
2,736. The series score just
slipped Hauser into the top ten,
tying it for tenth , Mary Monahan tossed 203—528, Bev Porter 521, Sue Glowczesik 512,
Mary Douglas 202—505, Carolyn
Kosidowski 503 and Pat Grossell
502. Vera Bell converted the 37-10 split as did Ann Lilla.
Major — Winona Abstract's
Bob Kratz pounded an even
600 while Carl Bambenek of
Vet's Cab shot 231. Winona Abtract finished the night with 1,008—2,924. Ray O'Laughlin had
a 148 triplicate .
Alley Cats—Ruth Todd , the
Fourth Dimensions, and Betty
Haedtke, the Ramblers, tackled 191 and 508 respectively.
The Ramblers wound up on top
of the team statistics with 693
-2,053.
Men's—Buck's Bar rode the
wings of Ralph Heaser 's 223—
593 to a final 1,018—2,896.

lM-J erry TIndal (W) vi. Jeff Richgels (AL).
117-Bob Tepe (W) vs. Ken Petarsen (AL).
UJ-Rick Shaw (W! vs. Rick Tut
or Mike Feeley (AL).
llJ-Dive Lindstrom (W) vs. Liny
Goodnature (AL).
14S-Gary Ziebell (W) vs. Mike Jew
or Jim Sensk* (AL).
U4_Tim Meinke (W) ve. MIke P«»pas (AL).
1(5—Olen Polacek (W) vs. Tom
Jean (AL).
.
175— Dave Ledebuhr (W) vi. John
Ruud 'AD.
Hwt.—Joe Sherman (W) vs. Paul
Bonnerup (AL).

Holy Gross ends
Alma win string

LA CROSSE, Wis. - Alma
High School's string of five
games without a loss this season came to an end here Tuesday night as La Crosse Holy
Cross tripped up the Rivermen
66-54.
A strong second half enabled
the La Crosse team to reel off
a win. Holy Cross led only by
three at 18-15 after the first period but trailed 32-29 at halftime. Holy Cross outscored the
Rivermen 20-10 in the third
quarter to take a 49-42 lead.
Paul Koenig led the winners
with 20 points. He was followed
by Harry Rasmussen who had
19. Barry Ritscher led Alma
with 18. Jeff Youngbauer and
Tom Reiter added 17 and 13
points, respectively.
Holy Cross made 29 of 6fl
for 42 percent and Alma shot
40.8 percent from the field cashing 20 of 49 attempts. From the
free throw line, Alma clicked
on 14 of 29 while Holy Cross
made 8 of 15.
The Rivermen are now 5-1 on
the season.

GRIN AND BEAR IT¦ '
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Warwick said he began a diet
last January after the Vikings
lost to Dallas in the Playoff
Bowl.
"I evaluated myself in that
Dallas game and during the
regular season games to see
how I could improve my play,"
he said , "the loss of weight has
been unbelievable."
Thediet gave Warwick more
speed and greatly improved his
play.
Against the Rams, for example, Warwick made several
crunching tackles and helped
plug the middle of the Viking
defense, which held Los Angeles
to 61 yards rushing.

Young Tiger matmen
invade Winona Friday
A young but powerful
Albert Lea High School
wrestling team will meet
head to head with Winona
High beginning 7:30.p.m. in
a Big Nine Conference
match in the Winona High
gym Friday night.
It is a possibility that
Tiger coach Paul Ehrhard
will have six sophomores
in his lineup come Friday
night. "We have a lot of
kids but we are inexperienced and that's what hurt
us against
Caledonia,"
said Ehrhard. Albert Lea
lost its opener 22-20 to Caledonia but crushed Rochester John Marshall 35-11
last week. .
Ehrhard will have three
sophomores in the first
three weights. Jeff Poliak
is the 95-pounder and Jody
Doty will be at 103. The
112-pounder is Rick Rieinann who competed in the
state wrestling tournament
last season at 85 pounds.
Wrestling at 120 for the
Tigers will be Jeff Richgels.
Bhe has been wrestling on
the varsity for four years.
Listed at 127 is Ken Petersen, a senior.
At 133, Ehrhard is not
sure whether he will go with
Rick Brua , a junior, or
Mike Peeley, a sophomore.

Market holds
modest gain;
trade active

¦
» ' . ..

Young Warriors
club Lea 86-49

Bemidji string
comes to end

33. ' ; '

PRODUCE

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS CHICAGO (AP) — Mercantile
Bemidji had its four game E x c h a n g e — Butter steady ;
victory string snapped but Wi- wholesale buying p r i c e s unnona picked up the slack and changed; 93 score AA - 68y«; 92
increased its streak to four in A 68%; 90 B 68%.
Minnesota college basketball ac- Eggs steady to firm ; wholesale buying prices unchanged to
tion Tuesday night.
The Beavers lost to North Da- 1 higher ; 80 per cent or better
kota State 70-66, Winona grade A whites 63; mediums 60 ;
trounced Lea 61-47 and Augs- standards 54; checks 45.
burg dumped Minnesota 81-76.
Bemidji , which led by as
many as eight points in the second half , watched their lead
evaporate as the Bison took
charge late in the contest.
Pat Driscoll hit seven of eight INDEPENDENCE , Wis. —
late free throws to pace NDS. Cochrane-Fountain City's strong
Winona 's Warriors coasted to wrestling team rolled to its fifth
an easy win over Lea despite victory against only one loss
individual heroics by Howard here Wednesday night trimming
25-16.
Wilkins, who poured in 22 lor Independence
9J—Mark Hcgclson (l) dec. Tom Krumthe Lancers.
holl (CFC) «-2; 107—Don Barth (CFC)
Krumm
Steve Protsman led Winona dec. Steve Olson (I) 3-0 ;(I)115—Al
4-1; 123—Dan
(CFC) dec. Ron Kullg
with 15.
Olson (I) dec. Jim Arnoson (CFC) 7-0;
Augsburg had to hold off a 130—Arnle Ungreck (CFC) dec. Bruce
(I) 4-0; 137—George Leltner
late UMD rally to edge the Bull- Oamroth
(CFC) p, Rich Roland (I) 4:31;
dogs. Guard Dick Kelley had 31 145— Kasmcr Neuman (CFC) drew with
J-l; 155—Rick Baueri
for the Auggies, Dave Lorenzen Paul MatcheyDon(I) Sokolsky
(I) *-2; )M—
(CFC) dec.
chipped in 30 for the Bulldogs. Tom
(CFC)
dec. Stan Sylla
Langrcck

C-FC wrestlers
top Independence

Terri Schneider
sta rring in track

SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Special)— Terri Schneider , former
resident of Spring Grove, paced
the Poison Spider-Casper girls'
track team in the Rocky Mountain Regional AAU Meet held
recently at Aurora , Colo.
Competing in the nine and
under age bracket , Terri captured two blue ribbons, placed
third in another event and established a new record in the
50-yard dash.
Her time of :07 erased the
NEVILE PRIDE BEST
previous mark of :07.2 and
COLUMBUS , Ohio (AP ) - leaves her with a chance lo
Nevele Pride , who set a world qualify for the National AAU
trotting record for the mile last finals. Entry into the nationAugust, was named the Harness als is based on the three fastHorse of the Year for 1!>69 by est times compiled from all rethe USTA Wednesday for the gional meets. Miss Schneider
third straight year. He received also won the long jump in the
133 votes to 56 for Overcall , the nine and under aRc division and
undefeated pacer.
placed third in the 220.

(I) 5-1 1 175-Oary Walek (I) dec. Rich
Conrad (CFC) M; IBS—Charles Walek
(I) p. Cordon Senn (CFC) 1:00; Hwt.—
Tony Schmldtknecht (CFC) dec. Al Suchala (I) 10-J.

¦

Pro basketball
NBA

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
Phoenix 137. Baltimore 101,
Boston ill, Los Angeles »».
Cincinnati 121. Phlladelphlk 111.
New York 94, Milwaukee »5.
San Diego 124, Atlanta 107.
TODAY'S OAMES
San Francisco vs. Chicago at Kansas
City.
Cincinnati at Delrolt.
New York at Senile,
FRIDAY'S OAMEt
San Olcgo al Bolton.
San Francisco at Milwaukee,
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Los Angeloi at Atlanta.
Baltimora at Chicago.
Phoenix al Seattle.

ABA

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
Indiana 91, Pittsburgh tl.
New Orleans 114, Carolina •?.
Dallas 123, New York 11).
TODAV'S OAMES
Indiana al Kentucky,
New York at Mliml.
Washington at Denver.
FRIDAY'S OAMES
New York at New Orleans.
Dallas vs. Carolina at Raleigh, N.C.
Pittsburgh at Washington.

Winona markets

DENNIS THE MENACE

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. l*T—(USDA)
— Catt le 4,000; trading on slaughter
steers and heifers moderately active)
I a.m. to 4 p.m.
prices steady; cows steady to strong)
These quotations apply to hogs
bulls, vaalera and slaughter calves fully
. delivered to the Winona Station tosteady; most feeders held for Frlday 'a
day.
auction; high choice around 1,150 lb
Hod Market
Hog market: Butchers 75 cents lower; slaughter steers 28.50; choice 950-1,250
lbs 27.50-28.25; mixed high good and
sows SI lower.
choice 27.00-27.50; mostly high choice 690
Butchers, 500-230 lbs., Base . . . . 25.50
to 1,050 lb slaughter heifers 27.50-27.75;
'
Sows. 270-300 lbs. . . , . . . . : . . . . . 22.00
choice- . 850-1,050 lbs 26.50-27.25; mixed
high good and choice 26'.0046.50; ulilHy
»nd commercial cows 19.50-21.00; . canner
Elevator A Grain Prices
and cutter. .17.50-19.50; utility and. comOne hundred -j ushels ot grain will be mercial bulls 24.00-27.00; cutter 22.00the minimum loads accepted at the ale 24.00; choice vealcrs 37.00-39.00; good
valors.
.
34.00-37.00; choice slaughter calves 27.O0No. 1 northern iprlng wheat ,.. ' 1.6B
2J.O0; good 21.00-27.00.
No. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . l,<e
Hogs 6,500; barrows and gilts .riding
No. 3 northern spring wheat . . . . 1A.
slow, 50 cents to $1 lower; 1-3 190-240
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.58
lbs 26.75-27.00; 2-3 190-240 lbs 26.50-37.75;
No. 1 hard winter wheal . .. . . . . . 1.51
sows 50 cents lower; 1-3 2B0-330 lbs 22.23No. 2 hard winter wheat
l.4»
22.75; 1-3 330-400 lbs 21.50-22.50; 2-3 400No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.45
600 lbs 20.50-21.50; feeder pigs 50 cents
No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.41
lower; 1-3 120-160 lbs 24.50-25.00; boars
No. 1 rye . . ; . . ..
1.10
stead y to 50 cenls lower.
l.lo
No. 2 rye
Sheep
1,000 all classes
generally
steady; choice and prime 85-110 lb wooled
Froedtcrt Malt Corporation
slaughter lambs 27.00-28,00; good and
choice 26.50-27.50; utility and good daughHours: I a.m. to 4 P.m.
Submit sample before loading.
ter awes 7.OO-8.00; fancy 70 lb feedsrs
6arley purchased at prices ii;b|ecl t« 29.50; most ' choice to -fancy 60-M lbs
market
28.00-29.00; 85-95 lbs 27.00-28.00.
CHICAOO
CHICAGO (III -(USDA)- Hogs 3,000;
butcher* 25-50 cents lower; shippers took
2,300; 1-2 200-225 lb butchers 28 .00-28. 50;
1-3 190-235 lbs 27.25-27.75.- 2-3 220-2W lbs
26.75-27.75 ; 2-3 240-260 lbs 25.75-26.75; 2-4
260-270 . lbs 25.25-25.75; 3-4 270-280 lbs
24.50-35 .25; sows 25-50 cents lower; 1-3
35O-4O0 lbs 22.00-22 ,50; 1-3 400-500 lbs
21.00-22.00; boars 19.50-20.50.
Cattle 300; calves none; utility and
commercial cows 19.00-21,00; high dresi-

Armour & Co.

Ing 21.25-21JO; utility bulls 24.50-27.00.
Sheep 100; wooled slaughter lamb*
steady; choice end prime 110 lbs 29.0029.50; few choice 10-90 lbs 28.50.

RIDES FOUR WINNERS
NEW YORK (AP) - Rudy
Turcotte, -who rode six winners
at Aqueduct a week ago Tuesday, rode four more at Aqueduct race track Wednesday.
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 11, 1969)

Bay State Milling Company

THREE GOLFERS FAVORED
BUENOS AIRES (AP) Jack Nicklaus , George Archer
and Bert Yancey, . American
golfers , were favored in the
$15,000 Tournament of Golf
Champions competition opening
today at the Olivos Club.

NOTICE
of Names) of Persons Appearing to Be ¦
Ownera of Abandoned Property . ' .
The State Treasurer of Minnesota haa
received reports from banks and/or
financial Institutions located In Winona County, State of Minnesota, Indicating
that the following persons and/or business associations have abandoned property on record of deposit In amount*
of $55.00 or over:
Name
Lail-Known Address
¦
Norfhrup, Ed
Vaughn
Elizabeth K„ 477 Harrlet St., Wi nona.
Witter, Mrs. Fannie, 352 E. 3rd St.,
Wlnone.
Information concerning the amount or
description of the property, and the
name and addresj of the holder, may be
obtained by any persons possessing an
interest In the property by adresslng an
Inquiry to the State Treasurer.
If Proof ot Claim Is not presented by
the owner lo the holder, and If the
owmr 's right to receive the properly is
not established to the holder 's satisfaction - within , sixty-five (65) days Irom
date of the second published notice,
the abandoned properly will be plnccd
not later than 85 days altor such publication date In the custody of the State
Treasurer. All further claims must be
made directly to the State Treasurer.
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Friday, Doc. 12 - Winona High v». Albort Loa
Alb.rt Laa —7:45 P.M.

The Wi nona Doily News

Saturday, Dec. 13—1* . Mary's vo. Hamline U.
Winona-7:15 P.M.

is the area 's only advertisin g medium

Wednesday, Dec. 17 — St. Mar7 't vi. Stout Stata

that people pay for

Wiwm« - 7sll P.M.

because they want i t

FAR ENOUGH . . . Minnesota North Star defensoman
Lou Nanne (23) knocks Chicago Black Hawk's Bobby Hull
(9) to the lec ns Minnesota 's Bob Barlow watches at right
in first period on Nnt ionnl Hockey League game Wednesday
in the Twin Cities. Nanne was penalized on the play.
The Nort h Stars won «-5. (AP Photofax)
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DIAL

12-THREE-OH

ask them
f

FOR

EXCLUSIVE SPORTS ACTION

Want Ads
Start Here

Apollo 12 crew
returns home

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP)—The Apollo 12 astronautsout of quarantine and walking
free for the first time in almost
a month-today select the film
they will show at a press conference planned Friday.
Charles Conrad Jr., Richard
F. Gordon Jr. and Alan L. Bean
left quarantine Wednesday and
spent the first night at home
since well before their moon
mission.
This afternoon the trio
planned to pick out the slides
and movie film from the hundreds of pictures taken on the
moon. The material will be
shown at their 9 a.m. CST
press conference Friday.
The astronauts and 25 other
men were released from the Lunar Receiving Laboratory when
tests showed no signs that anyone was infected by moon
germs, If any exist.
Conrad , Bean and Gordon had
last walked free Nov. 14, the
day they were launched toward
the moon from Cape Kennedy.

personals

Card of Thanks
LtEBSCH 1 wish to thank all who remembered me
during my hospitalization when T had
my kidney transplant at the University
of Minn.
Lea Llebsch

Lost and Found

N O T I C E
This newspaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect insertion of
any classified advertisement published In the Want Ad section. ChecK
your ad and call 457-3321 If a correct
tlon must be made.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORD-2, 3, 19, 37, 57, 61.

4

FREE FOUND ADS
Ki A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
free found ads will be published when
a person finding an article calls tho
Winona Daily & Sunday News Classified
Dept., 452-3321. An 18-word notice will
be published free for 2 days In an effort
to bring finder and loser together.
FOUND—brown, black and wh ite male
. Beagle with Mass. license. Tel. 454-1245.

Card of Thanks

7 Plumbing, Roofing

EXCELLENT, efficient and. economical,
that' s Blue Lustre carpet and upholstory cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
ST. R . 0. Cone Co.
5ALE5&ALS, wo appreciate your aching
feet, Sit for a moment where eating's
a Ireat. A refreshing beverage, hot or
cold, VIII keep your nerves nicely controlled ! RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E.
3rd St., downtow n Winona. Open 24
hours every day except Mon.
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS to family and
friends Dec. 23rd with a Classified
Greeting. .18 words $1.25 CASH. Name,
address and payment must be Included
with orders. . Mail to Greetings, Box 70,
Winona, or stop at our office.
LADIES: If you want to drink that's
YOUR business; H you DON'T want to
drink, that' s OUR BUSINESS . Contact
Women's AA for private, confidential
help with your drinking problem. Call
454-4410 evenings 7-10.

ELECTRJCTROTO

ROOTER

For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KtFKOWSKl

Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6434 1-year guarantee

CHEMICAL Engineer: B.S. degree and
some manufacturing experience In aidheslvcs, plastics, plating, or etc., will
put you In this fine position. Salary
open. Service charge paid . Call or write
Dennis Devlne, Shelling & Snelttng, Rochester, Minn. Tel. m-7766.

GIVE her a CARE package . . . a worksaving KltchenAld Dishwasher. Portable
models need no additional plumbing or SINGLE MAN for regular farm work,
some milking, modern equipment, a
remodeling In your kitchen. If may be
good homo and crood wages . Fred Deryi.
kept in any convenient place and rolled
stedt, Harmony, Minn.
to the table for easy loading, then -to
the sink lo complete the operation.
Easy to handle. Large capacity. Dishes
get cleaner, sparkling dry with a KltdienAld. .

Frank O'Laughlin

Driver
Sales
Representative

Female — Jobs of Int. — 26

Excellent Opportunity

PLUMBING 8. HEATING
Tel. 452-6340
761 E. 6th

Personals
7
SPAAG— :
Our most sincere thanks are extended
WOMAN, BETWEEN ages 25-50, as
to the neighbors, friends and relatives ALL LEGIONNAIRES are invited to- the
housekeeper and child-cere) worker In
of Mrs. Anna Spaag for all of their
Ham and Turkey Party at Ihe Club
Catholic children 's home . Prefer wommany acts of kindness and sympathy
Friday night starting at 9:10. Come on Transportation
8
Mother.
an who can live in children's home.
.' at the death of our beloved .
down" ; . . meet your friends for an
We particularly wish to express our
Write
Children's Home Dlrettor, Box
evening of fun. LEGION CLUB.
INDEPENDENT TOURS—we are making
588, Winona, Minn*., giving experience
thanks to Rev . Glenn Qusm; H. J.
lodga
17-day
trip
to
Mexico.
Travel,
¦
M.D.;
attending
nurses;
the
and
references
or Tel. Winona 454-227'0.
Andersen,
ATTENTION' SHOPPERS and store pering and meals furnished. Leaving Dec.
pallbearers; those who sent food, floral
sonnel: Our dining rooms remain open
returning
Jan.
5.
For
more
In18,
BABYSITTER wanted In your home for
and memorial offerings; and a special
until 11:30 each evening so If you have
formation, Tel. 687-4762. ,
1 child. W. location pre-ferred. Tel. 454thanks to the ladles who served lunch.
postponed dinner or want a bedtime
' Margaret Carpenter & ¦
1411, after 5.
snack slop and see us. All of your favLois Goehtz, Daughters
10
orite beverages expertly mixed so re- Auto Service, Repairing
PAYROLL—ability and desire to wo rk
lax awhile In the cheerfully decorated
with figures or payroll experience preCaptains Quarters. Ray Meyer, Inn- WHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. Comferred. Full-time ycar-around- position.
keeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
plete suspension repair. See Con at
Salary commensurate wllh ability. ApHwy. Alignment Service, Jet 43 &
ply Khltcraff Corporation, 4020 W. 6th.
WHEEL CHAIRS—for every price range;
61. .
adjustable walkers. For rent or sale.
First two months renta l credited to- CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear un- WAITRESS—part-time. Apply In person,
Snack Shop.
ward purchase price. ' Crutches, wood
even? . Alignment needed! $7.95 most
or adlustable aluminum. TED MAIER
cars. Taggart Tire Service, Tel. 452BEAUTICIAN—for full dr. part-time. Apply
' 2772. ' .'
DRUGS ,
J 8, R Beauty Shop, 201 N. Elm, La
Crescent, Minn.S10 REWARD for Information leading to
Business
Services
1
4
black 5-speed bicycle missing. from 340
GO
GO DANCERS and exotic dancers,
Pelzer, Apartment D. Tel. 454-5404.
SMALL SHOP would like lob lot machine
will teach. Write P.O . Box 941, Winona.
assembly
work
Write
Ornaand/or
.
BABY, IT'S COLD outside! Be cozy and
mental Iron Co., Holmen, Wis. 54536,
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
comfortable, have those , holes In woolHarding Beauty School. 75 W. 3rd.
ens fixed like new. W. Betsinger.
.
TREES, TREES, TREES — trimming,
slump removal , spraying, etc. Free
YOUR SERVICEMAN would appreciate a
WAITRESS
estimates. Blong's Tree Service, WiChristmas Gift Subscription to the WiSTEVE'S LOUNGE
nona. Tel, 45W3I?.
nona Dally & Sunday News. Tel. 454J961 or stop at our office.

Schweigert Meat Go.
Help—Male or Female

Plumbing, Roofing

21

Telephone Your Want Ads
MATERIALS
to The Winona Daily N ews PLUMBING
• Discount Plumbing Barn
Dial 452-3321
3rd & Hidh Forest (rear)
Tel. 452-9394

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzky

Outstanding
Opportunity
Urgently in need of a Labratory Technician. Prefer
individual with experience
and chemistry background.
P e T m a nent. Outstanding
fringe benefits. S a l a r y
$450 to start.

Write D-63 Daily News.

28

ROOM CLERK—Apply Mgr., Park Plaza.

—WANTED—

Ford 8 N and 9 N tractors,
in fair to poor condition including junkers.

Adrian Roraff , Lamoille,
Minn . Tel. 454-5716.

END OF YEAR
CLEARANCE

MALE

Used Equipment

or FEMALE

1-20O gal. Van-Veter bulk
tank
2—S.P. 22 Surge vacuum
pumps
1—SJP. 11 Surge vacuum
pump
2—F 20 Bou-matic vacuum
pumps
5—50 lb. Surge buckets
44-lb. Surge buckets
1—used s i n g l e complete
wash t . a n k , stainless
steel .

Opening for person interested in working with
needy families as a Health
Aide in the Winona, area.
Good opportunity for advancement. Car necessary. Reimbursed for
mileage. 40 hour week.

Ed's Refr igeration
& Dairy Supply

. CONTACT:

Minnesota State
Employment Service

163 Walnut 'Street
Winona , Minnesota 55987

555 E. 4th St.
Winona
Tel. 452-5532
Musical Merchandise

VITO CLARINiET — excellent condition.
Tel . 452-4578 anytime. .
SPINET

Financial Assistant
Duties to include : Bank account reconciliation and
payroll accounting.
REX MORGAN, MD.

By Dal Curtis
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Experience p r e f e r r e d.
Fringe benefits include paid
vacation, hospitalization ,
profit-sharing plan.
APPLY

Nelson Tire Service
201 Main St.:
Between 8 & 5

Assistant
Women 's Editor
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Start ing about
Jan. 1
:
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NANCY

'

.

By Ernie Bushmiller

Part-time , hours
flexible, mornings
preferred.
Training or experience
helpful

Winona Daily &
Sunday News
Gary Evans, Tel. 452-3324

MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst
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snowplowlng. Tel. 454-

AMBITIOUS MARRIED man, ag«v 34,
wants to live and work in Winona area.
Have college degree In Biological Science realated field. Will give serious
consideration to any position offer including non-professional work that will
provide a moderate salary. Write or
Inquire B-59 Dally Mews.

Instruction Classes

Money to Loan

40

Quick Money...
Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

LOVELY TOY Dachshund puppies, AKC
registered . Tel . 454-3305.

MECHANIC WANTED—full or port-time,
hourly wane or commission. Auto Inn,
E. Marie.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER
puppies, AKC
registered . Available before Christmas .
Will make excellent hunting dogs . Tel .
452-7975.

1200 W. Gale, Galesville, Wis.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Daify

JOBS AT GOULD
We have openings for
MACHINIST TRAINEES
and FOUNDRY WORKERS.
If you seek steady nnd reliable employment with n
good income , wc offer this ,
along with nn excellent
package of fringe benefits .
Thnt' 8

GOULD
ENGINE PARTS
DIVISION
LAKE CITY , MINN,
Tel. 345-3341

"An Equ al Opportunity
Employer "

registered Apricot
old. Tel. Cochrane

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

FOUR SOWS to farrow In 1 week. Eldor
Molthees, 5 miles N. Lewiston. Tel.
Lewiston 2767.

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail .
SUBSCniPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS ;
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN
PAINT YOUR WAY to fun with Grumbacher 's Gainsborough Oil Color Sets .
Sets for the beginning student or more
advanced artist. We have a complete
line of Grumbachcr pre-tested permanent oil colors guaranteed and tested ;
for your protection, Ihe finest brushes,
and scientifically formulated and prepared mediums.

DEPOT
PAINT
¦
.

167 Center St.

' .

Christmas Trees
Norway Pine
;¦
'
: : - $T.25 " . . :¦ - . ¦/ ¦

William Jung hans

:;

Trempealeau, Wis.

BOLENS
SNOW THROWERS
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"Breezy Acres"
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

Hardt 's Music Store
116-118 E. 3rd

57

ENCLOSED CAR-TOP carrier; silent bow
; quiver;
arrow-matic
quiver;
snow
: skils, assorted sizes; 264 W. Wabasha.
MAN'S WINTER'COAT with zip-out lining, size 38; aquarium, 5-gal., complete
with sland; bird) cage on stand. Tel.
454-3405.
PLATE GLASS mirror, 28"x44"; 2 blond
end tables; blond desk, table, 4 chairs
with hutch; 19" portable TV. All like
new, Tel. 452-4364. ,
DOUBLE BEDS, complete; 1 single Hollywood bed, complete; 1 square dinner table with 3 leaves, $15 . CADY'S.
KELVINATOR refrigerator, 11 cu. ft.,
good condition, $25; 2 new dresses, size
10, $5 each. Tel. 454-3164.

on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

Downtown *V Miracle Mall • . - . _ ' .

For All Makej
Of Record Playerj

BLACK AND white 21" table model TV .
Stereo cabinet without components . 775
W. 7th. Tel. 452-2116. '

CHRISTMAS AKC
Poodles, 6 weeks
248-2694.

An immediate opening Is
now avairable in our Art Department. Applicant should
have a background in mechanical drafting or art .
As a recognized leader in
our field , we offer complete
fringe benefits and an excellent opportunity for advancement in a new modern
plant. Salary commensurate
with qualifications and experience .
Reply in confidence to:

NEEDLES

Business Opportunities

SERVICE STATION—have a terrific business opportunity for the man who
wants to own his own business and
make better than average Income. Be a
Texaco dealer with Ihls modern station
well located on. U.S. Hivy. 61 In Winona.
Tel. 452-4743.

TED AAAIER DRUGS

; CUT YOUR OWN ,

FOR DETAILED Information on the largest selection ot pianos and organs in
S.E. Minn. Tel. Scott Mason 454-4703,
Winona area representative for Bodlne 's
Hammond Organ & Piano Studios of
Rochester, dealer for Hammond and
Rodgera organs. Mason and Hamlin,
Yamaha, Knabe, Geo. Stick , Kimball
and Bodlne pianos.
.

Articles for Sale

MERF'S MARKET on W . Sarnia, This
is an ideal Man and . Wife . operation .
Can show a good Profit . Priced for
Quick Sale. TOWN SV COUNTRY REALTOR. Tel. 454-3741 or 454-1476.

RADIOS

From Portables Up
$5.99 - $100

PIANO-Tel . 454-2757 after 5.

ORGAN INSTRUCTION by certified Hammond organ instructor, Mrs. ScSIt Mason, Tel. 454-4703. . '

37

IF HALF OF VOU wants to give . . .. .
tut the other half says you haven't the
money .. . .' pull yourself together with
a Personal Loan from MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BA.NK. Frank, Dick, Max or
Dennis are walling to help make your
Christmas a hiappy one.
. •
~
WOOL SPECIAL
Wool Fabrics
Values to 53.98 yd.
NOW $1.97 a yd. .
CINDERELLA SHOPPES
9th and Mankato
or 66 on the Plaza w.

LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
New & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng 's Electronic & Music, Inc.
Lewlston,/v\lnn. Tel. 5681.

33

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES — Cay
shift. Apply Diamond Huller, 1200 W.
3rd.

Flexible Products Div

By Bud Blake

Situations Wanted—Male 30

IF CARPET beauty doesn 't show, clean
It right and watch It g low. Use Blu«
Lustre . Rent electric shampooer $1.
Robb Bros, Store.

WILL PAY cash for Leslie speakers or
organ speakers. Tel. Tom Daniels,
8-2929, extension 7..

WILL DO babysitting In my home, mornings, during the week, for pre-schboi
child.: Tel. 452-7aB4.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppies for sale
cheap, also white Angora kittens. Tel.
454-14M.

ART DIRECTOR

TIGER

WILL DO sewing. 202 E. 10th St.

Mala — Jobs of Interest—27

Graphic
Arts

^

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29

WANT . TO
4994.

48

GET THE BIG ONE for her for Christmas, Norge clothes dryer. Many models, low prices . . . see them. FRANK
LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. 8th. Open eve¦
. .
nings.
.. ¦
.

TRAMPOLINES—get your order In now
for Christmas for a new trampoline. In1950 M INTERNATIONAL tractor wllh
quire 168 Mankato Ave. Tel. 454-2192.
loader; 1951 M International tractor
with loader; 620 John Deere fractor, HEAVY DUTY walking snow plow, Ideal
power steering and live power; 60
for tilling station ' or large: driveway ;
John Deere, power steering and live
two 5 25xlB tires; china dishes, service
power;J 1963 460 International tractor,
for 8. Tel. 452-6488,
fast hitch ; 351 New Holland grindermixer. Harold D. Anderson, 3 miles E. PHILCO PORTABLE TV , 4-speed autoof Mondovi on 10. Tel. 924-56*4.
matic phonograph, 60 power telescope)
with tripod. All In good t» excellent
BOU-MATIC MILKERS
condition. Reasonable. Tel. Rushford
¦' ¦
' •
Bucket, pipeline or milking parlor.
864-W79.
.
. . ' . ' '
: . - - .- .
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
555 E. 4th
Tel. 452-5532 HOUSEHOLD
WonderFURNITURE ;
horse; playpen; snow fires, 7:50 and
6:4SxU" ; 15" wheel tlra. chains, 168
High Forest.

Tel Sales Department
Minneapolis 612-522-4425.

Minneapolis fire
kills three-year-old

MINNEAPOLIS (APD-Threeyear-old Ryan Doll was killed
Wednesday when fire swept
through his parents home.
Fire Chief Kenneth Hall said
the boy, the son of Matt Doll,
apparently hid in a closet and
was trapped by flames. Three
other children were in the home,
firemen said. They escaped unharmed , although two had to
leap from a second story win: ' - . ' ;.
dow. ¦ :
An investigation was in progress into the cause of the fire.

CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING and processing. Lewiston Locker Plant, Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 3331. We render lard and
cure and smoke.

Farm Implements

5?

46 Articles for Said

21 Male —- Jobs of Interest—27 WanteoT—LivesfocJc

VIKING METAU-edged skis, 6'6"; poles;
Australian boots, 8-10, tree, $65. Tel.
454-5397 after 5.
CAMERA, 8MM, Protector with light and
screen. May be seen at 320 E, 4th
anytime.

Christmas Specials
Roto-flasher battery-operated revolving signal for
autos, boats, trucks, farm
equipment. Giant size $5.99
with batteries.
Portable typewriters, portable radios, waikie-talkies,
tape recorders, Shopsmith
saw, new and used vacuum
cleaners, portable record
players, Super 8 and regular 8 movie projectors,
demonstrator snowmobiles
at reduced prices, Ray-ovac flashlight batteries
2/25c, styrofoam refrigerator decals, electric guitars.

Neumann's 3rd St.
Bargain Store
129 E. 3rd
Tel. 452-5781

GIVE HER tho perfect gift for Christmas,
a G.E. portable dishwasher, only $148,
B 8, B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.

j!

From

J»

I Cassette City \

FEEDER PIGS-Keri Spalding, Tel. 4541205.

ChrLas

PUREBRED ARABIAN filly and colt,
color chestnut. Norman Olnes, Galesville, Wis. Tel. 582-2769, Call evenings
or weekends.
HEREFORD FEEDER calves, 19, 4O0 to
500 lbs., dehorned and castrated, Leighton Kragnoss, Tol. Rushford 864-9274.
SIXTEEN FEEDER pigs. Allen Randall,
Tel. Rushlord 864-9417.

|

ONE PUREBRED Arab stud, coming 2
years old, 4 whi le stockings and blazoj
2 half Arab mares, white stockings and
strip; I saddle bred maro , child's
horse. Tol. Rollingstone 689-2479 .
HOLSTEIN STEERS , 25, 400-500 lbs.; 20
Holsloln slcors, 650-800 lbs. William
Walsky Jr„ Tel. Arcadia 323-3454.
DUROC FALL boars nnd gilts, several
gills large enough lo breed, others from
100 lbs. up. M. W. Wll lse, Rl, 1, SI.
Charles, Minn.
HOLSTEIN second nnd third call springing cows, 25. Elmer Rops, Lewlslon,
Minn. Tel. 5784.
PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars of nil
ages . All boars guaranteed 100%. Will
deliver. Lyle Sell, Rt. 1, Strum, Wis.
Tel. evenings 878-4277.
PUREBRED DUROC boars . Clifford Holt,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tol. Poterson 875-6125.
PUREBRED ¦ SPOTTED Poland China
boars, new bloodline. Lowoll Dabcock,
Ullca, Minn. Tol. St. Charles 932-3437.
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE bn,,rs nnd
open gilts, carcass data on llllcrrnnlos,
200 lbs. 136 days. Priced for commercial
mon, Mllo Wills, La Crescent. 1W miles
S .E. Nodlno.
PUREBRED SPOTTED
Poland China
boors, Leonard DUtrlch. Almn, Wis.
TWO YORKSHIRE hoars with nrtllldnl
breeding, S80 | Msn unhrml nrtltlclal
Yorkshire ollls , nlcu thrifty hogs . Morris Sandvlg, Wilson, Minn. Tel. 4545O0B,

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

I

MODEL 2394

!{
]>

• Bell & Howell push-button portable casaette player/recorder,

!
j

<|
!|

• Operates on batteries or household AC
power.

•
!

"!
![

• Automatic recording level control asaures perfect recordings.

<
!

•!
«}

• Built-in storage space for microphone
and accessories.

j
<

• Complete with microphone, earphone ,
batteries and cassette tape.

<

\\
c
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BATTERY BROODERS — 5 deck high.
Healing element on ench deck. Oporaid at room leinpnrrtlure . Capacity 1000
chick"* lo 7 drtys, 400 lo 6 weeks . Cost
J4.S0 now, sales price J3V Kxc«il|nnl
condition. Hall day only 8:30 IQ 12,
Sat., Dec. 13. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, corner 2nd & Center, Winona.

Wanted—Livestock

j

HAL LEONARD |

46

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKE1
A REAi GOOD auction nwkoi Inr ynur
livestock . Dairy cnlllo nn nan* all
woek
Livestock
bought ovory day.
Trucks available, Sole, Tliurs., 1 a.m.
Tel, Lewlslon 2667 or Wlnone 452-7814.

$4995

]

J
J»

MUSIC INC.

CA F,. 2nd
Tol 4!><1-2fl20
"The Area 's Only Complete Music Store "

. **m%mmm.mm ^^*~. ^4m.—
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Articles for Sale

57 Roomi Without M«als

86 Houses for Sale

JUST ARRIVED new adult and children's VERY CLEAN sleeping fom for men,
wheelchairs, hospital beds, walkers, exclose to downtown, Ttl, 454-1184 or
ercising blkars, all at half of catalog or
452-0455.
below. New G.E. stereo record players, fully automatic, double speakers ;
. regularly $56.95, now $29.88; have a Apartments,Flats
90
large select-Ion fully automatic G.E.
record plsyars at $20; G.E. transistor
radios at ortly S3.99 each, limited sup- ONE BEDROOM apartment available
Immediately. Tel. 454-3824.
ply; large so/eeffon RCA, G.E., Zenlth. Motorola, otc. electric radios a I
half price. Ray 's Trading Post, ¦ 21< LARGE FIRST floor, 3 bedrooms, 2
E, 3rd.
baths, laundry, garage. Downtown area .
All utilities included, Ttl Dakota 6436829.
NEW AUT0A/1ATIC slide pro|ector with
trays. Tel. 454-5350 alter 5.
IN FOUNTAIN CITY-flrat and second
SUPER STUFF , sure null That's Blue
floor apartment, available at once, T«l.
Fountain City 687-3502.
Lustra for cleaning rugs and upholstery. Rent elsctrlc shampooer JI. H,
LARGE HOUSEKEEPING cottage, partChoate & Co.
ly furnished. Will accommodate family
wllh 2 children. Has stove and refrigerNUTONE 30" deluxe cop pertone range
ator, etc. May b« seen any morning
hood,.like new. Tel. 452-7089.
until 1 p.m. except Sat. or Sun. Tel.
452-4859 or contact Emherst Rooms.
COMPLETE . KITCHEN remodeling with
top qusllty Dura-Supreme
Cabinets
Oak or birch, your choice. 12 different CENTER 50OV4—3 rooms with private
bath. Move, refrigerator, carpeting
styles, your choice . 7 dlHerent finishes,
and draperies furnished. Adults. $95.
your choice. See our display. Free esTel. 452-6790.
timates. Standard Lumber Co., 350 W.
3rd. Tel. 452-3373.
ONE BEDROOM all modern upstairs
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
apartment. Heat, water, stove and reNew & Used Ice Skates
frigerator furnished. 470'A Lafayette St.
Kolter Bi-cyclo Shop, 400 Mankato
Tel. 454-1003.
-

The Counter That Cooks

A

COMPLETELY
now
concept that
makes cook ing results more predictable,
cleaning easier. Not an old-fashioned
burner In- sight. . Counter range comes
with sell-cleaning oven. WINONA FIRE
* POWER EQUIP . CO., 54-56 E. 2nd
St. Tel. 4J2-5065.

H0MELITE CHAIN SAWS
:
New Christmas Specials
Used Saws
Also 1 Super XL
POWER MAI NTENANCE eVSUPPLY CO.
'
2nd & Johnson
Tel. .452-2571
MOTOROLA 23" color TV, solid walnut
case, S4« w.t.; Gibson H cu. ft. . refrigerator-freezer, self defrost, $219.95
w.t . SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671 W .
5th.

Coal,A/Voed,Other Fuel 63
DRY BIRCH firewood, 24". Tel. Fountain City 637-7697,

Apartments, Furnished

LARGE MEWLY decorated 3-room apartment. Bath, private entrance, carpeting,
heat and water furnished. Prefer middle-aged or older lady. Tel. 454-3344 or
452-4101,
.
SMALL FURNISHED
sleeping room.: Tel.
9150. • ¦ "¦.- '

apartment, also
Rollingstone 689-

DELUXE EFFICIENCY
Adults. $95. Lakevlaw
ments . Tel. 454-5250.

on bus line.
Manor Apart-

NEWLY COMPLETELY carpeted apartment for 5 at 520 E. King; 2 girls to
shera apartment; I male fo share new
apartment with WSC students. Tel. ^523341 or 452-3778.
FURNISHED APT. for girls, now available. All utilities paid . Tel. 452-3044 or
454-4768.
.

Coal, Wood,Other Fuel 63 Garages for Rent
FIREPLACE WOOD—mostly oak, cherry
and walnut. Will deliver. Tel. 452-7490 GARAGE very large,
or St. Charles 932-4419. ' .
$20. Tel, 452-9287,
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL ind enloy
the comfort of automatic personal care .
Keep full service - complete burner
care and furnace cleaning. Budget service. Order today from JOSWICK. FUEL
t, OIL CO ., 901 E. 8th . Tel. 452-3402.

Furn.
, Rugs, Linoleum

64

COMPLETE TWIN size Hollywood , bed
with spring, headboard, frame and
mattress. $54. BURKE'S FURNITURE
MART, 3rd S. Franklin. Open every evening 'III 9. Park behind me store.
LINOLEUM RUGS—9x12, pretty patterns,
good selection for any room $5.99 each.
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 454-3389.
SPECIALI 3 table grouping, 2 step,.. - . j
cocktail. H9.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato: Ave. Open evenings 'III Christmas..
From our Ready-to-Flnlsh
SPECIAL)
Furniture Department. This week only,
save 20% on any piece of furniture.
Chests, benches, chairs, cabinets, stools,
desks, plc-fure framss, etc., and the -finishing malerlals such as antiquing kits,
stains, varnishes, etc. A savings of 20%
on all wood products and . finishing
needs. Ta ke advantage of this tremendous otter at Sherwin-Williams, Westgate Shopping Center.

Good Things to Eat

65

RUSSET POTATOES, 100 lbs. S2.9S;
Christmas, nuts, candy, fruit boxes and
baskets; apples $1.50 bu. Winona potato
'.. Market.
CIDER KNOLLS Orchards, Ramsden and
Welch . PI enry of good eating and cooking apples for Christmas needs. Only S
miles on '61 to Homer.

ECHO LODGE
ORCHARDS
Open daily 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
while Ihe supply lasts . Between Centefville and Winona, % mile off "35."
Guns, Sporting Goods

66

• ROWNING AUTOMATIC .22 caliber
pistol, ho lster, $75. Tel, 454-5397 after 5.

SPECIALS
20 gauge automatics, 12
gauge automatics, 28 gauge
automatic, 410 automatic,
Marlin over and under 12
gauge, new and used Springfield shotguns, Rifles: 308
Savage with Bushnell 3-9
variable scope; 222 Savage
with Weaver 4-power scope;
224 magnum Weatherby ;
Fox double barrel 12 gauge.
New and used guns, revolvers of all types.

Neumann's 3rd St.
Bargain Store
129 K. 3rd

Te7. 452-5781

Machinery and Tools

69

MELROE BOBCATS
NEW, ut*d and reconditioned for sale or
rant by the hour, day or week Your
Bobcat Dealer—Dakota Heavy Equipment Sales Company . 4 miles west of
Dakota on County Road 12 at Nodlno.
Tol. 643-6290.

Sewing Machines

73

91

94

centrally located .

Houses for Rent

99 Snowmobile!

HEIGHTS BLVD. 1516-new 2-story house,
4 bedrooms, family room with fireplace, double attached garage, air conditioned and landscaped: Hllke Homes.
Inc., Tel. 452-4127 for . appointment.

Near Winona

THREE-BEDROOM country home, new
gas furnace, attached double garage .
Available Dec. 15. Howard Williamson ,
Galesville, Wis. Tel. 582-2007.
THREE-BEDROOM house, E. location.
Immed iate possession. Newly remodeled. Tel. 454-3053.
SMALL.— 2 bedrooms, living room and
Kitchen . Carpeted. No pets. Mrs. Joe
Miner, Lamoille, Minn. Tel. Dakota
643-6759.

Wanted to Rent

96

MATURE, DEPENDABLE couple need
1 bedroom furnished apartment Jan .
1. No> children. Interested In caretaker position. No lease. Tel. collect
507-465-3268,

West Location

Fine three bedroom home
with garage. Dining room ,
living room and bedrooms
all newly carpeted. Nice
kitchen with built-in cabinets. Den, utility room, bath.
Full basement.

Sure to Please

Well cared for two bedroom
home with carpeted living
and dining rooms. Beautiful
kitchen with birch cabinets .
Marlite b a t'h. Glassed in
porch. Garage.
Residence Phones After 5:
Ed Hartert ........ 452-3973
Pat Magin
452-4934
Bill Ziebell ........ 452-4854
Charles E. Merkel, Realtor

J.

FARMS^FARMS—FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo; Wis
Tel. Office 597-3659
Res. 695-3157
We buy, we sell, we trade

BOB

Houses for Sale

99

WANT 2 or 3-bedroom house, E. central
location, priced reasonably. C. SHANK,
552 E. 3rd.
THREE-BEDROOM
house at Dakota,
wllh garage . Vacant. $8,000. For sale
or rent, new 3-bedroom home at Pickwick. Family room, double garage. Vacant. BILL CORNFORTH, La Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 895-2106.
FOUR-BEDROOM home on edge ot city.
Less than 15 years old. Carpeted living
room. 2 baths, 2-car garage. Large lot.
TOWN «. COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel.
454-3741, 454-1476 or 454-5809.
IX. HOME IN NEW area of all new
homes being offered. 3 bedrooms, all
carpeted. If you desire a new home
be sure and check this one out. Financing on a conventional loan basis with
20% down Is available. ABTS AGE NCY,
INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 454-43(55 or
alter hours 452-3184,

T REALTOR

120 CENTER.- Tei.2#9
Future Chnstmases

WILL be bright in this two
bedroom brick home. Two
fireplaces, separate dining ,
room , kitchen and breakfast room.

Christmas Bonus

Don't Forget The Children
WHAT better gift for them
than a new four bedroom,
two and a half bath home
on a big lot? Just a FEW
minutes from downtown.
$7500 will buy this home
suitable for a couple. Living
room,, dining room , bedroom, kitchen and porch.
East location.

Give Yourself Income

ALL year! We have a substantial building suitable for
multiple apartments or student housing. Close to Winona State and Downtown.

Instant Christmas

UNDER $17,000 and just
completed home has carpeted living r o o m , 2-3 bedrooms, deck, ideal kitchen.
Tiled lower level with shower.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
452-4009
Wyles Peterson . ,
453-7622
Laura Satka
452-21 18
Laura Flsk

Accessories,Tires, Parti 104

NEWLY REMODELED - 3 bedrooms,
allactied garage. Tel, 454-5885,
OX. EVER DREAM of having a "stone
home"? Here Is Your opportunity, it
has everything one can desirs, <4 bedrooms, double garage, n\r conditioned.
You |ust name It, everything one can
desire. If you want something real good
call us on this one. ABTS AGENCY,
INC. 159 Walnut St. Tel. 454-4365 or
altar hours 452-3184,
PROMPT Real Estate Salss
And Financing

Frank West Agency

175 Lslayelte
Tel. 452-5240 or 452-4400 after hours.

SNOW TIRES-6:50x7:13, Ilka nsw . Tel.
454-1015. 456 E. 4th.

107

Motorcycles,Bicycles

GIVE A MOTORCrCLE for Christmas.
196B Yamaha 250 Enduro, like new,
under 4000 miles. Tel. Fountain City
6B7-7539 .

107A

Snowmobiles
ARTIC CAT—196? 24 h.p.
Tel. 454-3868 evenings .

mowmoblle .

SCORPION—1969, 18 h.p., demonstrator.
Beeman, Garvin
Elmer
At
cost.
Heights, Tel. 454-2753.
Red Hot RUPP Snow-Sport
5 Models on Display
Complete Sales «. Service
Headquarters
WINONA F I R E f, POWER EQUIP CO.
Tel. 452-5065
54-56, E. 2nd St.

NEW HO/ME portable sewlnn machines ,
cam controlled, zlo lag, on sale , S) 29. 50.
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

(MOOOUV

MONOGRAM Oil HEATERS, all sizes,
one-room
to sovon rooms. Liberal
terms .and trade allowances GAIl 'S
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 452-4210 ,
OIL OR GAS haulers, Sales, service.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO.. 90) E 5th
Tel. 453-74 7?, Adolph MIchalowsm.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWR ITERS and addlno machln«» for
sale or rent. Ruasonabla rates, free
delivery. Sea us lor all vour olllco supplies, -desks, film or office chairs
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tal. 4525222.

Wanted to Buy

81

USED CORRUGATED or V crimp oalvnnIred rn-ollnn wanled. Writ e to Andrew
Radomakl, Rt, 2, Box 38, Arcadia. Wis .
ONE TWIN BED Including sprlno and
mnllres-si also chesl of drawers. Tel.
Cochrane, Wis. MII-24B9.
GLASS SHOWCASE — about it', stale
prlco a nd condition. Selfert Sport Shop,
Uilca, Winn.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO pa's* highest prices tor scrap Iron,
metals and raw lur
Closed Saturday*
222 W, 2nd
J«l- 452-30«7_
"
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for icrap Iron, mntals. r»B», Mitt.
raw (u« and wool l

> MTOfr

COUNTRY STYLE AT

V

I(

) JKk Tocsin mmJ <
) 3968 INTERNATIONAL %-ton pickup
this truck has everything
1964 RAMBLER 2-door hardtop
\ 1965 COMET 2-door hardtop . . , . . '
1966 FORD Cyclone GT
1966 MUSTANG 2-door
) 1964 COMET 2-dooT hardtop
1965 FORD 2-door hardtop

>

<^
$1005
$ 795
$ 995 /
$1195
$1695
$ 895
$ 595 ^

100% Bonded Warranty on '66 & Newer /

4J0 W.

wi l)iJ?~conn, rid lox, muskrats. We
will lake llitm on lh«. carcass, he.l
hetter prlcesl Dick' s Sport Ship, 110
Host at ,, La Crosae. Wis. Tol. 7844401.

;

FORD—1967 Country Sedan, V-S, automatic transmission, power steering and
brakes, Posltraction, power . window,
air bags. Tel. 454-2125.

LUXURY DRIVING
1967 CHRYSLER
New Yorker

2 DOOR HARDTOP

TWO USED 1-ton Ford trucks, 12' van
type Olson aluminum , curb-side bodies,
in . excellent condition. May be Inspected at Federal- Sunbeam Bakery, 101
Plaza E.r Winona. See Gordon F ossen
or E. L. Hostettler. Tel. 454-2901.

Beautiful dark green metallic with automatic transmission , FULL POWER including seats and windows,
FACTORY AIR, Astrophonic
radio, tinted windows, whitewal! tires, bucket seats
with center armrest. All
leather interior.

WANTED — Ford pickup, '54-'il0, must
have good body, prefer without motor
and transmission. Tel. 896-3455 or write
Kennelh Konkel, Rt. 1. Houston, Winn.
55943.

Beat the Snow

$2495

with one of these
FINE 4 Wheel Drive
INTERNATIONAL SCOUTS

"We service what we sell."
"Smallest New Car
Dealer In Town"

Used International
4 X 4 Scouts

SPEEDY
SPECIALS
Each Day

)

Your "Country Stylo" Ford-Mcrcury-Lincoln Dealer
Mirncle Mali
Open Mon.-Wcd.-Pri. Evenings

/
N

DEC. 13—Sat. 12 noon. 9 miles N.W. of
Pepin on State Hwy. 183 to Lund, .then
Vi mile- W. Carl Barrves, owner; Leon
Schoeder, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
' ¦ ¦ ¦-. ;
. cierk.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed and bonded, Rt. 3, WJnona. Tel.
452-4980.

DEC. 14 — Tues., II a.m., 5 miles S. of ' .
FalrchlW Cheese Factofy to County . '
Trunk B, then 1 mile W. on B, then l '
mile S. On blacktop, -then V. mile W. *
Fred D). Hefty, Owner,' 2eck & Helke, .
Auctioneers ; Northern Inv. Co., Clerk. '.

. FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
auctions.
Tel. '' ' Dakota 643-61*3

'63 Chevrolet Impata 2-door
hardtop, full power .. $837

IS HOUSTON

^UTO SALES

.
.,

Everetl J Kohner
Winona. Tel . 4i2-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 643-29T2

Auction Sales

'61 Plymouth Fury 4-door
sedan, 8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, new
paint. Real sharp! .... $366

Auction Sales

Minnesota Land .&. "' . " . '¦
Auction Service

Many homes to choose from al
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E„ Winona
Tel. 452-4276

'67 Chrysler Convertible,
loaded including
¦ new Premium tires . '.' .
$2073

¦

—

HOMETTE
LIBERTV
HAMPTO N
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT
4 Jk.K.'s MOBILE HOMES; INC.
NELSON, WIS,

DEC. 12—Fri. 1 p.m. Farm Machinery
Auction, lunction ol Hwys. 183 and 35,
lust W. of Pepin, Wis. Pepin Implement Co., owner; Francis Werleln, auctioneer; Gateway Credit, clerk,

DEC. 14 — Tues. 9 a.m. J miles W. or
Cresco, Iowa on Hwy . 9. Ralph s. Kenneth Hurst, Owners; Erickson & Knud- ,
sen, Auctioneers; Thorp. Sales Corp., ".
Rochester, Clerk,

DEC. 13—Sat. 11 a.m. 6 miles S. of Arcadia, Wis. on 95, then 5 miles W . on
E. William Boland, owner; Werlein 8.
Kohner, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp.,
clerk.

DEC. 17 — Wed. 12:30. 3'A miles N. E. , of. Gilmanton on County Trunk. Z. ..
James . Knudtson, Owner; Francis ¦Wer- .'
lein, Auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., ¦
¦¦
Clerk. -

£
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NORTHERN INVESTMENT
|tS%
| | |-

^hm.SALES & SERVICE fPf

5Ue8%-3858 ITLJ
«9/
w
mtm
HOUSTDN.MJNN.

|, Due to lack of help, I have decided to discontinue farm- $'
i, ing, ¦ and will sell all of my personal property on
i -;
.

v

Mobile Homes,Traiiors 111

S^

$, 'Ttiesdayy.. DecembeiLr 16: |;;

Starting time 11 A .M.
Lunch will be served.
|;
^
"s Located 5 miles South of Fairchild Cheese Factory to i'
County Trunk "B," then 1 mile West on "B," tlien 1 mile |
•
ONE BEDROOM mobile home, 1Vx*5' . ^
In good condition. Tel. 452-3M0.
\ South on Blacktop, then % mile West , or 1% rniles West 1'
*? of Alma Center on "95" and "121" junction , then 6 miles i
TR COURT In Lewiston has space availNprth on Blacktop, then % mile West or 3 |
rmiles West |
able for immediate occupancy. Tel. Bob
1967 FULL TRAVELTOP
^
Hennessey, Lewiston 2451,
\« of Humbird on "B" then i mile South on Blacktop,, then $;
4i cylinder engine complete
3rd k Washington
£2
Open Mon . & Fri . Evenings MOBILE HOME-1969, on lot, 12'xSO'. -\ % mile West. Watch for Auction Arrows .
with 6Vi ft , manual snow
Tel. 8-2184 after 6 p.m .
plow, A-l condition.
64 HI-GRADE & REGISTERED HOLSTEINS: 34 j |
Z
~»r,ww<*ww«*:«-:tt:-:*^^^
!5 Outstanding Cows. 8 close springers; 6 springing
|
due |
<^ Jan. and Feb.; 13 fresh with calves at side; 7 fresh and ft
WINONA TRUCK
« bred. back.
1
SERVICE
v
30 Choice Heifers. 1 close springer; 2 sprlrigersy due !§'
*
March;
11
open
yearlings,
12-15 months; 9 heifers , 2-3 I;
65 Laird
Tel. 4738
months; 7 calves, 1-4 weeks.
^
Lbs.
Expected if
9:00 A.M . SHARP
i.
I
Days
Milk . Test
BF.
B.F.
j§
Location : 5 miles W. of Cresco, Iowa, on Hwy. No. 9 or j£ ; Name
SNOW TIME
14,866
3.9
;¦> 4 miles E . of Jet. Hwy. 9 and 63 then 4 miles S. Follow ^ ^ Cresmell .... 267
58i
633
1
Auctifyn Arrows
SPEC IAL
5,556
4.9
223 : 709
' Ruby . . . . . . . . 79
If
. AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Very .large sale,. lots of; good '- ^ Hazel. ;,....., 311
16,233
3.6
584
complete i
19,108
3.3
631
complete i
I equipment and misc. items. Selling 2 rings to 11 A.M., ?>% i, Da isy, 2yrs. . 380
70 Dodge
when we will sell trucks and trailers, farm equipment by « i Linda ..:.... . 305
14,626
4.2
618
complete ®
f
3/£-Ton Pickup
-' 12 noon, then ind. equipment.
& 4 Kay ......... 274
13,461
4.1
548
. 581
i
1
MACHINERY: To sell by 12 noon.
13,349
4.2
554
complete I
-^ \ Myrthle ..... 296
Heavy duty 4-wheel drive .„>
2 International ''806" D, row crop tractors , complete '\ „; Whittie ...... 238
3.7 . 481
13,014
complete I
with FULL HYDRAULIC |
with Excel cabs ; 2 International "560" D, tractors, com- '} ' Darky
331
16,406
3.3
641
complete ®
PLOW, powerful V-8 engine, |
plete ; Oliver "88" D, tractor; Gleaner C-2 A.C. combine, *; |
12,904
Patsy ....;... 292
4.4
567
complete pij
|
4-speed transmission, lock I 4 row corn head , cab, extras; Gleaner model "E" A.C. B x-| Sophie . . . . . . . 3 0 9
14,476
4.1
593
complete i
out hubs, all heavy duty . % combine, 2 row corn head, robot header , cab, extras; 2 p - Ace . ;...
3.6
. 278
17,756
638
complete i
and snow tires.
608
International "560" 6-16 bottom strable plows; 2 Inter- % ' Lilly (Reg). : 322
15,347 . 4.0
complete |
% national
15,040
4.1
"No. 48," 19 ft . wheel disks ; 2 set duals for b l>* Star, 2 yrs. .. 404
624
complete ?f
I
Retail $4632
'! Tina (Reg.) -. 372
13,469
4.0
541
complete i
i International "806"; Oliver "MD 40 combine, D engine,
3.6 ^32
complete i«!
14,903
4-16 plows; Inter- , ' Goldie ....... 309
complete
;
2
International
MD
"70,''
1
Special 43795
4.2
464
11,127
complete i
I national 24 inch breaking plow; 2 International "55" 13 , , May ......... 306
317 . 15,615:
3.9
608
complete
- Nellie .,
% ft. chisel plows; 2 International "37" 14 ft . wheel disks; |
4.0
531
13,311
Rosy ........ 341
complete ^
I
4 2 International 4 or 6R front mount cultivator, for "560" ; f t |
¦
$
3.8
604
complete
®
Blackie ...... 354
15,836
4 2 International "863" cultivators; 2 '68 International 6 row, %
4.0
428
complete
i
Mildred
......
269
10,816
WD
#R
corn
planter
liquid
fertilizer;
Internationa!
"52";
?
,
|
I
12,143
3.6
435
complete i
. 313
International loader, bid. and clam bucket; Tryco liquid '4 'i Twin ,
|
3.2
449
318
13,834
comprete i :
: Big Cow
I fertilizer , approximately-5 R.; 320 gallon;stainless steel
3.6
345
INC.
9,533
I tank and PTO pump; '69 Lindsey, 4 row- chopper , used
-| Janet (Reg.) . 266
§1
^ -^ Sally, 2 . . . . . . 339
3.9
621
complete jg
36,120
1 200 acres; '68 Hutchinson 53. ft. 8 inch grain auger, PTO; y
3.6
458
INC.
12,644
yi Bloom, 2 yrs. 305
i '68 Grain-ovator,- tandem axle; Stan Hoist 33 it, 8 inch
|
308
^
Marie
.
.
.
:
.
.
.
.
3.4
458
complete
33,413
:f
I grain auger; Clark tandem axle sprayer; NI horn loader ; y,
^
¦
3rd and Washington
3.1
353 . complete |
31,492
|
Vale, 2 yrs. .. 309
I post hole digger ; 2 Coby, 1 International, 1 John Deere %
Tel. 454-5954
!
|j
|l heavy duty wagons with hoist and barge boxes; Inter- j ' Candy \Reg.)
Open Mon.-Wed--Fri . Nights
3.5
290
368
31,492
M'
2 yrs . . . . . . 2 2 6
|
national front and rear wheel weights; International on '>, c
' . . , . . : 95
.6
,163
3.6
219
554
§
L,
Pearl
tillage
hitches.
?j
hitch;
2
International
min.
i land
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS: To sell at U A.M.
be available |
ix ^' 4 heifers just fresh , production records will|
Used Car«
109 I
10 trucks V.G. '66 Chevrolet Vz ton heavy duty , pick- y % by sale date .
I
|
|
CHEVROLET—1965 2-door hardtop, 327 4COMMENT: Without question one of the top herds |^
I up; several straight trucks with grain box and hoist; % Z
speed. Tel. 452-900B.
several tractor equip, trucks; 38 ft. and 34 ft. gr. trailers r{ \ offered for sale this year. The above records speak for |i
|
$ with tandem axles.
\ v themselves. Practically all animals calfhood vacc , arti- p;i
SEVERAL USED
|
IND . EQUIPMENT : Immediately after farm equipment >;
ficial breeding used exclusively. If you are interested in j|
JEEPS
I '69 Vermeer T-60OA tiling machine, 15 incli tracks, ':>, < purchasing some outstanding Holsteins , feel free to inspect ;
|i
Pickups & Station Wagons
i front end winch, near new; Caterpillar "D6" with dozer , M 'j , this fine herd anytime prior to day of sale.
!
|
$325 & Up.
I excellent condition ; brush cab with "D6" ; Low Boy single ''-, ,
FEED: 6,000 bales alfalfa mixed hay; 1,600 bales of |!
KEN'S SALES &
>
|
axle trailer; International 3414 Ind. tractor , with loader
i straw ; 1,500 bu . ear corn; 1,500 bu. oats; 30 ft. corn silage lj
SERVICE
j' -', in 14 ft. silo.
U and 3140 back hoe.
1
¦ :_
"Breezy Acres"
¦
¦'
«j
I
SHOP TOOLS and EQUIPMENT: To be sold before
-- .
g
— ': .
^
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona
'
il
and after trucks and equipment.
I
Shop tools include one of the best farm equipment 4
I
¦
¦
§
1 shops in N.E. Iowa . The items are too numerous to ;1
25
/
¦
>
If mention.
'
DAIRY EQUIPMENT : Solar 400 gal . hulk tank , like j|
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: To be sold before
SELECT-CLEAN I
; ;< new ; 2 stainless steel strainers ; 3 Surge 50 lb. buckets, |
11 A.M. and after 3 P.M .
I
;, like new ; DeLaval milker pump with 1 h.p. motor; pipe- §j
This includes hundreds of good useful items. We will
USED CARS
%
*- - '" lire for 34 cows; brand new Topline step s;ivcr , complete Jl
i have lighted building to finish sale in.
with 80 ft. plastic hose Releaser, complete; New Bloomer, |1
p
Terms: $15 and under CASH, or may be financed on •
Winter Ready
|
i regular Thorp terms, 25% down, balance mo . payments. ?; • dryer for step saver ; Surge milker pump and motor ; |
: 5 stainless steel double compartment wash tank ; "White " $
I
HURST FARMS
U
AT
I
RALPH HURST and KENN ETH HURST, OWNERS
h ' ' 52 gal. electric water heater; 1200 watt milk house healer;
1
Oster cow cli pper; Challenger barn foggcr; usual misc. |
|
§ Clerk: Thorp Sales Corp., Clark Vessey & Merle Moehnke ,
U
|§ Rep. Rochester, Minn. Phone 288-4045.
4 « ' dairy equipment.
MACHINERY : 3 TRACTORS-John Deere 2510, 2 $
|? Auctioneers: Lyfe Erickson , Cresco, Iowa , Phone 547-3700; f \
Buick-Olds-GMC
y' ¦ years old , 1,410 hours , fully equipped; Allis Clinlmnrs WD |:j
&¦ Howard Knudsen , Canton , Minn.
Open Friday Evenings
tractor |
tractor , very good new tires ; Allis - Chalmers WC |
V'
' ¦¦,;w
'
,,>
.<
,/ >'
,
, » >- *,
,' ttU' ,
f
, '
\,
sji with cultivator ; hyd. cylinder; 2 sets traclor chains; tt
h New J.D. umbrella; Mohawk tractor brade with 3 point !'|
U hookup; Dual Big D No. 75 hyd. loader with snow ft
1 bucket; New Idea 180 bu. PTO triple heater spreader
| , |
% new ; new McD, 12 ft, grain drill on rubber with fort ,, jj |
|
$\ grass seeder and brome grass attachments ; New Gehl [
f- chopper with corn head , only used 2 seasons; New Gehl iij
fl Hi-throw blower with 40 ft. p ipe ; Minn . Molino 11 ft . j $
|
wheel disc on rubber ; J.D. No. 16 A flail chopper like p|
I new; Massey Ferguson No. 10 bafer , like new; New John |'|
I Deere PTO side mount No . 50 mower; Little Giant :ifi " <1
|j elevator comp lete with drag hopper and 2 h.p. motor , si
% very good ; Badger self unloading chopper box with 7 ton f\
1 wagon., V.G.; New McD . 4-scction spike harrow with (|
|
folding drawbar; J.D. No. 290 corn planter with fcrt., il;
|
V.G.; J.D . hay fluffer , new; New Idea 4-bar side rake ; |j
><: Case 4-bar side rake; McD . ruhber tired wagon with \-i
an open letter to you:
H
''< good rack.
OTHER MACHINE RY : Electric wide tvead viihlier Vwe wish to make this Christmas the
tired wagon and good rack; J . D. 3-14 tractor plow (3- ! ;
merriest ever for you !
point)
, trip beam , excellent condition ; J . D. 12 ft. field
¦ cultivator
how would you like to drive a brand new
on rubber , V .G.; new 32 ft. extension ladder ; :. l
or exceptionally clean used car to church
:; 2 sets bob sleighs; 4 mctnT tanks; breakin R plow ; corn ;. i
on Christmas and have up to $250.00 in
- : binder; dump rake; air compressor , like now ; platform ji
cash to help you with your Christmas
: ; scale; round hog feeder; 2 electric fencers ; 4 rolls snow j;¦Rhopping? maybe you would rath er
: fence- 11 ft Kovar sprin g tooth ; V. G.; McCullnch chain
¦'¦¦¦ saw; Wright chain saw; about 1,000 fl . now pine boards ; j:
hnve a color {envision set or n now
camera 8o that you can relive this
p¦ about 50 steel fence posts; 10 brigs mineral feed ; about :
¦
christmas for years to come.
'- ¦:¦ 20 gal. oil; usual small tools,
This ifl an exceptionally well cared for line of equip- j;
H\
every vehicle at winonn auto sales has
j
|
most of it new or like new .
ment
%
a Rift or its equivalent in cash wnilin g
for you. won't you help us make this
f\
280 ACRE FARM FOR SALE
your merriest christmas ever?
%
2
This is nn exceptionally good productive dairy farm. *i
Riiys!
see. . . . we are the good
U All buildings are rehitively new and in an excellent state I
[J of repair. Grade A driveway type dairy bnrn hat; 34 |
sincerely,
i steel stanchions and comfort stalls , new milk house , |
U silo , with new spacious young stock bnrn adjacent . Modern |
m A bedroom farm home has been recently remodeled. New |!
/^^m^l^£ *^-»^
|
p| kitchen , bath , furnace , etc. For further information con- |
jjj
tact owner,
|
RICHARDSON Mobile Home, 1944, 10" X
50'. New. carpeting and other additions
beneficial to buyer. Tel. 452-«434 after
6 p.m. to arrange a time of seeing.

1967 PICKUP, V-8 engine
complete with Hydraulic
de-angling 6Vfe ft. snow plow,
A-l condition.

I

AUCTION

i

I Tuesday, December 16 ^

.

.
.

•I

--

WA LZ

A

SANTA CLAUS AUTO SALES

I

Sam Weism an & Sons
INCORPORATED
Tel. 452-5847
3rd

Watch For

BUJCK — 1965 Sporf Wagon Custom,
. small V-8, red and white matching interior, excellent condition. See at 802
E. 2nd. Tel. 454-1947.

Winona Daily News f L
Winorra, Minnes4rra "*
THUR SDAY , DEC. 11, 1969

MOBILE HOME-8' X 46', furnished, 2
bedrooms, air conditioned. On lot in
Winona. 12250. Weekday evenings Tel.
¦
452-7092.

.
.

ONE-BEDROOM home at 25 Otis St. ONE BRAND NEW 1 6:00x16" tire on Ford
Only $5,900. TOWN 8, COUNTRY REAL.
wheel, $15; two csed 6:70x15 six-ply
TOR. Tel. 454-3741, 454-1476 or 454-5809.
tires . 110. 960 W. 3rd St., alter 4 p.m.
CONTRACT FOR OEED - Low down
payment. Newly remodeled 2 bedroom
home, East location, large enclosed
porch, combination windows, oil heal,
rec room In basement, garage. Must
see to appreciate. For appointment, call
owner. Tel. 452-95at».

Trucks,'- Tract's Trailers 108

Mankato Ave. Tel. 452-2759.

•>:«; *:v:',;-:v;v; *:.:v:^^

An Inexpensive Christmas

IF YOU ARE Iri the market tor a term
or home, or are planning to sell real
estate ot any type, contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COM PANY, Real
Estate Brokers. Independence, wis., or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, wis. Tel. 323-7350.

POLARIS — 1969 Playmate Snowmobile
with 4. noursv Cheap, to clear floor for
motorcycles. ROBB MOTORS, INC.,
578 E. 4th. ,

109 Mobile Homes,Trailers l
l
i

CHEVROLET—1958, 6-cylinder,
straight CHEVROLET—1 9e5 Bel Air 4-door- .-sedan/
shift 4-door. Ready for winter driving. ; automatic. Tel. 454-2697.
J75. Tel. 454-1235.
CHEVROLET-1945, 327, 4-speed transmission, 2-dobr sedan, chrome revers e
TWO JEEPS — '64 and '62 4-whecl drive,
wheels. Must sell, leaWncj for- Ihe servutility station waoons, with ironl mountice. Tel. Lewlslon 3251.
ed power winch. Ideal Auto Sales, 470

CHEVROLET—1968 Va-ton, custom series,
14,000 miles. Excellent condition. Tel.
454-58(S5.

COMPLETELY remodeled
inside and out! Three bedrooms * newly carpeted IrvFarms, Land for Sale
98
ing room and dining room.
SEVEN MILES W. of Caledonia, 117 acres
Tile
bath. " . ¦:
:
wllh 75 tillable. 168 acres within valley
wllh modern house, 45 acres tillable.
Choice for $21,000. Also farms and
homes In Spring Grove area. BILL
CORNFORTH, Lt Crescent, Minn. Tel.
•
..
895-2106.
. :
_

WESTGATE GARDENS
.Wheelhorse, AAAF, Traces, Sales &
Service, Accessories, Clothing.

FORD—1955 'A-ton pickup, 6, good condition, with tank heater. May be seen
• after 4 p.m., 960 -W. 3rd St.

10'x48' Hilton Trailer including nicely landscaped lot.
Big one car garage, private
water pump, septic tank
and dry well. Wilf sell on
contract with small down
payment.

95

NICE 6 room, T floor house, E. central
location. Tel. 687-691 V.

GO ONE BETTE R
Get Skl-Doo l
DICK'S MARINE
Tel. 452-3809
Latsch Island, Winona

EVINRUDE SNOWMOBILES and accessories. Reverse gear and neutral lockout control. Felling's Marine, "Evlnrude
Sales and Service", Cochrane, Wis. Tel,
24B-2694 ,

E. 2nd \sS$M&434-5141

109 Used Can

107A Used Cars

1
%
'f i
l\

TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT,
FRED D. HEFTy , OWNER
Walter A . Zcek and James Helke , Atwtioneors
Northern Investment Co., Lester Sent y, Clerk
Rep. by Lyman Duller

|
|
\\
pi
|1

By Roy Cran»

BUZZ SAWYER

^

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mori Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LTL ABNER
By Gordon Be«

REDEYE

STEVE CANYON

¦
M_ ^^_aaaam>an ^aMM>M0 ~WM»uiMM

"

By Milton Canniff

By Fred Laswell

BARNEY GOOGLE ind SNUFFY SMITH
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• Built-in Soft Food Disposer
Celeste
Retracting
ConoliteStabilizers
• ExcliiBive
Top'
• Maple Cutting Board Top • AutomaticDetergentDiBpenser
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155 East Third St.
"Whoro Service It a Fact . . . Not a Promiso"
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